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The Life and Economic Contributions of

Simonde de Sismondi

I

Foreword

There are many scientists who have studied Economic Theory.

There are others who, through the medium of literature, have made

valuable contributions to the stream of economic thought; and lastly

there are a few noble workers who have devoted their lives to the

great task of developing Economics as an independent branch of the

social science group. It is due to their untiring labors that

Economics has emerged as a separate field of study dependent upon

its own laws and surrounded by its own problems of research, but

still maintaining its inter-relations with Philosophy, Psychology,

Sociology and History. Many of this last group of economists have

been rewarded for their efforts by having their productions ^iven

a place in every library of Political Science; but others have

been granted only a brief space and a short reference in text books

dealing with the History of Economic Theory. Occassicnally, as

in the case of the German and the French Economists the neglect

has been due largely to the difficulties that English students

experienced when, unfamiliar with the foreign tongue, and unable





to obtain adequate translations, they attempted to interpret the

meaning of printed pages in the original language.

Probably no writer of Economic theory has been more unself-

ish in his desire to promote interest in the Social Sciences or

more single-minded in his devotion to the study of Political

Economy than M« de Sismondi and yet, owing to the fact that his

books have missed the attention of an able translator very little

is known of his contributions to Economics and he is generally

classed as a historian and a sociologist and not as an economist.

The purpose of this study is to give a clear portrayal of

the life of Sismondi and the contributions which he lias made to

economic thought and also to show the part which his writings

have achieved in develor^ing the subjective side of the science of

Ec onomic s

»





The Life and Eoonomio Contributions of

M. Simonde do Sismondi

II

The life of John Charles Leonard Simonde de Sismondi stands

out as a shining illustration of the universal truth that those

who contribute to either the Physical or Social sciences are worthy

of being classed as world citizens. The accumulation of scientifio

knowledge is the property of no one nation nor of any special group

of men; because the advancement of these sciences is above the

sceptered sway of kings and its forward march recognizes neither

the boundaries of states, the fetters of creeds, nor the limitations

of languages? but looks for guidance to that society of intellect-

uals who obey the same laws and pursue the same end, the discovery

of universal truth*

John Charles Leonard Simonde de Sismondi was born at Geneva,

May 9, 1773* He was the last descendant from that noble family of

the Sismondi of Tuscan origin and his life reflects an added lustre
1

to a name already renowned in history* There are some authorities

that question the connection between Sismondi *s family and the Pisan

family; but the preservation of the motto "Cara fe m* e la vostra",

1* Encylopedia Britannic

a
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a

which had been bestowed by an emperor of the house of Suftbia to

an early ancestor when the latter gave his life to preserve the

life of his monarch, Henry VI, from an assassin's blow, removes

all reasonable doubts, especially as his French and Italian
2

biographers have aooepted the relationship and refer to M. Simonde

de Sismondi as the descendant of that illustrious Pisan family.

The Sismondi family upon the extinction of the Pisan Republic

in the fourteenth century fell from their ancient splendors and

after the subjection of their own country took refuge in France

with the army of Frederico Buzzolo in 1524* In the oblivion of

their long exile in Dauphiny their name was contracted into Simonue

,

Having embraced Protestantism they were forced after the revocation

of the ediot of Nantes, together with other persecuted protestants

to leave France and to seek an asylum in the city of Geneva* Here

the family were welcomed and their names were inscribed upon the
*l-2

roles of the aristocracy. Four generations lived in Geneva* The

historian's grandfather served in the armies of France and his

father who was an evangelical minister held the position of
3

pastor at Bossex*

2. Rosooe, Thomas - Translation of Historical View of the
Literature of the South of Europe Pafce 9-10

3* Roscoe, Thomas - Translation of Historical View of the
Literature of the South of Europe Page 10

*2* liignet, M» - Introduction to Series of Essays *

Selected from the Works of Sismondi
"introduction
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His mother was a woman of superior mental abilities, and from

her Sismondi inherited his talent for writing, his lore of the social

sciences and his ardent patriotie spirit. She early instilled in

his life an appreciation for the value of discipline of both mind

and heart which sustained him in all the vicissitudes and struggles

of his career and later enabled him to secure great literary triumphs.

The lofty and almost aristocratic feeling which enabled him to

rise above every eorrupt tainfc that sense of man's dignity and

enlightened love of the people which is everywhere manifested in the

writings of M. Sismondi and which lend charm to his profound

researches may be traced to the early instruction which he received
1-2

from his mother*

The happy years of Sismondi's childhood were passed at

"Chatelaine", the beautiful country home of his parents, located at

the gates of Geneva, at the point where the "troubled waters of the

Arve mingle with the limpid Rhone, just issuing from the lake".

Opposite to Chatelaine stood the majestic ohain of the Alps and the
* 1

smiling brow of the Jurao

Sismondi and his sister enjoyed an ideal home life. His parents

never treated Charles as a mere child; but allowed him to accompany

them on long walks into the mountains and on their sails on the lake

and up the rivers, which afforded the most enchanting views of the

1.Roscoe , Thomas - Historical View of the Literature of the South
of Europe- Introduction

2. Contemporains Illustres P. 8

Encyclopedic Gens du Mondi Vo. XXI

*l.lfi.gnet M. Introduction Series of Essays on Political Economy
Selected from Works of Sismondi. Page 3.





beautiful gardens and the lovely scenery that surrounded Geneva, His

home was the meeting place for the most distinguished strangers as well

as the intellectual leaders of Geneva who eagerly availed themselves

of the opportunity to cultivate the friendship of a family esteemed for
1

its native worth.

Sismondi belonged to Rousseau* s country and being born at a

period when revolutionary movements were destroying the old order, he

early adopted republican principles of government^ When only ten years

of age he amused himself and a group of his young friends by writing

the constitution for a little ideal republic.

At about the same time his parents entered him in the College or

High School of Geneva and upon completing the prescribed course there

he was allowed to continue his studies in the Auditcire or University

where he made excellent progress in the social sciences. His

university life was interrupted by the financial misfortunes which

overtook the family through his father having intrusted the major part

of his property to his friend M. Uecker, to invest for him. His

confidence in his countryman's financial ability was misplaced and the

Sismondi family suffered heavy reverses. The loss of his fortune led

the elder Sismondi, much against his son*s inclinations, to place the

young man as a clerk in the counting-house of the eminent firm of

Egnards and Company at Lyons. Here Sismondi acquired habits of order

and method so rapidly that he soon became an efficient accountant as

well as an earnest student of banking procedure and systems of exchange.

To this discipline he later ascribed his patience in working out

1. Roscoe, Thomas - Trans 1ation . View of the Literature of the South
"of Europe .

~
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difficult social problems, his rapid computations and his power ©f

applying to the science of political economy, those lessons supplied
1-2-3

by the science of history*

The revolutionary troubles at Lyons obliged Sismondi in 1792 to

return to Genera; but his native city ne longer afforded a safe haven

for the family because French opinions were everywhere end the popular

party soon seized the power and overthrew the old aristocratic families

who had formerly directed the government* Both Sismondi and his

father were imprisoned* Their home was stripped of its most valuable

possessions and their remaining fortune was placed "under oontribution*

As not a shadow of proof of anything polities! eould bo brought against

them they were soon liberated and upon their release from prison the

family left Switzerland for England* Having seen his father, mother

and sister comfortably established in the home of a country clergyman,

from which they afterwards removed to Tenterden, Sismondi set out to

cultivate an intimate acquaintance with the language, customs, and men

of his adopted country* He studied its constitution and laws, attended

the courts of justice and made himself familiar with the principles,

as well as the forms and practices of English political and industrial

life* His quickness of precoption and methodical plan of study gave

him in little more than a year»s residence a correct knowledge of the

literature, institutions and the national character of the English

1* Roscoe, Thomas, Translation* View of the Literature of the
South of Europe

2* Encyclopedic des Gens du Mond

3* Bossi - Life and Works of Sismondi Necrologia, Florence
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people* This material served as a basis for future investigations,

in regard to England's insular position, her relation to commerce,

manufacturt and agriculture. His exile in England supplied the

background for these enlarged views and correct reasoning which
1-2

spurning all theories aimed only at practical objects and results*

The Sismondi family had intended to remain for sometime at

Tenterden, but Madame Sismondi became ill through longings for her

lakes and mountains and induced the family to return to Switzerland,

The revolutionary forces were still at work and they had hardly

established themselves at Chatelaire when one of the ancient syndics,

an intimate friend of the Siamondis sought their protection.

Desiring to save the old man from his enemies, Madam Sismondi gave

him lodgings in a shed which opened into France and placed her son

as a guard outside the building. During the night the popular party

came to Chatelaine. Sismondi exerted all his efforts to awaken his

charge; but in vain* M* Caila had locked the door of his refuge and

was too deaf to hear the cries of warning* The gendarmes came up,

knocked down the young guard when he attempted to defend the guest

of his house, broke open the door and seized the unfortunate Caile

who awoke to find himself in the hands of his enemies* Madam Sismondi

and the family spent the night in prayers from whioh they did not

1* Roscoe, Thomas, Translation - Historical View of the Literature
of tke South of~Europe by Sismondi 13-14

2* Bossi, Necrologia, Life and Works of Sismondi
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desist until the distant discharge of musketry informed them that

it was useless for them to hope for the preservation of their

friend's life.

After this unhappy erent the family sold their beloved

Chatelaine to which they often regretfully referred as their

"Paradise Lost" and turned their faces to Italy. His father

commissioned Sismondi to look for a suitable farm* After traveling

on foot through the beautiful valleys of the Apennines he purchased

in 1795, Val Chiusa, a charming country place in the rieh territory

of Pescia* Here he esoaped the turmoil of the outer world and, with

the exception of a few brief intervals of imprisonment which the

numerous political uprisings imposed upon many innocent persons, for

five years was allowed to devote his time to agricultural pursuits

and deep study* It was during this interval that he composed his

charming work the "Tableau de l'Agriculture des Toscans, 1* 1801 and

began his "Reeherches sur Les Constitutions des Peuples Libres*"

He also commenced his preparations for writing the history of the
1

Italian Republics* It was a period of peace and prosperity for

Sismondi* His sister in a short time married and settled at Pescia

and his parents were happy in the protection which their pastoral life

afforded them* The Italian Republics is the work of a man who lived,

and had mingled with men of all classes, and who understood the

peculiar character, the interests and the intellectual wants of the

country on which he wrote, "He inhaled its air, he drank its streams

and sunned himself beneath its skies."

1 Munier, Notice Sur la Vie de Sismondi Quarterly Review 144
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"It is worth remarking, " says M. Munier, "that his labours in

political economy bear as early a date as that of his historical
1

researches." He pursued from 1801 -with equal rigor and in well-

sustained harmony the two branches of the social science and while

engaged in collecting at great expense of travel, researches and

study, the extensive materials for his "Republicques de Italienne,

"

he took advantage of his stay in Italy to become acquainted with the

condition of the peasantry. He was at that time an ardent disciple

of Adam Smith and his two volumes "Traite Sur la filches se Commercial e,

published in 1803 show his great admiration for the celebrated Scotch

economist and his desire to apply the whole of Smith* s theories to
*1

France and Geneva.

Important business required the presence of Sismondi and his

father in Geneva in 1800-1803. Hlhile there he met Count Plater who

became very much interested in the young author and offered him the

chair of Political Economy at Wilnfi (Vilna) University at a salary of
2-3

6,000 francs.

His father advised him to accept the position; but his mother,

to whom he was devoted, after enumerating all the advantages he would

derive from accepting the offer closed her long letter in words that

1. Munier, Notice Sur la Vie de Sismondi Quarterly Review 144
*1« Eoscoe, Thomas, Introduction to Sismondi *s Literature South-

of Europe, Page 20

2 Mignet, M. Essays from Sismondi*

s

Political Econoffly__Page 7
So Lsxousse - Grond Dictionnaire Universel Eta XIX EXIV Tome XIX
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expressed her deeper sorrow* nDo not ask me how I feel about this

affair of Wilna. I have too much pain in driving off this feeling.

From the day your ten years of residence commences all will be over
1

for me."

Sismondi declined the offer because he held the society of his

mother and his personal liberty dearer than any pecuniary remuneration.

His mind too, was fully occupied by his researches into the history

of the Italian republics, and his leisure hours were spent at the

Chateau of Coppet where he enjoyed the companionship of a delightful

group of friends including M. Necker, Madam de Stael, Benjamin Constant,

Jean de Miller, the historian of Switzerland, Sohlegel, the oritio, and

many other distinguished visitors, who assisted him with their adviee

and encouragement in his literary undertakings. At that time he

exercised the duties of Secretary to the Chamber of Commerce of the

Department of Leman which was then a part of Franee.

The sixteen volumes of the Italian Republic begun in 1805 were

not finished until 1818 • Their author experienced great difficulty

in finding a publishers but the warm reception accorded to the first

two volumes when they appeared in 1807 greatly facilitated the

publication of the others*

In 1805 Sismondi accompanied Madam de Stael whom he had come to

regard as a second sister upon her tours of Italy and Germany* At

Vienna he lived at her house and through her influence he was admitted

into the bosom of the most distinguished society of the period,

1. Series of Essays from the Writings of Sismondi* s Political Economy
by an unknovm Translator - Page 51
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comprising prinaesses, ministers, nobles and statesmen of the courts

of Germany and Russia* While Madam de Stael was composing her famous

Corione, Sismondi devoted himself to the study and the writing of his

Literature of the South of Europe* Its manuscript formed the basis

of a course of lectures which he gave before a large audience in his

native city of Geneva in 1810, and three years later his friends

prevailed upon him to go to Paris and have them published* His

welcome in the brilliant capital of France was both stimulating and

auspicious as he made many intimate and enduring friendships with

persons of distinction*

His meeting with the Emperor Napoleon occurred on his second visit

to France in 1815* Napoleon had recently returned from the Isle of Elba

and was greatly attracted to Sismondi through a series of articles

which he had recently published in the Moniteur defending the Emperor's

cause and upholding his acts* The memorable interview took place at

l'Elysee Bourbon where they enjoyed a long conversation* The great

impression -which this visit made upon Sismondi is shown in the almost

verbatim record of it which he inserted in his private journal* The

Emperor was greatly pleased with the distinguished scholar and as a

token of his esteem offered him the Cross of the Legion of Honor which

the economist refused as he wished his support of the Emperor to be

wholly free from any shadow of self-interest* Sismondi cherished a great

faith in Napoleon and it was not until after the fall of the Empire that
1

he realized the futility of his dreams*

1, Mignet, M., Series of Essays from Politioal Economy by Sismondi





Sismondi who was a zealous supporter of all liberal movements

assisted in the reorganization of Geneva as an independent state after

the fall of the Empire of Napoleon. In 1817 he wrote several essays

against the slave trade and in 1823 became enthusiastic concerning

the independence of Greece,

The sudden death of Sismondi* s father occurred in 1810 while he was

in Geneva; and in 1817 when he was about to start for Paris Sismondi was

detained at Coppet to attend the funeral of Madam de Stael. His grief

knew no bounds, "it is over#
w he wrote to his mother, "this abode where

I have lived so much, where I have always felt myself so happily at

home. My life is grievously changed; there was no one, perhaps to whom
1

I owed more than to her."

In 1818 Sismondi began to collect material for what was to be the

crowning achievement of his life - l'Histoire des Prancais. Before

beginning this great task he made a visit to England, and while there

he met Miss Jessie Allen, whose elder sister was the wife of his

friend, James Mackintosh. His friendship for Miss Allen proved a most
2

happy one, and in April 1819 they were married and shortly afterwards

they returned to Geneva, where they made their home at Chenes, a

pleasant country house which Sismondi had inherited from his
*l-2*

grandmother.

1 Mignet, M. Series of Essays from Political Economy by Sismondi
Uotes from Unpublished Jr. Page 39

2* Larousse - Grand Dictionnaire Universel Du XIX E Siecle Tome XXV
(14) "Sism6ndl"

*1. Larousse - Grand Dictionnaire UniyersalDu XIX E XIV Tome
*2. Roscoe, Thomas, Translation Literature S6uth 6f Europe Page 21
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Qn his return from London he was elected to a ohair at the

College de France and at Sorbonne; but he declined these honors as

he preferred to devote his life to writing history and to political

and economic researches. His life in the village of Chenes was a

very happy one* He was engrossed in his work and surrounded by an

ideal domestic life. He found in his wife, a willing research worker,

"an elevation of mind, a beauty of character, a sweetness of

disposition and that devotion of heart which spread a oharm over the

rest of his life." The felicity of his home at Chenes was disturbed

in 1821 by the unexpected death of his beloved mother* She had been

his faithful counselor and the inspiration that had directed hi3

footsteps from his earliest recollections through the difficulties and

privations of prison and the temptations of early manhood. After
3

the funeral at Peseia, he bade an affectionate farewell to his sister,

Madam Forti and her children, who were a constant source of affection

and delight to him, and with a heavy heart returned to Geneva, where

he made his home for the rest of his life, with
K
except ion of

occasional journeys into France, England and Italy. His days at Chene

were passed with little variety; eight hours were set apart for

studying and writing history; the remainder of his time was given to

carrying out some noble interest or to the defense of some generous

undertaking. His favorite recreations consisted of walking and

carrying on his large correspondence with persons dear to him whom he

had met on his travels in the different countries of Europe. His

3. Sisxnondi - Political Economy - Introduction Page 21
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evenings were spent in animated conversations xvith friends and

illustrious foreigners from all lands who met around his fireside and

with whom he carried on conversations in their own languages.

At the moment when M. Sismondi began l'Histoire des Francais

{History of the French) his mind was in its fullest pov7er. The

profound study of original documents which constituted his immense

library proved to be a labour as rigorous as intellectual and enabled

hi3 presenting the history of France in a more complete and truthful

manner than had ever been done before. He was the first to trace

the dark picture of the Roman Empire through its decline and the

first to assign to the Germanic invasions their true character. It

is to be regretted that he did not give more colour to his

descriptions, more animation to his recitals of events and that he

allowed his strong protestant sympathies to prejudice his preservation
1

of the manners and actions of the men of that day.

Sismondi possessed the qualifications of a great historian. He

combined an inquisitive spirit for research, the high intellect of

a great mind and the accuracy of judgment of an expert liiathemtician

with his gifts of a philologist and a linguist. His apology for the
2

neologisms found in his works reveals his aptitude for languages.

"The number of the original historians is tremendous and almost

all of them wrote in foreign languages. This circumstance might

provide" me with some excuse in the eyes of those who will not fail to

accuse me of neologisms and incorrect expressions. It is never

1-2. Series of Essays on Political Economy - 19
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voluntarily, never consciously, that I have employed expressions

different from the common usage. But to fulfil a task which I had

imposed upon myself, to attain the truth, I was obliged to live

somewhat out of my mother tongue (French). In a work of at least

eight hours every day for twenty years, I have had to read and think

habitually in Italian or in Latin, and occasionally in German,

Spanish, Greek, English, Portuguese and Provenoal. I must have passed

from one language to the other without always thinking of the

form in which the thought was couched, without noticing the
1-2-3

substitution of one form for the other. M

It is generally conceded that Sismondi , s political researches

never equalled his historical studies. His i ouveaux Principes

d 1 Economic Politique, ou d« la Richesse le Comraerciale was first

published in 1819 but eight years later he revised and republished it.

His Etudes sur les Constitutions des Peuples libres written in 1835

was the fore-runner of his Etudes sur l ,Economie Politique, two

volumes, compiled in 1836 while he was a guest at his sister* s home

at Pescia. The following year he set out on a tour of the

Campagna of Rome traveling on foot through the valleys he had first

visited as a light hearted youth thirty years before. The change

which had been occasioned by the disappearance of the population and

l.Mao-Lan Tuan - "Simonde de Sismondi as an Economist - Page 21

2»Histoire des Republics Italiennes du Mgygn Age
Vol. 1, P. XXVIII, Introduction

3. Political Economy -Series of Essays Introduction P. 40
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the division of their fields among the great landowners, destroyed

the harmony of the country and he exclaimed with the bitterest of

regret. W I cen only hear one voice, that of an expiring society,

contemplate one view, the decline and agony of Rome, The work-shops

of the cities no longer offer any asylum to the indolent population,

for the rich will not consume Roman productions, and the poor cannot

buy them; how sorrowful is the spectacle of a great city dying of
1

inanition.

"

In 1838 he was chosen as one of five associates of the

Aoademie des Sciences Morales et Politiques, and in 1841 he gratefully

accepted the cross of the Legion of Honor which he had refused to take
2-3

from Napoleon* s hand in 1815.

During the last five years of his life he suffered terribly from

an incurable disease (cancer of the stomach) which rapidly sapped

his strength, but he never neglected either hia writings or his

political interests. His last public service took place on March 30,

1842, when he made a speech combatting the proposed changes of the victoj

party and begged his countrymen to adhere to the stern dictates of

reason and patriotism.

He had entreated Providence to grant him the life and strength

to finish his great work in the History of France. It had been an

1. Series of Essays (Unpublished Journal (1847) Page 45
2. Unpublished Journal; Vie et Travaux de Charles de Sismondi
3. Series et Essays on Political Economy Page 48

•ious
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almost uninterrupted labor for forty-seven years; but he was only

allowed to continue it to the twenty-ninth volume, the last proofs

of which he corrected with a weak and trembling hand* In looking

back over hi3 life he wrote in his Journal, H My life has been

divided between the study of political economy and that of history;

thus, the economist must often appear in this long recital, by the

side of the historian; I have endeavoured not to let those lessons

be lost which are given by experience, as to what contributes to

oreate and to maintain the prosperity of nations. But above all,

I have always considered wealth as a means, not as an end. I hope

it will be acknowledged by my constant solicitude for the cultivator,

for the artisan, for the poor who gain their bread by the sweat of

their brow, that all my sympathies are with the labouring and suffering

classes* n

It was in the month of May 1818 that he began his great work and

it was in the month of May 1842 that he laid down his pen conscious

that he had given Prance a "complete picture of her existence* tt

He had hoped upon finishing his History of France to go to Pescia

and thereto die beneath the trees he had planted and among the

recollections of his youth and the memories of his mother; but his

wish was not fulfilled* On the ninth of May he wrote his conclusion

to his twenty-ninth volume; and on the two days that followed he drew

up a detailed catalog of his works, which forms an abridged history

of his life* On the eighth of June he examined the proof sheets of

his twenty-ninth volume, and on the fourteenth he added a codicil to
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his will acknowledging the bless inge which Providence had heaped upon

him. M

On the twenty-fifth of June 1842 he asked to be dressed and

placed on a sofa where he might gaze on his loved mountcins* Here he

remained quietly resting until about three o'clock when his watchers

realized that a change had come over him and his soul had passed
1-2

into the great unknown*

In one of his last hours of mortal agony the futility of his

labors passed across his mind and he exclaimed with bitterness, MI

shall leave this world without having made any impression and nothing

will be done." In that he deceived himself, as the great importance of

his work rests upon the facts that he attacked certain problems

connected with the social order so courageously that he laid the

foundation upon which economists of a later generation were able to

erect a new structure of Government. Many a present day socialist,

perhaps without realizing it, repeats the observations and the ideas

which this generous hearted Genovese economist first proposed in an

earlier century.

His careful methods of study laid a foundation for the German

HistoriodL School to develop a new mode of attacking economic problems:

his sympathy for the working classes foreshadowed the reaction of human-

itarianism against the stern implacability of economic orthodoxy; while

lm Series of Essays on Political Economy and the Philosophy of
Government

2« Notes from an Unpublished Manuscript on the Life and Works of
Sismondi Pages 50-51
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his plea for state intervention proved an inspiration to those who

have sought to develop social legislation and state socialism.
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Notes

:

Biographical records are silent regarding Sismondi's

parents, but Dr. Sal is having carried his researches to the

archives at Geneva gives the following information;

Samuel Symond, de la C6te Saint Andre' en Dauphine, as a

drench protestant refugee came to Geneva in the seventeenth

century with a family of children. His third son, Eymard Sy-

mond married Gabrielle Monthion, a young lady of that city in

1692. Francois, Eymard' s son adopted the name of Simonde.

He served, as a captain in the army of the French king. He

married Marianne Sartoris, the daughter of the first syndic

of Geneva in 1739, and later held the office of the first mag-

istrate of the Republic. In 1764 he was elected "counceil des

Deux-CentsJ'a josition which remained in the family for two or

more generations. His 8on Gideon Franpois, born in 1740 was

the father of Sismondi. Gedeon Francois was a protestant

pastor. When he wa3 thirty years of age he married Henriette

Gabrielle Esther Girad. "Bossex was an ideal parish "and Ge'deon

franco is, who was an ardent botanist divided his time between

his duties as a pastor and his trips into the mountains after

rare specimens.. . He had two children, Charles born after

he had been a pastor at Geneva for one year, and Sara born two

years later in 1775*

Sismondi's mother Henriette Girodz( Girod) was the daughter

of a jj'rench refugee, Isaac Girodz. The Girodz family had left

Chalon sur Saone and established themselves in Geneva at about





the same time the Simonde family first made their home in

Geneva. As a family, they were interested in political and

social affairs connected with the state.

The family home, ehateiaine was the property of Henriette

Cxirad, which she had received as a dowery from her parents.

Its beautiful gardens and spacious halls with its wonderful

view of the mountains endeared their aome, not only to the

members of their own family and their many friends and rel-

ations; but also to the poor to whom the pastor was exceedingly
1

generous

.

"The brother-in-law of Ge'deon Simonde, Jacob Vernes, was

also a pastor; and his son Francois Verne was a man of letters

It is interesting also to know that Jessie Allen first

met Sismondi in 1816 when she and her sisters, Emma and Fanny

visited Pescia. They were entertained by Madam Sismondi and

became very fond of his sister Sara. Elizabeth Allen, Jessie

eldest sister, was She wife of Josiah Wedgwood and their
Emma %

youngest daughter^was the wife of Charl esWrwin the great

naturalist. Emma Darwin was a favorite niece of Sismondi

and on his last visit to England in 1840 he visited their
2. 3.

home. »»in a family of seven sisters and two brothers
Jessie Alien was the most loved." (4)

Uean-R. de Sal is, SISMONDI . La Vie et L tOeuvr e djun Cosmopol-
it e Philosopher p. 7-9, 10-13

2. Ibid. 331-333, 379-381

3. Emma Darwin
, A Century of family letters, pub, by

Henrietta Litchfield . London 1915
4. Jean-H Salis, Sismondi T,a vie et L'Oeuvre d' un Co amoral -

ite Phiiosphe p. 3875"^
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III

Sismondi Becomes a Non-conformist,

Sismondi was twenty-seven years of age when he published his

first work the "Tableau de l 1 agriculture en Toscane." This book,

written in a charming poetic style, is not only an excellent book

on agricultural economics; but it also presents a true picture of the

various labours in which its author participated, his personal

observations and his experiences while he was engaged in directing the

little farm at Val Chuisa. Through it Sismondi gives a soft and

animated portrayal of the labours and manners of the Tuscan

husbandmen. It was written at a time when the economist was living

the life of an agriculturalist, devoting his energies to planting,

flowers, fruits and trees, engrossed in the care of his vineyards and

the harvesting of his crops in their seasons* But that was not all,

for while his active hands were successfully increasing the

productivity of his farm, his ardent mind was intently wrestling with

those deeper problems, closely related to his theories of social

justice and the characteristic doctrines which formed the basis of

his later works in political economy.

In his "Tableau de 1* agriculture" he weighed the advantages of

small and large prop rties, of short and long leases* uHe studied the

great farms let in livellc (com rents) on life leases, and the modest

podere, which was cultivated on a rent of half the produce by a partner
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who enjoys without possessing and does not feel that he is poori' The

young man surprised at his findings became alarmed and asked himself,

"If an active numerous, and poor population was not worth more than a

small number of idle rich inhabitants? Whether the extinction of

laborious and active families is not a loss to states? Whether they

ought to protect a material advantage founded on the annihilation of
1

the poorer classes?" (Agriculture Toscane)

To these questions he concluded that large-scale farming might

result in a net profit greater than that from a small farm, yet as to

the gross profit, small farms were certainly superior. An increase

in gross profit is what is desired as it would feed a larger
2

population"

From this book Dr. Mao-Lan Tuan makes the following translation
3

as an example of Sismondi's early efforts to combat abstract theories.

"When the taste for and study of the natural sciences began to

revive in Europe, the new philosophers tended from the start, to seize

upon the theory and reduce it to a system. They aimed at the

imagination instead of experience, and they tried to teach at a time

when they should have been learning; it was some time before they

renounced this course which they had taken to be that of genius, and

were satisfied to listen, to observe, to learn and to wait. But the

days of experience came at last; it was universally recognized that

experience alone should enlighten us; and in agricultural science as

well as in other sciences, only lessons gained by experience were to
1. Mignet M«- Sismondi's Beries of Essays on Political Economy and the

Philosophy of Government -Historical Notice of his Life Page 51

2* Sismondi: -Tableau de l*Agriculture en Toscane P. 190-192
3. Mao-Lan Tuan, Simonde de Sismondi as an Economist; Page 27
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be followed.

Two years later, in 1803 Sismondi published his first work on

economics, "De la Richesse Commerciale on Principes de l'Economie

Politique, appliques a la Legislation du Commerce. The Richesse

Commerciale was written in close accord with the principles that .

Adam Smith had laid down in his 'Wealth of Nations^ It is divided into

three books treating Capital, Price and Monopoly. Throughout this

book the Genevese economist expresses his admiration for Adam Smith

and upholds his doctrine of self-interest. In his third book,

Sismondi vigorously attacked all kinds of government intervention and
2

insisted on the policy of laissez-faire to promote production*

"If Sismondi had never written again upon political economy" he

would have been regarded as "among the minor earlier followers of

3

Smith.

"

"Freedom for commerce is, in fact the greatest benefit that the

government is able to bestow upon the entire nation. Of all the

obstacles which hinder the industrial development of modern Europe,

the most harmful are found in the folly of almost all legislators.

They wish to direct commerce which is outside of their jurisdiction

and to hold in their hand the balanoe of those particular interests,

which, when allowed free competition tend without effort to a

4
realization of the general good."

1. Tableau de l f Agriculture en Toscane Page 1.

2* Tuan, Mao-Lan - Sismondi as an Economist Pages 27-28

3. Haney, L. H. History of Economic Thought . Page 356

4. Sismondi - Richesse Commerciale- Vol. 2 Pa^e 144.
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At this time Sismondi could not foresee that the freedom he so

earnestly advocated -would in time produce social evils that he would

have to combat in his later books dealing with economics. Although

he was loyal to the orthodoxy of his age his book advanced some new

theories. As he regarded political economy as a science of

government and warned legislators who were not familiar with its

principles against passing laws that xvould hinder national prosperity.

He held that it was a science to be carefully studied and that it

aimed through increasing the national wealth to multiply the

enjoyments of all the people according to their particular stations.

Although everyone would not become richer through having studied

political economy all would be able to enjoy a greater degree of
1

comfort if the government adopted its principles.

Sismondi recognized the importance of the observation of facts

as opposed to mere abstract theories.

"The studies which prepare one for this science (political

economy) are not less interesting than the object. It (economics) is

not built on dry calculations, nor upon a mathematical chain of

theorems, deducted from obscure axioms given as incontestable truthsj

it is not a science whose instructions mislead its disciples and

discourage strangee*. Political economy is founded upon the study of

man and of men; human nature must be known and also the condition

and life of societies in different times and in different places;

1 Sismondi- Riches se Commerciale Vol. I Preface I-X3V
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it is necessary to consult the historians,* one must look into himself;

not only study the laws; but also laow how they are executed; not alone

examine the tables of exports and imports; but also know the conditions

of the country, enter into the bosom of the families, judge the

affluence or the poverty of the mass of the people, verify the great

principles by observations of details and ceaselessly compare these

with the daily life of the day laborers. Such a complete study would
1

be long; but it certainly would not be dry or uninteresting.

"

Some passages in "De la Richesse Commerciale express his

sympathy for the working classes.

MIt would be -well in general to consider the diminution of interest

as a sign of national prosperity because it might be an indication of

an increase of wealth in circulation and also that the profit of the

merchant diminished in proportion, and accordingly a larger share went

to the workers at the expense of the employer. The first having

gained what the second lost. It being necessary that the class which

is most numerous and most interesting for society should not be

reduced to the bare necessities of life through the profits of the
2

capitalists o

"

Sismondi did not urge the point consistently and in many

passages he continued his scientific analysis treating labor as a

factor of production as indifferently as any of his contemporaries in

the field of classical economists.

In 1818 at the invitation of the Encyclopedia of Edinburgh he

1. Sismondi - De la Richesse Commerciale Vol. I - XIV-XVT (14-16)
2. Sismondi - De la Richesse_ Comm§r.c.iale_ Vol. I- Page 77-78
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prepared an article in which he sought to avoid all prejudices

of the time and the influence of contemporary writers whose books he
1

refused to read lest he should become biased by their theories.

In consequence his article followed the course of his own research-

es and he discovered and expounded some new economic principles.

Through his own observations of the many woefal spectacles which

the abuse of unlimited production had wrought and having seen whole

sections of the population reduced to poverty by inventions which

revolutionized industry, he at last emerged as a non-comformist*

The Classical economists, of course rejected his "heretic views; but

because of his charming personality Sismondi still retained the high

personal regard of most of the leading economists of his time." His

influence was especially important in France, where great economists

like Say and Blanqui modified their principles to conform with the
2

"Houveaux Principas, " which he published in 1819 and revised in 1827.

Sismondi interviewed MacCulloch and Ricardo, and while the former

received the Genevese scholar with marked hostility, Ricardo, who was

the real leader of the school which he opposed showed him marked

courtesy.

^Notwithstandijig my difference with Monsieur Sismondi, on the

doctrines of Political Economy, I was a great admirer of his talents,

and I was very favorably impressed by his manners - I did not expect

1. Tuan, Mao-Lan Simondi de Sismondi as an Economist P. 27-29
2. Tuan, Mao-Lan Simondi-de Sismondi as an Economist P. 30-31
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from what I had soon of his controversial writings to find him so
1-2

oandid and agreeable."

Sismondi* s influence was not confined to the continent of

Europe, but was extended to America through his correspondence with

the celebrated American pastor William Channing, whose religious views

and moral teachings were in close accord with those of the economist
3

who was an ardent supporter of the protestant religion. These

letters covered a space of twelve years and embraced questions related

to religion, morals, history, and current social theories of justice.

Sismondi was bitterly opposed to the institution of slavery which

existed in the southern states and forcefully urged Channing as a

minister of the Gospel to exert all his influence toward the overthrow

of this evil and to end the crimes vahioh the masters inflicted upon
4

their helpless victims*

In the last letter dated November 19, 1841, only a few months

before Sismondi* s death and written in those dark days that follov/ed

the overthrow of the liberal constitution of Geneva, Sismondi wrote

to his Amerioan friend out of the fullness of his heart's grief: "flTe

are only a little state; but our revolution was a great event in the

history of liberty; its overthrow is a triumph for all the base ideas

and the ending of all the aspi cations for public good. It was
Simonde

1. Tuan, Mao-Lan-, Sismondi as an Economist. P. 32
Zc Letters of Rieardo to Trower 1811-1823 Edited by Bonar and

Hollander (Oxford 1899 ) t> /?»--// *
~~

3. Sismondi, J. C. L. Simondi - A Review of the Progress of Religions
Opinions - From the French - Bowles*" and Dearborn

4. Taillandier M. Saint Rene - Lettres Indentes J.C.L. de Sisnondi
Pa:;os 50^56
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established in 1815j it was destroyed November 22, 1841 by the

revolution. It was a democratic constitution in the best sense of the
1

word tt

Note:

!• Taillandier, M. Saint Rene - Lettres Inedites de
J. C. L. de Sismondi Pages 58-65

de M. de Bonstetten, de Madame de Stael et de Madame Souze a
Madame La Comtesse 1*Albany aven une introduction par
M. Saint-Rene Taillandier.
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IV

Sismondi as a Critic

A. His Study of the Facta

During the fifteen years that followed the

publication of his "ve La iviciiesae vOiuiuoi ei«*j. « 1 Sismondi had

an opportunity to odsc?v* the unfortunate consequences which

the Industrial Revolution had ushered in and as a result of

his study he abandoned the beliefs which he had formerly held;,

ieiuted the teachings of au«*xu omivu; advocated new principles

and commenced an attack upon the Hxaisser-faire M system of

the Uxassical School* nis long sojourn in England in 1824

caused him to oecome convinced that industrialism was not

always the successful adventure the economists claimed and he

was forced to declare that, rt ohis most progressive of nations'*

was being "suomitted to a great experiment for the instruction

-e^ %i*e root of the rest of the world. The mass of the nation

together with their philosophers having forgotten that the

increase of wealth should not be the end of political economy;

but that wealth should be used as an instrument to promote the
1

happiness of all," Sismondi was a man of great generosity

of heart, deeply interested in both public and private charity

and the suffering of the workers in the English factories made

a strong appeal to his sympathies* His attack upon the EngLis]

1. Uouveaux Principea d» Boonomie Politique Vol. 1_ p<*&t iv
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school was directed against the political and economic organiz-

ation which made the same errors as the philosophers,

"The governments, like the writers," said he, "appear to "be

misled in searching for means to increase tne wealth of the

state while their real problem is to discover that combination

which will guarantee the greatest amount of happiness to each
1

individual." It is not the multiplication of wealth, tut

the best distribution which is the real duty of the science.

Tnis idea, arrived at through his deep researches in history

ana nis keen observation or tne harm which mechanical inventions

had produced in his era, supplied the basis for Sismondi* 3 new
2

conception of political economy.

In contrasting the old guild system with the new regime

he undoubtedly exaggerated the virtues of the former and over-

looked benefits which society had derived from the new order.

In caking his stand against the Classical school ne isolated

himself knowing^ Tom tne English economists who were spreaamg

tneir doctrines in j&Tance. At the same time he was too far-

sighted to be drawn into the fold of the new sociological school

or to accept the co-operative systems that Owen, Saint-aimon,

and Fourier were trying to advance.

MTo attempt to suppress personal interest and to think

that the world can go on without it," said Sismondi to some of

them»is sufficiently bold; out to imagine that all the labor

1. .Nouveau Principes d' Euonomie ruiitique Vol. i .fage xxii
a. Af caiion, Aj.ucrt, ±, 'ueuvree .auoxioiiiique de Sismondi. P. 30-35
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of the community, the conducting of all its interests, can "be

determined at any moment of the day by the plurality of suffrage,

1

is acting like a society of fools." At another time he

accused others of ordering a "body to walk after having taken

away all the muscles and all the stimulous of individual interest.

Mxhejr take away from you hope, liberty, family affection,"

cried he sorrowfully, Haii to make you happy I Alas! there is
B

nothing true in their books, hut the evil they would remedy. H

In referring to his position and to the first edition of

his H.,ouveaux Prinuipes :

, which was published in 1818, he wrote

in 18 2b:- Hl qo not wisn to conceal that this work did not

ootain the approbation of men who are regarded as having made

the most signal progress in their science. I must even attrib-|

ute to their personal respect the delicacy with which they

opposed my hook; i am not surprised that l nave not made a

deeper impression. l raised doubts on principles which were

looked upon as fixed; 1 ouoox the foundations of a science,

wnich Dy its simplicity, oy the clear and methodical deduction

of its laws, appeared to be one of the noblest creations of the

human intellect. 1 attacked orthodoxy, as dangerous an enter-

prise in philosophy as in religion. At tne same time I nave

the greater disadvantage, I separated myself from friends, in

whose political opinions i agreed; I pointed out tne dangers

of innovations which they recommended; I showed that many

1 . Political Economy . Series o f Essays from th e Works o

r

Sismondi . London 1847
, p. 43

2. Ibid p. 43
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institutions which the: ha ong attacked as abuses, had

beneficial consequences; I invoked more than once the inter-

ference of social power to regulate the progress of wealth

instead of reducing Political Economy to the most simple and

apparently most liberal maxim, Hae laisser faire et laisser

passer, M

Mw*even years have passed, and facts have proved that tne

wise men from whom I have separated myself were in pursuit of

a false prosperity; that their theories served to increase

material wealth; but that they diminished the mass of enjoyment

laid up for each individual; that if they tended to make the

rich more rich, they also made the poor more poor, more depend-

ent and more destitute. Crises utterly unexpected have succeed-

ed one another in the commercial world; the progress of industry

and opulence has not saved the operatives who created this op-

ulence from unheard of suffering; facts have not answered either
1-

to common expectation, or to the predictions of the philosophers. "

The Nouveaux Principes might be considered as a book of

economical proportions which through demonstrations attempts to

prove that social welfare depends upon balance; since it is

necessary for wealth to contribute to happiness, its increase

must be in conformity to the increase of population and be so

distributed among the population that each class receives its
2

just proportion. Iz is necessary that income increases with

capital and that population should not go beyond the income

1 jNouveaux Principe* , vol . j. Introduction pp. 1-iii, x-xv
2 Political Economy Series of Essays.London, pp fn 4-1 22
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upon which it has to subsist; that consumption should increase

with the population, and that reproduction should be equally

proportioned according to the capital that produces it and the

population which is expected to consume it. Society, however,

is so organized that any of these forces may be disturbed inde-

pendently of the others; but whenever any of these relations
1

are disturbed social suffering must result.

In standing for a just proportionment of all the economical

forces aismondi believed that he had advanced his favorite

science to a new level of progress and had taken into consider-

ation obstacles that say, Ricardo, Mai thus, and MacCulloch had

overlooked. "These philosophers appear to me to have put aside

the obstacles which embarrassed them in the building of their

theories, and to have arrived at false conclusions through not

being able to distinguish those things which gave them trouble

to distinguish. n 2

B. His Criticism of the Industrial Revolution

UTee competition sismondi believed to be root of all evil*

It had resulted in universal rivalry among nations and manufact-

urers, encouraged large-scale production and in consequence

caused crises. The interests of the employer and the workmen

Political Economy . Series of Essays . London, 1847, 114-122

2. Nouveaux Principes. d'Economie Poli tique, Vol. I, p xi-xii
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had "become separated and in the struggle that ensued between

capital and labor the workers, unprotected by state legislation,

and possessing unequal bargaining power were subjected to all

types of exploitation as they were obliged to dispose of their

one product, the strength of their bodies in a market where

capital possessed all the advantages and purchased their wares

at a rate below the true value.

The Chrematistic school taught that the power of the mas-

ters, who desired to lower wages and that of the workmen who

wished to raise them, was equal and would establish the rate

of wages at a just medium, aismondi believed that these deduc-

tions rested on a primary error as in a contest of this kind

the victory rested on the side that could hold out the longest,

therefore the capitalists must win as they did not suffer very

mush through suspending the operation of their factories for
1

six months while to the workers it would mean death, Iflhen

once a glut in the market had occurred the contest between the

workers and their employers ceased and it became a trial between

the workmen and inflexible necessity. Associations in Trades 1

Unions had resulted in a melancholy experiment as the laborers

by refusing to work failed to raise wages and also dissipated

their savings and were obliged to yield as their existence was

dependent upon accepting work at whatever wages their employers

offered them regardless of the real value of their services, 2

1. Pol itical Economy , aeries of Essays . London, 1847, pp. 208-1

4

2. -Nouveaux Principes , d'Economie Politique, Vol, I pp 90-91
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as a contrast to the existing evils of the wealth seeking age

in which he lived, sismondi gives an interesting description of

the old regime and the happiness which the nation enjoyed under

the guild system.

"The corporation aimed to protect all who lived within

the town and practised the useful arts* It gave to each worker

hi* share of political power.' Society was so organized that all

who followed the same industry were able to associate together

and to defend themselves against any power that might threaten

the interests of the guild. Their organization enabled them

to divide among themselves all the benefits of their trade and

to live like brothers since the interests of the different
2

classes were almost identical.

The guild restricted the number of those who practis-

ed the arts, restrained the country people from migrating to

the city when they wished to enter trades for which they were

unfitted, limited competition , and prevented over-production.

Since the number of apprentices that a master-artisian

might take into his business was limited by the demand for his

product and as it required long years of training to become a

competent workman, the apprentice was obliged to become a

member of his employers household and benefited by the family

life of his master, as he sat at the same table and shared the

moral and intellectual instruction which the master gave to his

own children. The apprenticeship having been completed the

1. Etudes Sur 1» Sciences Sociale sur 1* Economise Politique. r>339
2. Ibid Vol. II p. 330, 337, 338, .
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young man served his master and from the wages he received for

his labor saved the necessary capital to start his own business.

The industrial population was limited as no workman married un-

til he had acquired the status of a master-artisian. The delay

prevented the evil of over-populating the country and of bring-

ing children into the world without the adequate means of pro-

viding for them.

±sy limiting the number of tradesmen who practised the art

each person admitted to the profession was able to live well

and to accumulate sufficient wealth that he might enjoy in his

old age the results of the fortune accumulated in his younger
1

years.

Sismondi drawing on his knowledge of history, carried his

comparison further and contrasted the state of the guild work-

ers and the apprentices who mastered every step of their trade

with the unhappy workers on the Latifundia. The condition of

these slaves who were constantly kept at one task and never al-

lowed to associate with their masters, he concluded, was very

similar to that of the employees in a modern factory, "which is

equally destructive of human initiative." 2

The apprentices, he admitted, sometimes suffered from the

ignorance and coarseness of their masters; but the guild system

was so organized that it supplied hours of recreation and rest,

1 Etudes sur left Sciences aociale. Economie .Politique pp 340-44
Vol. II

2 ioid. vol. II, pr 24—26
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The Industrial Kevolution which took place in the last part

of the eighteenth century was caused by the introduction of

scientific machinery which replaced the toals of the hand workers.

Inventions increased the efficiency of production a hundred

fold; hut living conditions were not benefited by this increased

production of wealth which failed to minister to the general

welfare of the people, aismondi was greatly disturbed and at-

tempted to analyze the problem of over-production:

"What then is the object of human society^" he asked, "Is

it to dazzle the eye with an immense production of useful and

elegant things? Is it to astonish the senses with the control

which man exercises over nature and by the precision or the

speed with which lifeless objects execute human labor? Is it

to cover the sea with vessels and the earth with railways which

distribute in all directions the products of the ever increasing

industries. Is it lastly to give to two or three individuals

among a hundred thousand the power of disposing of an opulence

which would be sufficient to keep a hundred thousand in comfort?

In that case, we have without doubt made immense progress, in

comparison with our ancestors; we are rich in inventions, rich

in activities, rich in scientific powers, rich in merchandise

everywhere; for every nation has produced not only enough for

itself; but also for its neighbors, nut if the aim which society

ought to accept, in encouraging work and protecting the fruits of

labor is rather to assure the development of man and of all men;

to develop with a benevolent hand throughout the whole of society,
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although in different proportions the fruits of the labor of

men, these fruits which we call wealth, and if these rewards

which consist of moral and intellectual growth as well as mat-

erial goods should be the means of improvement as well as en-

joyment, are we sure that we are approaching our goal? Is it

not a fact that we have forgotten the rights of the home, the
1

city, and the nationv"

.Before the establishment of large-scale manufacturing

plants the worker and the capitalist was frequently the same

person; but large-scale production required expensive machinery

and made it impossible for the small manufacturers to compete

with their more wealthy rivals. The worjonan was no longer in

a position to provide himself with tools and in order for one

master to obtain a fortune two hundred independent proprietors

were reduced to the status of laborers. In order to operate a

successful factory the division of labor was imposed upon the

workers; hundreds of young men and women were herded together

under conditions that destroyed morals and health; and afforded

no provisions for rest, recreation or proper inspection.

bismondi after referring to history as a proof of the ad-

vantages society had derived from hand made works of art produc

ed by the ancient civilizations in Kome and (ireece introduced

a touch of prophecy in his attack upon the great industrial

era; MIt is not yet realized that we are living in a new social

era under circumstances that we have never experienced and that

1 Etudes sur l f Economie Foli_ti_g_ue Vol. I page 27,28
2 Ibid Vol. II page 280-284
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tend to separate completely all kinds of property and 11 kinds

of wealth, ^rom ail kinds of labor, to break off all friendly

associations between the workers and their master, and to de-
1

prive the former of his share in the profits of the second,"

Many other eras have preceded this one, each in its turn hao

proved a forward step in the progress of society toward a higher

civil ization, therefore, , our present age with its wealthy pro-

prietors who revel in luxuries while their employees suffer for

necessities and the need of rest must in its turn pass away;

then the economists if there are any, will be able to appreciate
2

the constant progress of society during this age of opulence,"

"Rest", Sismondi informs us, "was the crucial point upon

which antiquity built its civilization and for which society

searches in vain to find a substitute." If the fundamental ob-

jective of political economy is, as we believe to maintain the

balance of consumption with production, or if it is a necessary

consequence of progress in the industrial arts and civilization

that each man who works produces more than the value which he

consumes and that as a result the producers are not able to use

all that is consumed it is necessary that each increase in the

manufacture of products should be accompanied by an equal in-

crease in the consumption by all classes or the products will
3

not be sold.

Mai thus arriveu ax tne same conclusion in his last work

upon political economy, and through it he found a motive that
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justified the seeming prodigality of the government many times

in using its unoccupied resources to. increase public wealth by

creating a class of consumers to buy goods. £he government

t)y giving employment on puDlic works produced that equilibrium
1

between production and consumption which is essential to society,

The laisser-faire system brought into use the term of "over-

trade" and "under-sell "f These terms have been instrumental in

developing antagonism between laborers and capitalists' and in

creating rivalry within classes, ooods are no longer produced

for consumption, but for profit. This change of attitude does

not indicate a change in human nature or prove that man is more

greedy or more cruel, but that the social regime has necessitated

a change of action and thought and the manufacturer reaches his

decision without anger, without compassion; and without even

knowing the numbers of his victims or seeing their distress:

An agent brought his account books to the manufacturer;

•Your manufacture of glass", said he,Mor of porcelaine, has

no more sale; but you can devote your furnaces to the preparation

of chemical products. With the investment of one million francs

you can provide for the consumption of the whole of Prance."

M. HHow so? How much is the consumption of France?"

A. "So much."
M. "Who is providing for it today?"

A. "So and So manufactures in such and such provinces."

M. "Will they not carry on their industries any more?"

A. "No, you can sell ten per cent cheaper than their

1 -Etudes sur i» Jiiconomie Politique Vol.1, pp 96-97
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selling prices.

"

M. "What will they do then?"

A. MThey will succumb?"

M. "What will their workers do?"

A, "They too •

"

M. "Start the work. You shall nave the million," 1-2

The oppressor may possess a kindly disposition, but

through his blindness to the distress, he hag wrought by increas-

ing production at the expense of the employees: he merely

resigns himself to the inevitable fatality of the era which, re-

gardless of its promise of equality and liberty, has imposed a

horrible oppression upon millions of helpless creatures, to

whom Sismondi applied the Roman term of proletarii r

The practice of"over-trading" and "under- s ell ing"

creates a vicious circle, as the capitalist in order to "under-

sell" his competitors is forced to cut down the cost of product-

ion by lowering wages. The wage-earners constitute the bulk

of the consumers, so the producer's outlets for disposing of his

goods are narrowed if their purchasing power is diminished. The

capitalist is therefore compelled to seek foreign markets for

a new outlet, a step which increases existing national rivalries
3

and results in wars between nations.

The nations rival one another in production because

they believe competition increases their glory. If the French

products exclude the English goods in a foreign market, or the

1. Etudes sur les Constitutions des Peuples Libres . p. 296-7
2. Tuan, Mao -l an, Simonde de Sismondi as an Economis t p 36-37
3. Etudes sur les Constitutions des Peuple s Librea. 297-300
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English merchandise shuts out jj'rench imports, the winning nat-

ion exalts itself and demands applause from its corn-patriots,

as if it had performed a patriotic act. This same rivalry exists

between merchants and fellow-workmen. it is experienced in

all branches of industry and when a foreign market can no

longer be obtained for the wares over-production with its attend-

ant evil, the crisis, follows.

The privileged class are not allowed to escape their re-

sponsibility as the workers blame them for the crisis, Every

capitalist has against him five individuals who regard him as

a personal enemy and between the two classes there extends a

deep rooted antagonism that makes the rich cry out, "Our life

is your death," to which the poor reply, "Your death is our life."

Sismondi was the first economist to cry out against the

long hours and the unhealthy crowding of workers in the English

factories.

"These unfortunate workers who are obliged to live in an

atmosphere always heated above 80 degrees Fahrenheit; always

impregnated by particles of cotton; always corrupted by the oil

and other obnoxious emanations, rarely attain the age of forty

years, and at that age they are almost always discharged as un-

fit for work, through living in poverty saturated with vice.

The greater part of the work is done by unfortunate children in

ages from from six to thirteen years, who formerly were sold by

a mendicant's agency; but today by their parents, bold we say,

1 Etudes sur l 1 Economie Politique. vol. I p. 31
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because their work is forced by punishment and their wages are

not their own. All intellectual development, as well as all

the pleasures of life are prohibited as their work is without

respite, and they are kept at their tasks by whips, when they

would succumb to fatigue, through working fourteen hours or
I

longer each day." Parliamentary laws passed for their pro-

tection have reduced their work to twelve hours a day, but the

good intentions of the statutes have "been frustrated by the

acceleration of machinery. The child in order to keep up with

the demands of his loom has been compelled to increase the out-

put of his loom three times between the years of 1815 and 1832.

"The reports from the doctors regarding sickness and deaths of

the workers in the manufacture of cotton is enough to make one

shudder.

"

Sisraondi was the first economist to object to the dis-

placement of men by machines. The introduction of machines

had caused the discharge of workers who needed employment and

had resulted in the loss to society of the small independent

manufacturers who^ere unable to compete with the production of

factory made goods. The reduction in the consuming public was

reflected in the decreasing quantities of goods sold, and the

increased stocks of unsold merchandise. Jj.ven lowered prices

failed to stimulate the demand. Machine production demini sh-

ed prices in an arithmetical ratio while it served to lower

1. Etudes sur les ££ifinfififl_j3e siajjejs - Economic Politique V. I

d. loid Vol. I p. 'd!6
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1

manual work in a geometric ratio.

The devastating influence of the machine age, not content

with disturbing the employment of the men, has invaded the sac-

red portals of the home and deprived the housewife of her pos-

ition.

The chremati3tic school asks, "Why should the housewife

spin, weave and prepare linen when scientific inventions can

do it better." Why should she knead bread? She can not make it

so light, she can not bake it as cheaply as the bake shop."

To this Sismondi replies; because reciprocal cares and

d ties form and strengthen domestic ties; and the wife through

her ministrations endears herself to her family, "by her solici-

tude for her husband' s happiness, she protects him from the

brutalizing influences of the factory. "Love may be only a

transient passion; but his affection for her who every day

prepares for him his only enjoyment is increased through his

dependence. It is the wife who knows how to combine economy,

neatness and order; it is the wife who unites frugality with

abundance. It is in the happiness she gives that she finds

her strength to resist, if it is necessary, the imperious

demands of drunkenness and gluttony. When mechanical invent-

ions have released the wife from her hand loom and the omnibus

Kitchen and the bake shops have removed the necessity of her

preparing food and there is nothing left for her to do in the

home, but bear children, can it be that the sacred bond of

1 jNouveaux Principes d f Ecp npmie Politique . Vol. II p. 324-25
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marriage will remain unbroken; or tnat society will escape lesi

ons and examples of the most reprehensible immorality?"

Sismondi may rightly be charged with having discovered the

class war theory which was to "become the watch-cry of the soc-

ialists under the leadership of Karl Marx in Germany in 1840.

To- the Genevese economist the class struggle appeared as an out-

come 'of the social organization of his age and he believed that

the evils which disturbed him were merely transitory and would

give place to a new ere and a more just distribution of wealth.

The writings of Marx are embittered by his attacks upon

the capitalist system; over-weighted, by his faith in the final

triumph of the proletarii; dominated by his desire for the des-

truction of the profit system and over- shadowed by his belief

that a redivisioning of private property among all the laborers
2

"

would remove the evils of poverty. jsaarx looked forward to a

new era while Sismondi, who was deeply concerned over the suf-

ferings of the workers, admitted his ability to see where justice

lay; out confessed himself unable to suggest the means of rel-

ieving their suffering or of pointing out a fair division of the

fruits of industry between the workers and the capitalists,

because he "found it beyond human power to conceive of any system

of property absolutely different from that which is known to us
3

by experience."

Sismondi therefore, goes no further in his criticism than

to protest against the evils of his day, the "laisser faire"

1. etudes sur L'Economie Politique Vol. I p. 42-45
2. bimkhovitch, marxism vs. Socialism Pages 250-280
3. Ingram, John itells, History of Political Economy p 162-64
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system, the chrematistic theories of the orthodox school of

economists, and closes his study of -the factories by demanding

government intervention to regulate industry, to control the

progress of wealth; to protect the laborers from exploitation,

and to save the capitalists from the consequences of their own

system.

"The state, " he warns, "is exposed to risk; throughout Eur-

ope, -the multiplying of the proletarii threatens the most civil

ized country with a war" that would present all the terrible

characteristics of the uprising under Sparticus which endangered

the safety of the Roman Empire. "Our position is Berious, but

not desperate. If instead of uniting our efforts to accelerate

our movements down the rapid slope along which we are rolling

we would contemplate the precipice at its foot, and have a

strong determination to stop we should soon become masters of the
1

impulse which hurries us on to our destruction,"

It is the duty of the government to protect the workers.

"On whatever side we look, the same cry meets us." "Protect the

poorl That ought to be the most important study of the legislat

ure and the government; for the consequences of their precarious

condition are beyond their control as they can not contend with

the rich. Firatect the poorl that they keep by the lav: rather than

by competition their just share of the income of the community

which their labor ought to secure for them. Protect the poor

!• Political Economy . Series of Essays, London 1847, p. p. 199
to p 223
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for they want support, that they may have some leisure, some in-

tellectual development, in order to advance in virtue. The

greatest danger to law, public peace and stability is the belief

of the poor that they are oppressed, and their hatred of govern-

ment. Protect the poor if you wiBh industry to flourish, for
1

the poor are the most important of consumers. Protect the poor

if your revenues require to be increased, for after you have care-

fully guarded the enjoyments of the poor you will find them the
1

most important contributors."

C. Sis mondi's Criticism of Agriculture

Sismond^s interest in agricultural economics was stimul-

ated "by his youthful experiences as the manager of his father*

s

farm at Val Chiusa. The years there were rich in rural enjoy-

ments. They supplied ample time for research and provided mat-

erial for his "Tableau de l* Agriculture en To s cane."

His devotion to the study of history and his familiarity

with the writings of the eighteenth century economists and

philosophers, — especially the Physiocrats, influenced Sismondi

in his support of rural progress and caused him to turn from the

unpleasant sights of urban suffering and the problems of the

manufacturers to the quiet country lanes bordered with rich

orchards and fruitful vineyards and developed in him that deep

1 Political Economy, Series of Essays, London 1847 p 223
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sympathy for agricultural pursuits which led him to devote a

large part of his works to rural economic studies,

Sismondi had witnessed the misfortunes that large scale

production had Drought to the workers and the small manufact-

urers in the cities and he desired, if possible to protect the

owners of small farms from coming under an equally destructive

system of industrialism, tie hoped that by placing emphasis on

the inherent evils of the current industrial y$Zem& that the

worst phases of large combinations would he avci ed and the

rural classes who were living in a very early stage of indust-

rialization might he able to control their situation and to

reap the benefits of their labor.

His criticism of large-scale farming and large land owner-

ship, his desire for a nation of small proprietorships and his

advocacy of small farms constitute the background of his rural

economics*

.Before beginning his criticism of the recent changes of

his era Sismondi made an extensive study of ancient methods

of land cultivation and found the following divisions; the

patriarchal exploitation, servile exploitation, the metayer

system, the corvee, the capitation exploitation, the lease
1-2

system and the emphyteotic lease. Under the patriarchal

system the land-owner with the help of his family, or his entire

household, cultivated the land. His success depended upon his

1 .Nouveaux Principes d'Economie Politique, Vol. I pp 165-177

2 Tuan, Mao-Lan, Simond e de Sismo ndi as an Economist, p 46-48
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affection for the land and his integrity. These patriachal

land owners were visibly prosperous, honest and industrious and

as a class they furnished the state with the greatest degree of
1

security.

servile exploitation flourished in the closing years of

the Koman Empire and Drought about agricultural ruin, depopu-

lation and a terrible war in which the slaves united with the

invading enemies and the nation was pushed hack to a state of

barbarism that made it impossible for the citizens to carry on

agricultural pursuits.

The metayer system was successful in Italy during the

Kiddle Ages. Under it the cultivator, although not the real

proprietor of the land enjoyed many of the privileges of a

land owner, since he was allowed to retain for himself one-half

of the harvest in return for his labor while he gave an equal

amount of the produce to the proprietor in payment of rent and
2

taxes

.

The corvee system was connected with serfdom and it

enabled the peasants to pay rent by rendering gratuitious labor

for a certain number of days on their lord's estate. It was

not as satisfactory a system as the metayer because it discour-

aged individual initiative and made the farmers dependent upon
3

their master's bounty for subsistence.

1. flpuyeaux Principes d' Economi e Politique Vol. I. pp 188-95
2. Ioid. 204-210
3. Ibid. 214-220
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TJie capitation system was equal to slavery as it consisted

of renting out the services of slaves, whose masters were too

indolent to supervise their activities.

Lease farming, as it is popularly know in England and

Ireland changed the farmers from industrious cultivators into a

race of agricultural speculators* It brought about a group of

underpaid journeymen who traveled from one garm to another with-

out any hope of ever reaching financial independence.

The emphyteotic lease which gave to the cultivators an

interest in the property, upon his payment of a permanent rent,

was "best exemplified b$ the free holders of England, As an

agricultural system it possessed both advantages and hindrances.

It allowed the cultivator to enjoy the feeling of possessing the

land and encouraged him to exert every effort in its cultivation;

but as there always existed the original property claims of the

owner, conflict often followed between the farmer and the land-

owner and sometimes the farmer was obliged to give up a part of

his capital as rent instead of being allowed to participate in

the rewards of his labor.

A review of the different systems of land ownership shows

that Sismondi believed that the title to the land and the right

to cultivate it should be vested in the same person. He also

thought that large-scale farming with its extensive machinery

was not profitable as it necessitated a large out-lay of capital

and a division of labor that was not advantageous in an industry

1 flouveaux Principes d' Economi e Politique Vol. I p 1 53
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that was dependent upon human intelligence and initiative for

its success.

When small farms are replaced by large farms the thousand

"arpent" farm by cutting down the wages of the journeymen is

able to give the landlord a larger profit than would be possible

from the combined rents of fifty cultivators who tilled farms

of Pi Vty arpent s each. The gain caused by despoiling the

fifty farme is harmful as the "increase of net product can be
1

and in fact often is a great national calamity.

"

It is of greater advantage to the nation to have fifty well-

to-do families living within its jurisdiction than to have one

wealthy family while fifty others are reduced to poverty. The

small farm proprietor can not expect to compete with his rich

neighbor and whenever there exist two systems of farming, the

small farmer is at the mercy of his large competitor and is

forced to sell his modest property and to become a journeyman,

capital and machinery combine to displace manual labor and the

journeyman soon finds himself without any means of supporting

himself. "The nation is nothing other than the union of the

individuals of whom it is composed, and the progress of its

wealth is fallacious, if it be attained at the price of popular
2

misery and of mortality."

"Land," Sismondi tells us, "ought to be cultivated for the

purpose of supplying the household with food." This was

1 . nouveaux Principes d ' Economie Politiqu e Vol . I p 1 53
2. Ibid. Vol. I p. 233
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true in a nation of small farms; but when large farming systems

have driven out the small property owners they produce crops

for sale and the result is a gain in the net produce; but the

advantages gained by the increase are counter-balanced by the
1

fluctuations of prices in the grain markets.

"The economist and the agronomist propose to accomplish a rev-

olution in agriculture "by the introduction of a large farming

system based upon scientific cultivation, but it menaces the nat*

ional happiness in another way; it makes the cultivators entirely

loee their view of the relation so essential to maintain between

demand and production; it delivers almost the entire harvest of

the big farmers to commerce, thus it makes each dependent upon

all; and exposes everybody to the chances of the market and

forces everyjjne to accept the price which the market establishes;

it condemns in turn, the one to be suffocated by abundance while
2

the other lavishes in misery."

"Under the small farm system the landed proprietor enjoys

the greatest happiness, lie is content, for his family is well

supplied with grain, with wine and with products of all kinds,

"

He does not have to pay any wages to his workers* He does not

suffer from temptations connected with the need of money to

purchase luxuries produced by the industries of the towns* He

sells his small surplus of products if he is offered a fair

price by the villagers, and avoids the danger of encumbering the

market with large crops. The countryman who has bought his

farm on credit and who has charged himself with debts or who is
1 Etudes

, sjir_l« Efiommls EcLLiliqug, Vol. I p. 178 -193
2 LkM'Vol.I 193

r
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•

oppressed by a perpetual need for money iB less free in his

labors, and is forced at times to accept a low market price in
1

order to procure the necessary money to meet his needs.

Under the large-scale farming systems, the small farmers

are reduced to the status of laborers and occupy a position

similar to that of serfs. They are not allowed to own any

property and live from hand to mouth by laboring on the farms

of the rich, Good years or fertility of the soil are of no

interest to them. They can not be expected to plant trees or

to make impiovements since their posterity will not be allowed

to inherit the fruits of their labors. Their condition of

servitude leads them to public houses where they benumb their
2

senses with intoxicating drinks,

it

The English economists, Kicardo and malthus have engaged

in an abstract discussion of rent," Sismondi explains. "Accord

ing to the one it is a premium on monopoly, while the other re-

gards it as the 'hiring out of land for cultivation. 1 Neither

they nor MacCulloch, nor their disciples, have deduced any con-

clusion applicable to the condition of the man who cultivates

it. bay, after having remarked that there are strict limits

to the extent of the cultivation of land, or to the quantity

of capital that can be employed upon it, renounces with an

expression of regret any inquiries
,
respecting landed

property, since he holds that "the progress of political

1« Etudes s_ur 1' ij&ojjamAe Politique Vol . I pp 194-6

2. Pol i tical Economy , Series of JJi&aaxs, London 1847, p. 160-161
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economy, as he understands it can contribute so little to its

1
development, M

Those legislators who are concerned with the happiness

of the mass of the nation, and who, alone, deserve the name of

economists, feel that no employment is more intimately connected

with the happiness of man; as all consumers have need of rural

products since without land there could be no food* The cul-

tivation of the ground, if we include hunters, fishermen, shep-

herds and an those who collect the spontaneous fruits of the

earth include four-fifths of the nation and their interests

should not be neglected*

The Classical economists who considered only the con-

sumers and regarded^interest as the national interest, approach-

ed the truth as far as agricultural products were concerned.

All members of society are consumers of these productions; and

as food takes the larger proportion of a poor man's income, the

cheapness of these productions is more important to him than to

the rich. In order for a workman to give all his strength to

his work he will require always the same amount of corn. It

would add to the health and security of the employees, if the

manufacturer in the city were to give them as a part of their

wages the same quantity of corn annually, for the chances of

the market are always against the poorest members of society.

1 . Political Economy Series of Essays . London 1847, p 161
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The payment in kind is almost the universal basis of remunera-

tion in the country for the husbandman is always fed by the pro-

duce he has raised, except the day laborers, whose numbers have

annually been small. The Interests of the day-laborer are op-

posed to those of the producer; all others, masters as well as

husbandmen, have a common interest in good prices,

in spite of the chrematistic rule of considering only the

consumers' clamor for cheap bread, the farmers, who form a con-

siderable proportion of the isnglish and Jj'rench nations have suc-

cessfully passed legislative measures in an attempt to secure

for themselves good prices; and although sismondi admitted that

he did not approve of an the protective measures the farmers

had employed, he readily agreed that we must rank the common

interests of society higher than we have done, as he who raises

the fruits of the earth, should be allowed ample remuneration,

as without his receiving it we wan not "reckon on the regularity

of production, the stability of prices or on being independent

f foreigners in times of war. 1* "This perfect certainty of

subsistence is of more importance than low prices to the con-
1

sumer.

"

"The chrematistic school," Sismondi tells us, "has con-

sidered the condition of the laborers who raise the products of

the soil, only as a means of arriving at an end, — the creation

of agricultural wealth. While he on the contrary believed that

it ought to be the legislator's aim to preserve for the farmers

1 .mtudes sur l'Economie Politique, Vol. I p 162-164
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a large part of the wealth they produced; to settle the country

with the greatest number of persons, for with an equal income

the poor man would be able to enjoy more" health and happiness

in the country than in the town, and also to have a greater

opportunity to develop his intellect and to cultivate and to

strengthen his morality, H

It must be remembered that it requires hard and prolonged

labor to produce the fruits of the earth, and this labor can

only be executed by men who are willing to give up the elegances

of life. The Saint Simonians, and others who wish to reform

society by co-operative systems, fall into great absurdities

when they wish to give the same men by turns, the enjoyment of

luxury and the hard labors of poverty; as he who has labored

all day cultivating his farm will care little for an evening

ball in velvet and lace. Tne Classical economists fall into

equal absurdities when they say, "The more you produce, the
1

more enjoyment there will be for all •

"

In effect they reduce the working class to the strictest

necessaries, they cause an the intermediate ranks to disappear;

•

they accumulate in the hands of some manufacturers and some

merchants colossal wealth; then they multiply without measure

those productions of industry which are only suitable for the

wealthy. It is little use to offer to a nation new sources of

enjoyment if you intend to destroy those who should benefit by

them. It is then, the happiness and the ease that are compat-

1 Etudes, sur 1' Economie Politique Vol. I v 140-235
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ible with manual labor which the husbandman should secure;- in

his clothes, in his tools and in his home, he should have every-

thing that contributes to health and comfort, but nothing which

pretends to elegance or nourishes delicacy* He must have secur-

ity first og ail for himself, that he may be happy, for like

other producers he ought also to be a profitable consumer, and

if he enjoys good circumstances he will be in a position to "buy^

She income that he may contribute i 8 for the whole of society.,

therefore it is beneficial to society that he b-e encouraged in

1
his labor*

The Chrematistic school, to prove the value of the cre-

ation of wealth has pointed out how the rent, the profit and

the wages co-operate in price fixing, being the compensation

for the land employed, and the capital and labor laid out on it

Their analysis was well made, and these three powers did in fact

concur in the creation of wealth; but as sismondi explains, it

does not follow that land, capital and labor should be furnished

by three different persons nor that there is any advantage in

the three interests being placed in opposition to each other,

society suffers its greatest embarrassment when these three

interests are out of harmony and the equilibrium between pro-

duction and consumption is disturbed. In agriculture the

struggle may be avoided as the soil is never better cultivated

than when these three capacities are united and the same man is

at once landowner, farmer and laborer. The social order is

sufficiently secured when the last two capacities are united;

Etudes sur 1 ' Economic Politique Vol. I, PP. 160-165
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but society is endangered when day-laborers perform the greater

part of the agricultural activities.

The rich landowners, who live on the net produce of the

land without working, are the only persons that the Chrematisti

school has considered and the producers are neglected. whole

classes of men are displaced with no more thought than would be

given to the unknown quantities in an algebraic problem. We

should not forget that these producers are men who form the

majority of the nation and that they should be given their just

share of the surplus of agricultural produce as this surplus

represents ail their material enjoyments, as well as all their

physical comforts. The Classical economists desire the poor

man to Ao an the work possible, while the true economists

would reserve some leisure moments for him.

The wise farmer knows that there are idle seasons each year;

days of rain and snow, when it is impossible for him to work in

the fields, and he lays aside certain tasks such as threshing

"corn" for inclement weather; but if he were to employ the ser-

vices of a machine during the harvest season ha and his child-

ren and his servants would be left without work during the

stormy days of the winter. In this event the work performed

by the machine would result in a loss of net profit to the

husband-man since his interests are identical with those of
1

agriculture and society.

The farmer capitalist, who has his grain threshed in a

.Etudes sur 1' Etonomie golitique Vol. I 167-168
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press by day-laborers assumes no responsibility for their wel-

fare during the winter; but he gains by his machinery only what

he robs from public charity, on whose resources he throws the

responsibility for keeping his laborers during the seasons

when he has no work for them to do on his estate.

Bismondi warns his readers against the cruelties which

large-scale farming and the introduction of machinery bring to

a nation by quoting from Mr. Loch's account of the clearances

in Scotland. The Countess of Southeriand and other large-

scale agriculturists precipitated fearful consequences upon^

the highianders in order to procure large scale profits from

their domains. The Countess Of Southeriand* s estate which

included almost one million acres and supported a population

of 15,000 consisting of 3,000 families was changed to a sheep

pasture through her desire to increase her revenues. Beginning

in 1812 she issued so many edicts of evacuation that by 1820

she had driven her subjects from their hamlets, destroyed their

small flocks of cattle and reduced their homes to ashes, while

the clansmen themselves wandered as homeless exiles in foreign

lands and 131,666 sheep grazed in the mountain passes."
1"

The Scotish countess was not alone in her desire for

increased wealth as both the English and Irish peoples had

been reduced to a low state of living, because the whole coun-

try had been concerned with the prosperity of a few families,

while the once independent small farmer had through unfair

1 etudes sur L' Economie Politique Vol. I 203-238
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legislation been condemned to the ranks of the proletariat.

In closing his chapters on Mues Cul tivataurs Sismondi

arrives at the conclusion that the prosperity enjoyed by the

farmers in the United Stages and in Switzerland is due to the

fact that in these countries the ownership of the land and its

cultivation are vested in the same person which results in a
1-2

union of the three "basic properties, land, management and labor

D. Sismondi and the Classical School

The Classical economists frequently attached different

meanings to the same terms and advanced opposing theories in

regard to economic data; but with the completion of the works

of say, Ricardo, malthus and liacCulloch it really seemed as if

the science of political economy was definitely established on

a firmer basis*

The orthodox school had after a detailed study reached

the common agreement that political economy was that science

which teaches how best to insure the prosperity of the nation

by increasing and securing wealth through following the doctrine

of non-interference, referred to most frequently as "laisser

faire", and "laisser passer, " According to these precepts

every man was free to increase his own wealth by every avail abi

means and without any regard either for the welfare of the

1 flouveaux Principes. l

»

Economie Politique Vol. I p 168

2 Etudes sur 1' Economie Politiqu e Vol. I pp 278-329
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workmen or the needs of the state. To the Classical economists,

political economy was reduced to an amoral science that treats

of the nature, the production and the distribution of wealth.

They had hardly reached these conclusions when Sismondi

came forward with long accounts of the suffering which resulted

from free competition and pointed out that political economy ought

to be concerned not only with the multiplication of wealth; but

also that the chief duty of the science was to discover the

best distribution of wealth, --or that distribution which would

promote the greatest amount of happiness among the citizens of

the state. Me had through tireless vigilance discovered the

connection which existed between history and economics instead

of accepting political economy as the result of abstract math-

ematical computations.

Senior stated his attitude in regard to the science by

asking. "To what extent and under what circumstances is the

possession of wealth on the whole, beneficial or injurious to

its possessor or to the society of which he is a member; what

distribution of wealth is most desirable in each different state

of society; and what are the means by which any given county can
a

facilitate such^distributionv— All these are questions of great

interest and difficulty, but no longer form a part of the scienoe

of political economy. The subject treated, by political
1

economy is not happiness but wealth."

1 Senior, S. W. Political Economy. London 1850, p. 2
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Say, also scorned Sismondi* s interpretation of the purpose

of economics because it was different from his own, "M. de Sis-

mondi," said he, "refers to political economy as the science

charged with guarding the happiness of mankind, what he wishes

to say is that it is the science, a knowledge of which ought to

"be possessed by all who are concerned with human welfare.

Kulers who wish to be worthy of their positions ought to "be

acquainted with the study, but the happiness of mankind would

"be very much jeopardized, if instead of trusting to the intell-

igence and industry of the ordinary citizen we trusted to the
1-2

governments •

"

These views Sismondi refused to accept. To him a science

dealing purely with wealth could only "be designated by the Greek
3

term "Chrematistics •

"

The doctrine of the "Chrematistic" or Classical School

is "briefly explained by sismondi: "To increase wealth it must

be produced in large quantities and at low expense.*' They

plan to produce a great deal and in so doing they overlook the

distinction which exists between utility value and exchange

value; also that it is possible to increase the quantity of

goods produced without augmenting the wealth; or that it is

possible through endless development of industry to bring upon

society the most formidable f disasters, the crisis. 'They

isay, jean .Baptiste, Trait

e

d f Economie Politique, p. 24-28

2. Tuan, Mao-Lan, Simonde de Sismondi as an Economist p53-55
3. Etudes, sur 1 'Economie Politique Vol. II p 235
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propose to produce goods at a low cost and in so doing they

lose sight of man in the pursuit of wealth, H

The Classical school looked upon wages as an item of ex-

pense, and they aimed to produce and succeeded in producing

large quantities of goods without considering the suffering of

the workers, "The proponents of this wealth seeking age,

"

said Sismondi, "are not only ignorant of the evils of the laisser

faire policy, but they refuse to investigate the moral conse-

quences which their system has imposed upon the laboring class!?

To Sismondi the study of political economy involved all prob-

lems related to the welfare of the citizens, and to sacrifice

man in order to increase production was equal to placing the

means above the end to be accomplished, and those who favored

such measures he believed were in pursuit of a shadow which
1

lacked all sense of reality.

"To consider production as the end of the science and to

be entirely forgetful of man," he said, "is like expecting the

king living alone on an island by constantly turning a crank
2

to produce automatically all the works of England."

"Wealth, " Sismondi explains, "is an abstract term of com-

parison and the chrematistic school in considering it as an enc

in itself have elevated its edifice to a position where it may
3

be dissipated in the air." m placing wealth before the wel-

1. flouveaux Principes . de 1' Economie Politique V. II p 138-44
2. Ib id.Vol. II, page 336- -33
3. Ibid. Vol. II, p. 331
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fare of society the Classical economists should ask themselves

the question as to "Whether man himself "belongs to wealth or

whether wealth "belongs to many"

Sismondi found the large fortunes of a few a menace to

national happiness: "The cotton industry; "because it has raised

some colossal fortunes for the merchant who imports it from India;

for the manufacturer who weaves it into cloth in his immense

factories; for the exporter who distributes it to all parts of

the earth; is called a rich industry; "but there are no fortunes

for the suffering farmer, who raised the cotton "by hard labor;

or the starving weaver, who must spend his days in the alms
1

house when he is no longer able to work in the factory. M

All these workers participate in the production of wealth,

therefore, sismondi did not hesitate to declare that the wealth

of the nation should be so divided that it would give equal ad-

vantages to an, but in different proportions according to the

value they contributed to the social order; but "even so we shall

never place equal burdens of social responsibility upon the
2.

shoulders of the wealthy."

The Greek philosophers when compared with the Classical

school of economists were found superior, as they always main-

tained the theory that wealth was only valuable to a nation

when it contributed to the social well-being of the peopLe.3

In the application of the chrematistic doctrine
,

1. Jjpuveaux Principes de L 1 Economie Politique V. II p 140
2. Etudes sur I 1 Economi e Politique v . K p 4--10
3. Liouveaux Principes de 1' Economie Politique V, I p. 20
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mechanical inventions, and the division of labor hawe been res-

ponsible for the amazing progress in production, the Genevese

economist admitted; but in his study of social responsibility

he found that their policy had been short sighted as it dimin-

ished the number of independent producers, multiplied products

and lowered prices. It had produced wonders in art, but it

had also cut off the "incomes of the consumers, created the

proletariat, and encouraged pauperism. w "We find it to be

the universal tendency of wealth, " said Sismondi, "to separate

the operations, and that the progress recommended by the Class-

ical school has only served to strengthen the aristocracy of
1

money and the creation of the proletariat."

Sismondi approaches Adam Smith's views with respectful

courtesy because he believed that the Scotch economist did not
2

intend to limit his theories to general abstractions.

"The true reformer of the science Adam Smith has selected

another road because he felt that our view was not sufficiently

penetrating or comprehensive to include the whole of society*

tie felt that it is always necessary for us to fix our minds on

a single object and to learn all about it, and he attempted to

make us understand the social organization, not by trying to dis

cover the attributes of society and treating abstractly of its

work, its commerce, its wealth, but by entering the society of

man and there learning to understand him in his complicated re-

lations, in his dealings with all his fellow- creatures and in an

1. Etudes, sur IS Economie Politique , Vol. I p 241
2. rum. vol. i p. us ___
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the pursuits which society has made possible," 1

Sismondi desired to follow smith's example and to avoid

general abstractions:- "It is difficult," he tells us "to

apply generalizations, when each philosopher and economist has

given a different interpretation! as to what constitutes nation-!

al wealth and prosperity. In every case their definition falls

into abstractions, borne believe that it is gold and silver that

the nation ought to possess; others hold that wealth depends

upon the mechanical inventions and the balance of trade, while

still others believe that wealth should be brought to the nat-

ion through a system of direct taxation." paving studied Smith

more carefully Sismondi concluded that while the Scotch econ-

omist accepted political economy as a science of experience he

sometimes failed to follow his own policy and therefore reft

the way open for his English disciples to become lost in

2
abstractions.

"The science in their hands is so speculative it appears

to be detached from all practice. It was believed at first that

in untangling the theory from all the accessory circumstances,

one ought to render it clearer and easier to grasp; b*it the

opposite is attained. The new English economists are very ob-

scure and can be understood only with great effort because our

mind is opposed to admitting the abstractions demanded of us.

This repugnance is in itself a caution that we are turning away

1 Etudes sur 1» Economie Politique Vol. I p. 118
2 itouveaux Frinciped de 1' Economi e Politiqu e Vol. I p 96
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from the truth, when in moral science, where every thing is con-
1

nected we endeavor to isolate a principle, and to see nothing

hut that principle."

"The English economists, Ricardo and Mai thus, have engaged

in an abstract discussion of rent)' sismondi declared, "According

to the former it is a'premium on monopoly) while the other regards

it as 'the hiring out of land for cul tivation. 99 Neither they,]

nor their disciples, have considered the man who cultivates it.

say admitted that there are limits in the cultivation of the

land and the amount of capital that can be used upon it^dismisses

further inquiries concerning landed property with the remark
v*rv

that political economy can contribute "little to its develop-

ment .

"

"The legislators, " he concludes, "who are concerned with the

happiness of the mass of the nation, and who are worthy to be
3

called economists avoid generalizations and study the facts."

Sismondi blamed the English Classical school for drawing

their abstractions from England alone while they overlooked con-

ditions in other parts of the world. "The philosophers," said

he, "possess a tendency to reduce all their operations to the

simplest formula; but this habit of generalization though applic-

able to some sciences must be guarded against in political econ-

omy, lest their minds be limited by abstractions and they fall

into absurdities. The Classical economists pretend to simplify

1 Political Economy . Series o f assays. London 1847, p 160-62
2 Jxipuveaux Principe s de 1' Econonie Politique V. II, p i7i
3 Etudes , sur 1' Economi e Politiqu e v. I p 79
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9

a question through leaving out all its accessories; but in this

way they give to their supposition an absurd character that is

contrary to what we know to be true." To illustrate the

impossibility of some of K icardo's and LiacCullo ch» s theories

bismondi quotes the transaction between the farmer and the

weaver whereby the former exchanged a thousand sacks of wheat

with the latter for a thousand yards of cloth. The economists

in using such an absurdity left out all the other products nec-

essary to both parties as well as all the intermediaries that

would be required to handle the transaction.

The foregoing example is used to warn his readers that,

"in political economy, one should guard againBt absolute prop-

ositions, as well as against abstractions," All of the forces

which are destined to balance each other in every market, may

undergo variations in themselves independent of the one against

which they are weighted. "An absolute quantity is nowhere to
2

be found and every abstraction is always a deception."

Sismondi attacked the theory of self-interest which formi

a very substantial principle of the classical doctrines, which

maintain that every one knows his own interest best; and that

the government should not interfere in private transactions.

"Any interference," the English economists believed, "on the

part of the government is often not only useless, but even

harmful. Laisser faire is the best policy, as when people are

left alone to work out their own salvation, the interest of eaci

1 etudes, sur 1» Economic Pol itique, Vni . T p.p. 7R-7Q ftn-^
2 JMouveaux Princioes, de "l » TRcnnnnift F^i Uipe T p. fa*

3
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will be the interest of all." Sismondi accepted this doctrine

when it applied to an unusual public calamity, hut even then

it was possible to fail as the interest of each to escape a

greater evil might not he to the interest of all. "It is the

interest of each one to seize his neighbor's property ,and it

is of interest to the other to allow him to do so if he has a

weapon in his hand in order not to he killed; hut it is not to

the interest of society that anyone exercises force or that

the other should he killed. The entire social organization

presents to us at each step the same compulsion, not always

with the same kind of violence, but with the same danger of

resistance. Society always should give recognition through

its institutions of its obligation to constrain and to protect
1

its citizens against all their enemies."

Mai thus agreed with Sismondi in his objections to gener-

alizations. "The principle cause of error and of differences

•

whicn prevail at present among the scientific writers on polit-

ical economy appear to me to be a precipitate attempt to sim-

plify and generalize."

"In political economy the desire to simplify has occasion-

ed an unwillingness to acknowledge the operation of more than

one cause in the production of particular effects, and if one

cause might account for a considerable portion of a certain

class of phenomena, the whole has been ascribed to it, without

sufficient attention to the facts which would not admit of

1 aouveaux Frincipes, de !• Economie Politique Vol. I, 199-201
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1-2
Deing so solved,"

Sismondi attacked Kicardo's theory of value which he said

was based upon an almost absolute potency of the regular com-

petitive forces: "We shall begin by protesting that we do not

in any way admit the basis of Mr. Ricardc's reasoning on the

constant rate of profits in all industries. We believe, on the

contrary that men with small fixed capitals are likely to re-

main in one place from necessity as it is difficult for them to

move to a new country. At the same time skilled tradesmen can

not easily shift from one occupation to another, while experien

ce proves that profits are not always equal in the several prov

inces or from different grades of soil."

The Classical economists too often forget that they are
4

dealing with men and not with machines, Sismondi thought, Havin,

contradicted the main postulate of Kicardo's theory he asserted

that the English economist's theory of rent would be well found-

ed if the poor, uncultivated fields were not appropriated or if

anyone on his own initiative could freely put under cultivation

whatever land he thought advantageous. "This situation might

exist for a time in a new country like America, 1* but it was an

impossibility in a "civilized country, where all the land both

good and had been taken up either by individuals or by communi-

ties." "It is evident therefore, that the possession of land

is always a tangible something whereas Ricardo considered it

1. italthus, T. R. , Principles of Political Economy , p.

6

2. Tuan, Mao-Lan, Simonde de Sismondi. as an Economist p 57
3. Houveaux Principes, de 1' Economie Politique v. I 302-305
4. Ibid, p 336
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nothing and stated his scale of comparison by calling it zerctf

In his discussion of the Maithusian theory, Sismondi again

took exception: "Mai thus has assigned subsistence as the

limit of population, 'Mankind', said he, 'increases in a

geometrical progression and subsistence in an arithmetical

progression;' the first then proceeds toward a frightful fam-

ine. There are limits beyond which subsistence can not in-

crease in a geometrical progression, and there are even limits

beyond which it can not advance at all," but Sismondi con-

cludes, "we are at an infinite distance from these limits1

! There

is room on the earth for an immense development of culture,

and those of its products which we appropriate for our sub-

sistence, animals as well as vegetables, "multiply in a geomet*
2

rical progression infinitely more rapid than man,

"

In turning to the vital statistics of his native city

lieneva , Sismondi found, that the average number of children

per family was below three. "Two children represent the par-

ents and will receive the income which sufficed for their

parents: the fraction below the complete third, he left free

to represent those individuals who do not live to grow up or

who die in celibacy. "The law which Mai thus imagined, "

he concludes, "with its two progressions, one geometrical, the

other arithmetical, and the danger of a famine destroying the

human race could only find their application at some hypothelj-

1 flouveaux Frincipes de l* Econoraie Politique , 303-30 5 (Vol.

I

2 Principles of Politi cai Economy , Series o f Essays, London
1847, 229-230
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icai time which the human race will probably never see. Whereae,

it is now, the income of population which ought to he regulated

Dy the increase of its means of subsistence. V/hen the populat-

ion suffers it is not because corn and wheat fail in the market,

out because the people do not have the means to purchase them.

When society is well fed, it is because there is sufficient in-

come available to purchase in greater abundance rather than
1

because there is a greater supply of food." The truth of this

statement has been illustrated during the present depression

as while Kansas farmers reaped large crops of wheat for which

there was no market, Eastern factories stood still, and bread-

lines formed in .New York. (1932- f 33)

The theory of self-interest discussed previously formed

the keystone of the classical doctrines and the laisser faire

policy. The determination of the economists to overlook the

fact that human beings are more important to the social order

than machines and the difference whicn exists between intrinsic

and extrinsic values furnish the basis for Sismond^s opposition

to the Classical school.

To the Genevese economist, it appeared that demand should

enjoy equal weight in the production of goods. At this point

he very nearly approached our modern theory of value:

-One should always distinguish in political economy two

kinds of value, intrinsic and relative; the former is determined

by production, the latter by competition; one is the relation

1. Political Economy
, aeries of Essays. London 1847, P228-230
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of the thing produced to the labor that has accomplished it;

the other is the relation of the thing produced to the demand
1

of those who want." Sismondi evidently believed that the

theory of value should be considered from the consumption

point of view, as well as the cost of production, and in

this conclusion he very nearly approached our modern law of

supply and demand.

When Sismondi's criticism of the Classical economists

and their writings are carefully considered it is not sur-

prising that he was regarded as a no n- conformist and his

books treated with suspicion by those who believed that the

science had been securely founded upon the Miaisser faire "

do ctrine.

1 Nouveaux Principes, de l'Economie Politique V. I,p306
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V

sisinonai's Theories

and

His Influence Upon Economic Thought

Sismondi spent a a large amount of thought and labor upon

the study of economic theories; but his own contributions until

recently have been regarded as of minor value when placed in the

light of comparison against his keen, critical analysis of the

contemporary doctrines of the Classical school. Ho uevoted a

great deal of his energy to combating the teachings of the eco.

omists of his day; but out of this conflict he was able to build

his own theories and economic doctrines.

Tiie utilitarian political economists of the early nine-

teenth century placed all their emphasis upon the creation of

wealth and they found it extremely difficult to recognize any

virtue in the standards and ideals of one who interpreted econ-

omic data as valuable only to that degree which it ministered

to human happiness and gave to the common people their proportion

of the returns from the wealth their labor had created, Sxsmonui

repeat, cuxy caxxeu attention to the needs of the lower ranks of

society to whom he referred as the "poor" and asked the legis-

lators and the government to protect them from the social evils

which were springing up all around them and suffocating their

physical and moral initiative. His conclusions were in direct
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opposition to the theories of the Classical school and the ec-

onomists were unable to comprehend the purport of his arguments

or to benefit by his warnings.

Sismond^s contributions to economic thought deserve

serious study not only because they represent the resourceful-

ness and the originality of a strong judicial mind, that was

able to weigh facts pertaining to both sides of the problems

of his day, to recognize the errors in the radical Utopian

schemes and to hold a middle course between conflicting emotions

and cold reasoning, but because they prepared the way for modern

social reforms. His writings are rich in subtile suggestions

as well a3 direct commands. They have been influential in

promoting social welfare programs during the last half of the

nineteenth, and in directing legislators to assist the working

classes by the passage of social protective measures that have

culminated in state socialism sometimes referred to as the

chair socialistic movement of the twentieth century.

Some writers on economics have felt that present day

social legislation has been the outgrowth of general trends

that have been at work within society; but Grossman believes

that Sismondi's theories constitute his greatest contributions
1

to economic progress.

A;, Methods

The Classical school, or the chrematistic economists as

U wpte was wont t® refer to them were in close agreement with

1 Grossman, Henryk, Simonde de Sismondi et ses Theories p. 20
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Senior in the belief that political economy was in no way related

to politics or legislation; while the Genevese economist main-

tained that, "the government is instituted for the benefit of

all the people who are subjected to its rule." It is therefore,

"the duty of the haute politique" to extend to all citizens the

benefits of liberty, of virtue, of security and of knowledge;

to safe-guard for all the advantages of the national fortune;

and"to search for the order which will assure to the poor as

well as to the rich a participation in the comforts, the

pleasures and the repose of life." The order selected must be

one that will protect the people against unemployment and an-

xiety regarding theflf physical needs and secure for each family

enjoyments of life and not the burdens. "The aim of the gov-

ernment is not in an abstract manner the accumulation of wealth

within the state, but the participation of the citizens in the
1

enjoyment of physical life which wealth represents."

The government thus becomes to society a second order of

"Providence" whose duty it is to increase the mass of happiness
2

on the earth.

"Political economy, " Sismondi states, "is the science

of government. It embraces the rule of the home and the city.

The study of political economy affords material for meditation

and is profitable to the humblest citizens;" but the greatest

rewards come to the legislators and the influential leaders

1. Nouveaux Principes del' Econpmie Politique V. I pp 8-9
2 Ibid. ¥ol. I p 9

—
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who devote their time to the mastery of economic principles,

as the nation and the happiness of the people depend^upon their

interpretation of economic laws and their decisions.

"Isolated symptoms of prosperity, such as an increase of

population, of production, of exports or of money within the

nation do not constitute happiness, " hut it is the just propor-

tionment of wealth, the ratio "between progress and conservation

the division of these factors among all the professions and the
2

"welfare of all classes which result in a vigorous society."

Sismondi was an eminent philologist, an ardent admirer of

the Greek philosophers, and a disciple of the early Italian

writers, especially Ortes, so it was easy for him in defining

political economy to use the Greek term meaning "rule of the

house," and also to include the Italian interpretation that

political economy was not an isolated science, but the science
2

of administration.

After accepting the doctrine of the classical economists

that labor constituted the only source of wealth and that its

accumulation depended upon the practice of strict economy, Sis-

mondi abandoned all pretext of agreement with his contempories^

insisted that the accumulation ought not to be allowed to re-

main idle; but that it should be used to further human welfare.

He did not approve of the reckless expenditure of wealth as

might be inferred from his answer to Ricafdo. "What is wealth

everything and man nothing?"

His economic measures for preserving the nation's wealth

1 Ilouveaux Principes Vol . I p 9

2 Etudes V. II p. 238
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state clearly, that: "As in the administration of a private

fortune, a knowledge of the income must direct the economic

arrangements of the family, so in political economy it is the

income which ought to govern all the expenditure, " therefore
,

it is necessary "to determine the amount of the social or nat-

ional income and to discover how much all the different members

who compose the community have to spend in a year. There is

no man who does not feel that in a private fortune his expenses

must depend upon his income. We accept this word income or

revenue in its largest sense, as comprising ail that part of

a fortune which is reproduced annually, so that whoever has

the disposal of it, may consume the whole and employ it entire

ly for what he wants without being poorer. We call income not

only the profits of land and of capital or rent of houses , but

the profits of all industry, of an commerce, of an agricult-

ure, the wages of all labor, the salaries of all servants of

the public or of private persons; we call income annual gains,

whatever they may be, and every father of a family knows that

he can only become rich by economy and by adding to his cap-

ital a part of his annual gains. It must be the same with a

nation^ neither production nor consumption are certain signs of
1-2

prosperity, which is increased only by the increase of income.

In taking his stand against the Classical economists for

overlooking the distribution of wealth, Sismondi explained his

1

.

Ifouveaux Principes de 1

'

Bconomie Politique , V. I p.15
2. Political Economy . S eries o f Essays 1847, p. 225

"
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position: "I am engaged above all in explaining the theory of

the distribution of wealth while the chrematistic school oc-

cupies itself only with its formation. Labor is the father

of all material enjoyments of man; from labor wealth is born,

and the true science of political economy, the rule of the

house and the city should direct human labor in a way that all

may be fed, clothed and lodged in a manner that will utilize the

favors the Create, nas prepared for man; and that all persons

will be allowed to preserve the serenity of mind and the health

of the body that rich and poor alike will share mutually the

advantages Providence has designed for them.

In condemning the Classical School for being interested

only in the formation of wealth Sismondi must have referred to

Smith, Senior and Say rather than to Ricardo, who was also int-

erested in distribution. "Political economy," explained Ric-
ardo in a letter to Mai thus, "you think is an inquiry into

the nature and causes of wealth; I think it should rather be

caned an inquiry into the laws which determine the division

of the produce of industry among the classes who concur in its

formation. Every day, I am more satisfied that the former
inquiry is vain and delusive, and the latter only the true ob-

ject of the science."

It seems fair to believe that Sismondi 's accusations

^ere also directed against the Classical school because of their

negligence of human suffering
; their belief that the natural

lEi^|B surl» E^pjiomie Politique, Vol. I p. viii
2 fcaithus, T. R7 L^re-TrTffcafrdo to Mai thus, p. 225
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course of events would take care of distribution and their

desire to keep industry free from govrrrtnj<rfc interference.

Mai thus later came to agree with Sismondi in regard to the ad-

vantages of government intervention under certain conditions;

"It is obviously impossible, therefore, for a government strict-

ly to let things take their course; and to recommend such a

line of conduct without limitations and exceptions, could! not

fail to discredit general principles as totally impossible to

1
practise.

"

To Sismondi political economy was an administrative

science and man's struggle to produce wealth ought not to be

for the sake of mere accumulation; but rather for the purpose

of enjoyment. "Wealth is the product of human toil." "Why then,"

inquired Sismondi, "does man produce wealth? Is man himself

a part of wealth, or does wealth belong to man?" "In a bad

state where people languish in misery wealth forms no branch of

political economy what-so-ever and should not be judged by its
21

relation to the happiness of the people."

Political economy in the hands of Sismondi became the

science of benefice r?ce. It investigated the means by which

the greatest number of men in a given state can participate to

the highest degree in physical well-being which depended upon
3

the government.

His interpretation was not unlike that found in Bentham's

1 Mai thus, T. R. Principl es of Political Economy p 20
2 Etudes sur 1 ' Economie Pol it 1 que V, I p. 4

3. ITouveaux Principes de 1' Eco nomie Folitique V. II p 250
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philosophy which was popular in England at that time and no

doubt familiar to him. He also had probably read Lord Lauder-

dale's "Inquiry into the Nature and Origin of Public Wealth

and into the UataBe and Causes of its Increase, which the

Scotch economist published in 1804 and was translated into

both French and German. While Sismondi's first edition of his

ITouveaux Principes was not published until 1819, he had pub-

lished his MDe la Richesse Commercial e "in 1803. It is not

impossible that Lord Lauderdale exerted an influence on

the Genevese economist's later works*

Sismondi's method and approach to political economy was

based upon a close examination of the facts, his knowledge of

history and his willingness to experiment with the data avail-

able and to compare his findings with recorded events of
1

history.

Sismondi's description of his own method is both inter-

esting and instructive} " Futhermore,I am convinced that one is

falling into grave error in wishing to generalize everything

that is related to the social sciences. It is, on the contrary,

most essential to study human conditions in detail. One must

get hold sometimes of a period, sometimes of a profession in

order to see clearly what man is and liiow institutions act upon

him. On the contrary those who wish to see man isolated from

the rest of the world, or rather those who consider abstractly

the modifications of his existence are always arriving at con-

1. Gide and Rist; History of Economic Doctrines , pp. 169-203
2. HaneyL. H. Histo ry of E co nomi c"~Thought pp 348-349
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elusions that are denied "by experience,1* (l

)

His realization of the complexity of the industrial rev-

olution was accepted by Mai thus who also stressed the value of

a comprehensive view of all the circumstances of the case as

necessary M to give that credit and circulation to general prin-

ciple which is so desirable. And no views of temporary advanta^

nor, what is more likely to operate, the fear of destroying the

simplicity of a general rule, should ever tempt us to deviate

from the strict line of truth, or to conceal or overlook any

circumstances that may interfere with the universality of the
2

principle.

Dr. Tuan, in agreement with professors Aftaiion and Rist,

believes that while Sismondi prepared the way for the German

Historical school, "his vigorous contention that 'all abstraction

is always a deception 1
,

M was not always maintained as he Mslipped

occasionally and sometimes set up theories too abstract for def-

ense and adhered to principles that are direct contradictions"

of Mr. Grossman's claims that Sismondi was a constructive the-
1-2

orist

.

An examination of Sismondi 's works and the recent study of

his life by Dr. Salis convinces one that although his keen sym-

pathy for the workers and his inability to entirely separate

himself from the Classical school led him into abstractions, he

still deserves to be classed as one of the most "constructive

theorists" of his era, as well as an early reformer of economics,
1. Grossman, Henryk, Simonde de Sismondi et ses Theories
2. Tuan, Mao -L an, Simonde de Sismond i as an Economist , p, 65-66
3. Salis, Jean-R de Salis, L a Vie et L 'Oeuvr e d'un Co smo polite

Puilosopher Sismondi Paris 1932 p463
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B The Crisis and Over-production

Sismondi's theory of the crisis is only a descriptive

record of one particular fact. Its "basis is strictly descrip-

tive and practical and he does not intend it to assume the nane

of theory. It is the result of his investigation of a phenom-

enon which he observed happening in the industrial worHd. At

last he came to the decision that the crisis was the result of

the annual production exceeding the annual consumption,

and concluded his analysis by stating that, "it is the revenue

(income) of the past year which is going to pay for the product

ion of this year • It is this predestined quantity which will
1

be the measure of the idefinite quantity of work to come."

Those who build up production to the point where consumption

can not take care of it are making an error as they confuse

the income of the past with the income of the future. If more

manufactured articles are sold and well sold the new capital

has therefore contributed proportionately to the revenue which

demands new consumption as the income accumulated during the

past year will be shared with the preceding year.

Professor Rist criticises Sismondi's theory of the crisis

because of his confused reasoning and his treatment of pro-
2

duction and consumption. "SismondiJ1 said Professor Rist,

"attempts to demonstrate the possibility of a general crisis

through over-production". "Accordingly, if the production

of one year exceeds the revenue of the previous year a portion

1 Nouveaux Principes d' Economie Politique V. I pp. 120-22
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•

•

of the produce will remain unsold and the producers will "be

2
ruined." "Sismondi reasons," concludes Professor Rist, "as

if the nation were composed of agriculturists who "buy the man-

factured goods they need with the revenue received from the

sale of the present years' s crop consequently if manufactured

products are super-abundant the agricultural revenue will not

he enough to pay a sufficient price to recompense the manufact-

urer .1

Sismondi in his analysis of the causes that helped to

create the crisis startled the Classical school with the un-

usual assertion that there existed a distinction "between the

production of goods that satisfied primary wants common to all

classes of citizens and the manufacture of luxury goods which

would be purchased only by a limited number of wealthy persona

The over-production of luxuries he believed was responsible

for the glut in the market and therefore closely connected

with the recurrence of crises. "Because he drew this line of

demarcation between luxuries and necessities Bastiat criticis-

ed him for having founded a backward science or an 'economie
*-*

politique a rebours.'"

Inventions and the use of machinery had resulted in

over-production through multiplying the manufactured goods to

such an extent that the nation was unable to absorb the out-

put of its factories. New markets abroad alleviated the sit-

1. Gide and Rist. History of Economic Doctrines v 176-177
2. Kouveaux Princioes d' Economie Politique V. I

r
t) 257

3. Ibid. Vol. I chapter III
4. Tuan. Mao-Lan . Simonde de Sismondi as an Economist. t> 70-
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uation for a few fortunate producers; but the final result is

not beneficial as it leads to rivalry and wars between nations,

Machinery could not be regarded, Sismondi believed,

as an unadulterated blessing to society; "We have)' said he,

"encouraged the invention and construction of machines more and

more trusting that while blind force was executing the work of

man, man might rest; we have thus encouraged the creation of

manufactures, , more and more numerous, believing that by offer-

ing more work and out-bidding one another for workmen^ wages might

rise. Experience has contradicted this conclusion. Our efforts

have produced more articles without any proportionate increase

in the demands of the market and the glut in the market has led

to lowered prices and consequently wages have fallen and the

consumption of goods by the workers has been greatly lessened.

The first establishment of a machine does in effect raise wages

but the manufacturers with great capitals, great hopes and the

determination to collect workmen at any cost fall under §he

error of thinking that there is no end to their prosperity and

are finally drawn into the vicious circle which over-production

has caused and the employers as well as the workers are crush

-

1
ed beneath the crisis."

The value of a product was formerly measured by its

utility which constituted its true measure of value, but after

the nation was converted to the industrial regime oney

became the measure of value. Under a money economy men no

longer work for themselves; but for an unknown public and the

1 Political Economy. Series of Essays . London, 1847, p 216-17
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needs of consumption play a smaller part as "profit" and to

make a profit is the most powerful incentive of the present

era.

Two terms "over-trade" and "under sell" are connected

with the crisis. overtrading increases the volume of product

ion to that point where one may enjoy the advantage of decreas-

ing cost. While under-selling is an attempt to strangle one's
1

competitors and control the market. These two forces are

responsible for a vicious circle, for, when produots do not

find a ready market or there is no demand for them they glut

the ware-houses and since there is no sale for the goods there

is no profit for the manufacturers. In order to receive a

profit, producers must dispose of goods quickly; hut products

can only he sold rapidly when they meet an effective demand,

and an effective demand exists only when the working classes

have an income which enables them to consume the goods. Wages

can not be maintained when employers attempt to monopolize the
2

market

.

To under-3ell competitors and to produce profits man-

ufacturers are forced to cut down v.
rages and to lengthen working

hours. The new rates serve to aggravate conditions and the sit-

uation becomes more deplorable until the crisis is inevitable.

"The necessary consequence inevitable from under-selling by any

one is over-production for all, or the arrival in the market

of a quantity of merchandise superior to the demands, which can

1 Nouveaux Principes. Economie Politique . V.II, pp 318-322
2 Etudes, sur Economie Politique V. I p 132-134
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only "be sold at a loss. *Over-production is the scourge of com-

merce and of society. When all the products are delivered to

commerce, when all other value is placed second to exchange value,
1

over-production is the greatest scourge of humanity."

Machinery and hanking are contributing forces to the crisis.

Machinery replaces laborers and the fear of unemployment hangs

over the workers in every factory and adds to the general suffer

t
ing of the people, who owing to their precarious position dare

not spend their pitiful wages because they do not know when they

may be replaced by machinery. Sismondi realized that machine

production lowered prices; but he felt that the good it brought
2

was not equal to the evils experienced by an industrial society.

Banking, Sismondi, regarded as a contributory agent in bring-

about the crisis. The banks extended credit to speculators who

were eager to embark on new industrial adventures which they

were unqualified to pilot. MIf it were not for the credit system

speculators would not be able to participate in unprofitable en-

terprises because of lack of funds; but maddened by their desire

for profit and equipped with funds from the bank the vicious cir-

cle begins, under-selling, cutting wages and producing more and

more goods hurries on over-production until a climax is reached

and the crisis stops an activities. "In the field of political

economy, everything is linked together and one finds it constant*

ly in a circular movement because the effect becomes in ite turn
3

the cause".

1 Etudes, sur 1

*

Economie Po l itique V. II 232-233
2 ITouveaux Principes . de L® Economi e Politique V. II p3l8
3. Ibid. Vol. I p 409
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Bankruptcy was the outcome of unwise speculation. When a

crisis occurred the note holders would make a run on the bank

that had expended credit to the speculators and the bank would

have to close its doors. The crisis, not only ruined the un-

wise investors; but also the mass of people who had accepted i"te

1

notes •

Mai thus agreed with Sismontii's theory of the crisis; but

Ricardo believed differently: that when he, (Sismondi) con-

tends that abundance of production caused by machinery, and by

other means, is the cause of unequal distribution of property,

and that the end he has in view can not be accomplished while

this abundant production continues, he, I think entirely mis-

conceives the subject, and does not succeed in showing the con-
2

nection of his premises with his conclusion, 11

As stated elsewhere; the Classical economists found Sismondjfts

theory of general over-production inconceivable, and persist-

ently taught that by increasing the supply of goods they would

stimulate the demand. Even when they admitted the possibility

of over-production resulting in a crisis, they felt that free

competition would take care of the surplus goods.

"Since Sismondi T s time the crisis has become definitely

established as a regular phenomenon in the profit-making sysfcemj

and numerous theories have been advanced to explain it,"

1 Nouveaux Princi pes de l» Economie Politique. V. II, pp 416-20
2 Ricardo, Letters of Ricardo to Trower P. 196

3. Tuan, Mao -L an, Simonde de Sismondi as an Economist p. 82
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Although Sismondi f s theory was a crude one compared with

later efforts to explain this complex phenomenon many of the

central ideas in these later theories are taken from the works

of the Genevese critic.

"We find, " that the "competition" theory of Beveridge,

the theory of the "discrepancy "between wages and productivity

"

of May, the theory of "over-saving" of Hobson, the theory of

"diminishing utilities" of Aftalion, the theory of "over-capit-

alization" of Bouniatan, and also the modern theories of "inade-

quate consumers* income" as developed by Foster and Catchings,

! or Martin are merely more carefully developed forms of Sismondi 1

theory.

Sismondi deserved the credit for having been the first

economist to formulate a theory for explaining this dominating
1

factor of the modern business world.

C. His Theory and Explanation of Population

sismondi, while he admitted great admiration for Mai thus,

did not accept his conclusions that by a natural, physiological

law the growth of subsistence would be overtaken by the growth

of population. "Never, " said Sismondi, "has population attained

the limit of all possible subsistence , and probably it never

will . " "The idea which Mai thus supports with his two progress-

ions, the one geometric, the other arithmetical and the danger

of famine that menaces the human race are not found now in their

application, and it is doubtful if at any future time population

1 Mitchell, Business Cycles . Chapter I pp 3-20
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will equal in measure, the increaseroent of its existence."

To prove his theory Sismondi gives conclusive data from the

vital statistics of Geneva which shows that the average number

of children per family does not exceed three. Geneva, at that

time had not suffered from the industrial era and served as an

example of the power of self-control and temperance. Sismondi

did not fear lack of subsistence for the human race as vegetable

and animal life multiply more rapidly than man; but in the mod-

ern industrial regime, there exists a fear that income can not

keep pace with population.

"The multiplication of the specieSdepends upon the will; i

2
is in this will that the limit of population is set." A wise

man who faces the responsibility of providing for a family will

refrain from marriage until his income is sufficient to support

a home and will limit his family to the number of children he

can provide for in comfort.

Free competition encourages the laboring classes to pro-

duce large families, because under the industrial system it is

possible for young children to be placed as operatives in fac-

tories where they eke out a miserable existence.

The large-scale farming projects compel the small farmers

to sell their property and move to the city, guided by the hope

of obtaining work; but instead they become lost in the proletar-

ian ranks, and are forced to exist on starvation wages. The

uncertain state of the market and the competitive system make it

possible for neither the worker nor the capitalist to estimate
• ^ouyeaux Principes. derl

'

Economie Politique, V. II p269, 254-6
2. fltudes, sur 1 'Economie Politiqu e V. I, pp. 31-33
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future demands of production as consumptive wants frequently

change before the goods ordered can be manufactured and placed
1

in the hands of the people.

The creation of a new demand, or the discovery of a new

outlet encourages the employer in his expectations of profits,

production is increased, wages are faised and the Y/orkers marry

under the belief that prosperity is to be permanently with them,

only when it is too late do they discover that competition has

led to over-production and that they are without work. "The

poor rather than the rich need a stable income equal to their

importance to the state, and in accordance to the proportion of

their population, but the estimate of their income does not dep-

end upon them, as their superiors are able to limit, alter or

destroy their means of livelihood. The great vice in the mod-

ern social organization is that the poor man is never able to

know upon what demand of labor he can depend. It is this un-

certainty that makes his power to work never precise and his

income never assured."

"In the end it is not to be forgotten that rich and poor

are relative terms to be applied to each order of society and the

needs of each are to be determined by the habits and by the ob-
3

ligations that society has imposed on his order v.

When society allows a class to exist whose custom it is

to possess nothing and whose idea of poverty is to die of hunger

and who live under conditions which give them only their own

1 Nouveaux Frincipes. V. II, p 261-267
2 Ibid. Vol. II 261
3. Ibid. Vol. II 267
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wishes as objects of affection and who live from hand to mouth

it must be expected that they will be contented to allow their

children to exist in the same manner. "Such families will lack

moral qualities and self-control, they will be content to multi-

ply their numbers indefinitely, to accept public charity, or as

in England help from the parish, and the nation will groan

under the weight of a population disproportionate to the means
1

of maintaining it,"

To many of the economists a large population constituted

national strength, regardless of the standard of lining or other

circumstances, Sismondi with a keener insight into social prob

lems than many of our modern statesmen reached the conclusion

that wealth and population were by no means indications of nat-

ional prosperity. He had lived in England during the late

crisis and he frequently turned to that nation as an example

of over-production and over-population:

"This opulent nation has found it economical to sell all

the gold and silver that she possessed; to do without coin and

to depend entirely upon a paper circulation, she has thus vol-

untarily deprived herself of the most valuable of all advantages

of coin, stability of value, and the holders of notes run the

risk every day of being ruined." "She has found it more ad-

vantageous to give up those modes of cultivation which require

much hand labor, and she has found it more economical to super-

sede workmen by steam engines; she has dismissed operatives in

towns and replaced weavers with power looms until her people are

1 Nouveaux Princines sur 1' Economie Politique V, I p 264-265
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now sinking under famine. H

Under the modern regime , income may decrease while the

population continues to increase; but the increase in population

serves to decrease further the workman's income and aggravates

the wretched condition of the working classes;

"England found it more economical to feed the Irish with

potatoes and to clothe them in rags until now every packet brings

legions of Irish to the English factories, who because of their

willingness to work for lower wages have driven the native work-
2

men from every form of employment,"

From his study of different nations Sismondi concludes

that if a large population is compelled to live on the most meagre

subsistence level, threatened with starvation then the population

is a great calamity. An increased supply of labor forces upon

people poorer living conditions, the premature death rate is in-

creased and the birth rate is lowered, unless the people give

in to vice, intoxication and the brutal appetites. Children

are naturally the first victims of poverty. "The more are born

the less there will be who live to grow up and the reverse is

also true the more who grow up the less will be born. Population
3

in any case maintains the same level,"

The industrial era makes it easy to be born and hard to

live. The proletariat in multiplying the number of hands to com-

pete with the demands of employers in reality makes himself the

author of his own misery; especially in an age where machinery

1 Houveaux Principes . de 1

'

Economie Politique V» I p 9
2 £Sl itical Eco nomy, Series of Essays

, London, 1847 pp. 116-117
3 Etudes, sur l' Eco nomi e "Politique V. I p 129
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serves to diminish wages. Society has produced a vicious organ
1

ization. It has through encouraging the growth of large-scale

production destroyed the sanctity of man's social life and his

relations frith his neighbor.

In some aspects Sismondi 1 s theories regarding population

are in accordance with those of Mai thus. For instance "both wish

for population to keep the same proportion as the income, and

directly or indirectly advocate self-control as the best method

of regulating birth control and family life.

"The misery of the poorer classes," said Sismondi, "can not

be prevented, if there is an attempt to provide for the birth of

an over-abundant population. As soon as it exists, in spite of

all the pains that the legislature is taking, it will lower the

-

rate- of wages by competition. If its work does not suffice to

permit it to live and to enjoy life, the only- means of prevent-

ing suffering is to prevent its being born." "Any government,

however active, however enlightened, however beneficent it may

be knows that it must maintain the relationship of the demand

of work with the number of workers, and that it must also provide
a

adequate means to regulate the progress of population."

Sismondi also believed that religion ought to instruct

man that marriage is the duty of all citizens; but that social

duty should teach those who have the good fortune to be fathers

to practice self-restraint if their incomes do not enable them

to provide fofc large families as they fail in their paternal ob-
1 Nouveaux Principes dd L f Economie Politique . V. II p 312
2 Ibid. V . 1 426-429
3 Nouveaux Principe s (1819 ) V. II 307-309
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ligations when they are unable to sufficiently protect and "sup-

port those beings to whom they have given life."

Sismondi objected, to the giving of pecuniary rewards to

fathers of large families; to the policy of distributing funds

through organized charities; and the poor laws. To him these

agencies appeared as merely offering "a terrible bonus for the
2

multiplication of beggars."

Both Mai thus and Ricardo vigorously attached the poor laws

Ricardo held the view that the legislature by enacting poor laws

interfered with the price of wages, while Mai thus agreed with

Sismondi that parish aid encouraged marriage and the dole led

the poorer classes to beget larger families than their incomes

could provide with necessities.

Sismondi, as shown elsewhere objected to child labor

because it was an effective inducement to the "poor to have

large families: even when the increasement of population de-

creased the supply of labor available to grown men? In the

closing chapters of his 1819 edition Sismondi recommended the

prohibition of undesirable marriages as a means of birth con-

trol; but this measure met with so great opposition from his

contemporary economists that he omitted it from his later books.

Dr. Tuan gives the following translation of some of the
5 -6

omitted passages:

1. Nouveaux Principes de i» Economie Politique V. II p 298
2. Ibid. Vol. II p307 —
3. Ricardo, Principles of Political Economy , p 82-84
4. Mai thus, Principles of Political Economy

, p 258- 259
5. Tuan, Mao-Lan Simonde de SismoncTi as an Economist 92-93
6. Nouveaux Principes, (1819 Edition) V. II p 307-309
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"Society should not permit those who are born under her pro-

tection to die of misery; she should prevent the birth of those

who are only to die of misery. It is one's duty not to marry

at ail when one cannot in the least assure his children the

means of living. It is not at all an abuse of authority

to prevent the marriage of those most likely to forget this duty*

Marriage is a public action, a legal action. It has been put

under the protection of the law, because it is also under its

inspection. The marriage of beggars ought never to be permitted."

"It is possible that such legislation would at first arouse

complaints from the laborers, but very soon these complaints

would be changed into expressions of gratitude. Complaints from

the clergy would be more serious, since it can not be denied

that some libertinism would be the consequence of the compulsory

celibacy of the poor. To consider only the social consequences,

however, this evil is less than the almost necessary sacrifice

of a great number of young girls, who being born without resour-

ces, are forced into vice by misery." "It is a reform

that the legislator ought to aim at above all else, even if it

should be fatal to some manufacturers. Those manufacturers

are not worth the trouble to be saved if they can be maintained
1

only by the sacrifice of human victims.

Mai thus wished to educate the laboring classes to the

extent that they would of their own accord see the advantage

5f limiting the number of their children to the amount of the

family income, but he never recommended restrictions on marriages.

1 Ibid. V. II p. 307-309
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Ricardo who usually disagreed with Sismondi on economic problems

was in sympathy with his views on birth control: "M. Sismondi

takes enlarged views on birth control, and is sincerely desir-

ous of establishing principles which he conceives to be most

conducive to the happiness of mankind. He holds that the great

cause of misery of the bulk of the people in all countries is

the unequal distribution of property, which tends to brutalize

and degrade the lower classes. The way to elevate man, to

prevent him from making inconsiderate marriages is to give him

property and an interest in the general welfare; thus far we
1

should agree pretty well." "it is a truth which admits not

a doubt, that the comforts and well-being of the poor can not

be permanently secured without some regard on their part, or

some effort on the part of the legislature, to regulate the in-

crease of their numbers, and to render less frequent among them
2

early and improvident marriages."

Sismondi has given a large space in his books to the

study of population; and from a review of his works it seems

fair to conclude that although he was very much in advance of

the Classical school in his views in regard to government inter-

vention as a means of promoting social welfare among the poorer

classes that he never departed from the "wage- fund theory "of his

day. It was primarily due to his faith in this wage-fund that

he formulated his vague and abstract social revenue theory.

£. Kicardo, Principles of Political isconomy and Taxation. p84
1. Kicardo, Letters, of Ricarjia.to Trnwer (1811-1825) p"l96
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Generous to all humane projects it is not surprising that

aismondi overlooked the "benefits that mechanical inventions had

contributed and laid a heavy emphasis upon the advantages of the

guild system of an earlier period. His final conclusions are

gloomy for although he desired a hifeher wage for the workers

than his contemporaries had thought possible his final analysis

is: that; MIn every state of a society more or less prosperous,

there is a common wage which is sufficient to satisfy not only

the needs; but also to supply enjoyments compatible with the

condition of manual labor*' but rven so, he seemed to have slight

hope that the workers would ever be allowed to enjoy their

share of the benefits he desired the state to confer upon them.

tie was too wise to overlook the difficulty to be met in trying

to circumvent the rich in their desire to monopolize the fruits
1

of labor by the passage of laws.

he favored the enactment of legislation that would tend to

a more even distribution of wealth according to an increase in

population; but he was convinced that over-population combined

with the evils of the factory system and the ever increasing

number of mechanical inventions would become a curse rather than

a blessing to the social order. Scientific machinery would

increase the costs of production to that point where employer

and employees would be forced to struggle under an unestimable

burden of expense to satisfy the demands of an unknown and an

unknowable market.

Alouveaux Principeg, de 1 t Economi e Politique V. II 153-154
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D. Sismondi»s Theory of Taxation

bismondi opens his chapters dealing with taxation by-

stating, that: "The first duty of public economy is the develop-

ment of national wealth; but that the final objective of those

governments that have given any attention to the science has

been to discover means for acquiring the largest proportion of

the national income and also to ascertain new methods for spend-

ing it. M The expense for the maintenance of every government

is continually growing larger and in addition to this increase

there is the excessive burden caused by the cost of wars, which

has forced princes to impose a heavier yoke -f taxation upon

the people than they are able to carry. The tax which is at

ail times an object of repugnance to the citizens has become an

almost intolerable burden, "It is, M he concludes, "out of the

question to maice it not burdensome; but it becomes the duty of
1

the government to make it the least evil possible."

Sismondi was an earnest student of history and from the

early writings of the French Physiocrats he borrowed some of

the terms which he used in the development of his theories of

taxation: "The economists of the sect of Dr. Quesnay, " he tells

us, "saw in the net revenue of the earth the single source of

wealth and accordingly they believed that many advantages were

to be gained from the single tax. They observed, with reason,

that the government had the right to consider those who in the

end had to pay the tax. If this tax is paid by a citizen, who

1. uouveaux Princioes de 1 ^ Economic Politique, V. II, 153-54
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is reimbursed for it "by a second, who in turn is reimbursed bya

third, not only will three persons instead of one be discommod-

ed by the payment; but the third person will be most grievously

burdened because he will have to compensate the two preceding

persons for the interest on their advances of money. "For this

reason the economists asked for aMirect tax", which they sought

to have levied upon the income of the land. To all others they

gave the name "indirect taxes, " because they were not arrived

at directly by the person who was to pay them in the last anal-

ysis. Their system has broken down; their definitions are not
1

accepted; but their denominations remain in general usage.

The study of taxation ought to include an attempt to dis-

cover the most beneficial uses that can be made of the revenue,

as taxation will cease to be regarded as an evil if the funds

obtained from the people are used to such advantage that they

minister to the common enjoyment of an, for in so doing the

government will give back to the people more than it takes away

The tax ought to be spent annually by the state so that

each individual who contributes to it will receive sufficient

good from its expenditure to satisfy him for the sacrifice it

cost him to pay his share. The dispensation of taxes is not

in its nature different to the others. "The goal of wealth

is always enjoyment, if the capital of each is taxed to bring

into existence new wealth and the income is used to beautify

the city to build good roads and spacious promenades; to main-

tain institutions of public instruction for the education of

1 Uouveaux Principes de 1* Economie Politique. V. II p. 154
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the children; and to provide those objects which we designate

by the name of culture, because they furnish intellectual

pleasure, taxation will be accepted as a beneficial agent and
1

not as a cross by the citizens.

The tax is only bad when it entails too great a sacrifice

to pay it or it causes envy through its being expended only to

benefit the well-to-do. It may become a good thing if it buys

more enjoyment than the sacrifice that the paying of it brings

to the people. In a well organized society the income from the

taxes may amouflt to an economy of pleasure as it supplies the

people with advantages which without taxation they would have

to go without or procure for themselves through more expensive
2

methods*

Sismondi's wish to extend taxation to such a place that

it would supply the people with public utilities and intellect-

ual improvements and his final conclusions are consistent with

his objections to the "laisser- faire system" and his wish to

give the state control of the disbursement of the income and

the over-sight of all the activities of the people.

"Eaeh contributor has the right in exchange for his money

to obtain more pleasures, better roads, good canals, public

fountains, protection of his person, instruction for his chil-

dren and cultural advantage^, than it would be possible for him
3

to procure at his own expense. w

tsisraondi's sympathy is with the common people, who as

1. uouveaux Principe s , de 1 1 Economie Politique . V. II, pi 58

2-3 Ibid. P. 158
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their income has already been reduced to a minimum wage, are

not in a position to contribute funds to the state and there-

fore should not be subjected to taxation, HIt is true," said

Sismondi, "that in theraeverai countries, the class of workers

are reduced to a salary which is strictly necessary for life

and therefore they receive no benefits from the labor they sup-

ply to produce wealth and it is useless to try to estimate all

that they give even when the publicists deny that the workers

have been instrumental in the production of wealth; "In this

deplorable social organization when the nourishment which the

worker receives is calculated at the lowest means of conserving

life; when wages are regarded as an item of expense and are

deliberately cut down strictly to the minimum for sustaining

life; and the limits of work are required every day at a point

barely below that at which physical strength would succumb; it

is without doubt a derision to ask the poor worker who does not

know any enjoyment to pay for the pleasures of an order and a

justice which does not protect him at an, or for a national
1

honor to which he remains indifferent," Sismondi recog-

nized the absurdity of telling the unfortunate workers about

enjoyments of a public order when that order has condemned

them to misery and starvation.

Workers for the second reason should be excused from pay-

ing taxes because their labor constitutes the greatest strength

of the nation, and when wages have already been reduced to a

minimum, any farther reduction will impair, the living capital

1 Houveaux Principes de l'Economie Politique, V.II p 164
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of the nation, which furnishes the foundation for further pro-

duction;

"It is not the participation," in the payment of taxes by

the poor which Sismondi declared to be vicious ;but "it is the

degradation to which the worker is reduced and the fact that his

income does not exceed necessities, that makes it impossible for

him to make any contributions. If the wages of the worker's

family were sufficient to justify him to live and to enjoy the

pleasure taxation afforded it would be fair for him to contrib-
1

ute his share to taxation."

"If there is a part of the national income which the treas-

ury has no right to touch, except with precaution, it is without

doubt, the wages or the income that comes from the labor of the

poor." This income which the workers receive is only enough to

maintain themselves and yet "they are the capital life of the

nation.

"

The spiritual well-being of the workers must be protected

through adequate wages if they are to contribute a share to the

capital of the nation. "Their wages araonnt to income with them,'

but it comes from the capital of those who hire them; and in

"rendering their labor they continue to furnish from year to

year the momentum which drives forward the social machine,

"

"It is a great misfortune for the government to touch their part;

it sacrifices at once the human victims and the hope of future
3

nat io nai weal th .
"

1 Nouveaux Principe3 de 1 ' Economie Politique Vol. II p 164
2 Ibid. v. II p 168
3 Ibid. v. II p i 68
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Kicardo knew that it was dangerous to press too heavy a

tax upon the lower classes': but he believed that a tax on wages

would ultimately come out of profits, whi}.e Sismondi thought

that it would crush the workers. Sismondi as already stated

wished that every citizen should for political reasons bear his

share of the expense of the government as he believed that, the

tax which a citizen pays to his government should be regarded
2

as a "pledge of his liberty."

The distinction he makes in the assessment of taxes bet-

ween the different classes of citizens is due to the faults of

the political system and of the government which has reduced the

working classes to the bare necessities in order to increase the

net incomes of the manufacturers, the merchants and the proprie-

tors. It is the propc^Vtionment of income which needs readjust-

ing, because the present wretched condition under which the

workers exist prohibits them from participating in the mainten-

ance of a common government and from the financial view point

the revenue of the nation is cut down through the non-product-

ivity of this largest class of citizens who are unable to bear
3

their share of taxation.

The rich should contribute through taxes, chiefly because

of their ability to pay, and to Sismondi it seemed only just to

incre^c^heir taxes in proportion to the benefits they received

from the government. The present order protects the rich more
1

.
Ki cardo

,
Principles, o f Political Economy and Taxation p 1 57

2. iNpuveaux Princi^es de 1 ' Economie Politique , Vol. II d 169
3. Ibid. vol. II, p.169-1 70

'
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than it defends the poor.

"The tax paid ought to he considered by the citizens as a

compensation for the protection accorded to their persons and

their property "by the government and it is just that each sup-

ports it in proportion to the advantages which society grants

him. The greater part of the cost of the social establishment

is destined to defend the rich against the poor because if they

were allowed to exercise their respective forces, the first

would not be laggard in despoiling the other. It is just that

the rich contribute not only in proportion to their fortunes;

but by far more of that proportion to sustain an order which is

to their advantage, as it is equitable to take a great deal of hi*

superfluous property and expend it for necessities of the lower

order However, the poor in his turn receives pro tection

from the social order as soon as he acquires property or re-

ceives an income from his daily labor and becomes indebted to

1
his government. The tax which he pays guarantees him safety

and becomes a measure of his liberty. It is right under the

political order that the poor should contribute to the govern-

ment an equivalent value; or a just price for the enjoyments

which he has received under its laws. At the same time it

ought not to be possible that any worker would be called upon

to give up an his subsistence or to forego all enjoyments be-

cause of the heavy burden of taxes which he is required to bear

or that any of the nations workers be reduced to the status of
2

machines.
1. aouveaux Principes . Economi e Politique. Vol. II, 156-156
2. Ibid. Vol. II p. 169
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sismondi "believed that all taxes out to "be levied on the

revenue and not on the capital. "In the first instance the

state only dispenses that which the citizens would have spent;

in the last case it destroys what would make a living for both

the individuals and the state." In his second theory he explains

that, "the annual gross proceeds", in the assessment of taxes,

"should not be confused with the income, for the former includes

the latter, and also equals all the circulating capital and one

part of these proceeds should "be set aside to maintain or repair

all the fixed capital, all the accumulated labor and the lives

of an the productive laborers."

The tax in sismondi 1 s last analysis becomes a beneficent

agent: "The tax being the price that the citizen pays for his

enjoyments, it should never be demanded from any one who has

nothing to enjoy, nor ought it to absorb that part of the in-
1

come that is necessary to sustain the life of the laborers."

The tax should never take away the wealth at which it is

disected.. It should therefore, be more moderate, if the

wealth is of a fugitive nature. It ought never to strike that

part of the income that is necessary for the conservation of
n

the nation's resources.

Sismondi having laid down the foregoing principles in

his "Nouveaux Principle" carried his researches further in his

later studies: "We believe, " said he, "that the sovereigns

1. JMouveaux Principes. de l'Economie Politique V. II p. 170
2. Ibid. V. II p. 171

1
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could with justice and should provide that the million pounds

of sterling which represents the capital of a thousand families

should pay less to the public treasury than the million which
1

forms the capital of a single individual." Having arrived

at his theory of progressive taxation, Sismondi included in it

the principle of justice, the theory of benefit and the belief

that taxation should be so administered that it would serve to

prevent the concentration of^ig fortunes in the hands of a few

individuals

.

"ITuthermore, I am convinced, M the economist adds "that

one is failing into grave error in attempting to generalize eve^y

thing that is related to social sciences."

The single tax did not meet with his approval because

the complexity of modern society forebade uniqueness:- "We hav^

already recognized one unique source of wealth-labor, —but not

one unique class of citizens to which the income produced by

the workers belongs," Incomes are distributed among all the cla^s

es of the nation, and they assume all kinds of forms« " It is

just, too, that taxation should follow them in all their rami-
1

f'i cat ions.

"

Sismondi was opposed to the tithe, because it was a

method of taxation that allowed the tax to fre collected before

the product came into the possession of the producer: "The

tithe strikes the agriculturist unjustly, as a tax ought to be

levied upon the net income, the tithe is wrong because it is beitag

levied upon the gross income which includes the circulating

1 . nouveaux Principes de 1

«

Economie Politique, V. II p,i54
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capital V It is not only the profit of the farmer and the rent

of the proprietor, but all the advances which the farmer has

contributed to obtain the result which is tithed. In the good

years and on the good lands two 3heaves out of ten is sufficient

to represent an the advances. In the bad years and on the

poor lands ei&ht out of ten will be necessary to cover the work

It is not only very rare for the total of the result to be suf-

ficient to pay the expenses1
,' but the "tithe," he concludes, "has

proved an ever increasing sum of expenses "that multiplies itsel
1

many times in its consumption of the farmer's income.

Sismondi was more favorable toward a land tax which should

be paid in money and taken out of the income of the land-owner

alone; but as misfortunes often come to land owners and change:

occur in land values he thought, that real estate should be sub-

jected to frequent revaluations in order to protect the owner^

of real estate, and to remedy injustices, exemptions should

frequently be made. At the same time he wished to avoid all

indirect takes.

Sismondi ! s analysis of taxation included the following

objectives

:

1. Every industry should pay a ten per ceut tax on the

income it received from tile production of goods, in return for

the protection afforded to it by the government.

2. Taxes should be levied on residence in a house, accord-^

ing to the value it represented, for either owner or tenant

equivalent to ten per cent for hire or income. For though res-

1. iNouveaux Princi^es de l' Econpmie Politique V. II p 168-196
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idence in a house is the slowest kind of consumption, it repre-

sents annual value.

3 All employers should pay a tenth part of the wages they

paid to domestics and of the salaries allowed to workers in

production.

4 Taxes should he placed on dogs, horses, carriages, works

of art, pictures statues, luxuries and other things that gave

pleasure to the rich.

5. All merchandise destined for the use of men should he

taxed on the ten per cent "basis, v/hether it was to be used in

the country, or intended to be exported. All imports brought

into the country should pay an equal tax of ten per cent to help
1

support the government.

Impartial taxation Sismondi "believed could only exist

if ail the items of consumption were included; hut the indirect

tax was an injustice which hit the poor much more heavily than

it did the rich. To levy a tax on bread to replace all other

taxes served to exempt the rich and increased the taxes of the
2

poor. V

The mortgage tax^ the stamp tax on judicial documents

were taxes collected either on debt or on accidents and these

should be considered as symptoms of poverty or at least as signs

of embarrassment. "To levy a tax on a man's debts or on his law

suit seems to he hardly less unreasonable than to levy a tax on
3

his illness."
1-2 ITouveaux Princ i pes de 1 ' Economie Politique V. II p. 212
3 Ibid. V, II p 205
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Sismondi's fiBcal theories advocated a direct progressive

tax with exemption ad the basis, whenever it was necessary to

assist the tax-payer to sustain a decent standard of living, fche

abolition of taxes on consumption and stamp taxes. He wished

all incomes to bear a share of the expense and no single class

of tax-payers to be over-burdened. Inheritances, he believed .

ought to be equally divided among all the children, as a means
1

of establishing a fairer distribution of a rich man's property.

After a study of Sismondi's theories it seems strange

that he did not arrive at a progressive income tax; but perhaps

he avoided this logical conclusion, that an income tax was des-

irable because he remained under the influence of the Classical

School and their "wage- fund theory" as well as because he wished

to protect his social income theory. He also foresaw some of#C

difficulties that would be experienced in ascertaining the true

income from manufacturers, and also the difficulties to be met

in auditing books of accounts. If Sismondi were alive today

and could see our modern accounting records it is very probable

that he would be in favor of a progressive income tax.

is. Bismondi's Theory of Private Property

Sismondi* s standing in the history of economic thought

has wrought much controversy among both the economists and the

sociologists who have attempted an analysis of his works. Prom

his criticism of the industrial regime he may justly be classed
j

1. JSouveaux Principes de 1' Economie Politique V. I, p 296
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as a precursor o f many of the later socialistic writers; but he

must not be confused with the Utopian advocates of his day. His

attitude toward socialism may be better understood by following

his conceptions of private property, as private property fori $

the basis of many socialistic and economic doctrines.

Sismond^s conception of property is closely related to hJs

theory of law which is strictly historical: "Law or order, which

usurpation or violence would have established, but whose result

would be to render men better and happier, could be legalized by

this result, because it is the only end and the only guarantee

of every law. Time and duration are not at all a principle of

right; but a meansJof stability, a guarantee of experience. Law
f 1

should be judged by history instead of being founded on history."

his conception of property was closely related to his

historical deductions and included the belief that the property

right was not at all a natural positive right: "It is only in

our times that the English publicists have commenced to say that

property preceded the institution of society and it was instit-

uted only for the defense of this same property. On the contra

ary we are unable to conceive it to be a property anterior to
2

tie law of public for ce.

"

"The right to hold property," he said, "is born of par-

ticular customs, chance combinations, often of passions, or of

vanities." The distinction between the property owner, the

farmer and the journeyman is not intended to give more intell-

igence to the first, more zeal to the second or more vigor to

1 Histoir e des Francai s. Introduction p x
2 Etudes sur l 1 Eco nomi e Politique Vol. II, p 41
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the third, nor is the division made because the work could not

be done by the same person, or that it would consequently be

done better or more quickly by the three. The classification

has been often effected by absolutely different principles as

it has rested on a social order which is in general advantage-

ous to the poor as well as to the rich and political economy is

designed to preserve this order by correcting it and not by
1

overthrowing it.

In his examination of property rights Sismondi tells us

that land ownership^fout of exploitation and the division of a

surplus product. "The right arose when the first man enclosed

a field and said, 'This is mine. 1 "In so doing he became

the owner of a surplus product. Land ownership is a happy

usurpation," he concludes, "and society, for the advantage of

all, may well guarantee it? However, it is only a gift of soc-

iety and not at all a natural inherent right. "History proves

it since there are nations like the Arabs and Tartars that do

not allow the ownership of land." It is also proved undesir-

able because, "the property of the earth is not a creation com-
2

pleted or accomplished by industry or by the work of man."

Sismondi confined his doubts in regard to the ownership

of property to the appropriation of land ^exempted an other

property. His desire to surround the right to own land by

exacting qualifications and his willingness to allow the free

ownership of manufactured goods without restrictions seems to

1 flpuveaux Principes de l ' Economi e Politique V. I p 1 51-1 52
2 ibid. vol. I p. 159
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be a contradiction of his general theory as nearly all manufact-

ured products may be traced to raw materials which depend direct-

ly or indirectly upon the land.

Sismondi recognized the perfected social order in all

his writings as the ideal goal of the state. "The perfected

social order would be in general advantageous to poor as well ai

to rich and political economy is designed to preserve this order

by correcting and not "by over-throwing it. It is a beneficent

Providence which has given to human nature some of the blessing*

and some of the trials because in so doing we are encouraged to

prepare ourselves for a higher state, " and in his final con-

clusion he declares that an equal distribution property would

destroy the "ardor" for work, which can find its stimulus only
1

from "these inequalities themselves."

Capital renders a valuable service to labor even when

it results from an unequal division of the fruits of labor;

because it insures greater productivity. "Among those who

partake of the national income, some acquire every year a new

right by their work, while others have acquired previously by

primitive work a permanent right which has rendered the annual
2

labor more advantageous." This quotation shows that Sis-

mondi accepted the property right and also that he recognized the

value of capital. It proves that he did not favor either the

abolition of private property or an equal division of all wealth,

but that he held firmly to the belief that the larger the number

1. flouveaux Principes de l'Econpmie politique V. I p.io
2. Ibid. V. I p 112
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of persons who shared in the ownership of property the higher the

standard of living would be and the greater the benefit the
1

state would receive from its resources and its income.

"Patriarchial exploitation improves the manners and char-

acter of the people who do the work of the country. Property

gives the habits of order and economy; and abundance of daily

food destroys the wish for gormandizing and intoxication; but

privation increases the desire for excess. It is only a care-

worn people who wish to benumb themselves with the stupor of
2

intoxication." "The rapid exchange of goods gives great en-

couragement to commercial activity, and supplies a larger pro-

fit to ail, but there are often some inconveniences attached to

3

it."

The right to own property, he believed, should be considered

from a utilitarian view point as experience teaches that the

appropriation of land has for an useful and advantageous res-

ults. The ownership of real estate is therefore founded not on
i

the principle of justice, but on the principle of utility.

Sismondi, therefore, warns landlords that it is to their

advantage to submit to legislators and not to abuse their prop-

erty rights. Ever mindful of the suffering of the Scotch high-

landers whom the Countess of Southerland had evicted from her

estate under the expectation that she would receive a greater

net income from sheep; he states clearly that confiscation

1 flouveaux Principes . de l , Economi_e Politique. V. 1,112
2 Ibid. Vol. I p 169
3 Ibid. Vol .. I p 169
4 Etudes sur l ' Economie Politique V. I 160-165
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#

would be justified by the government if no other means were

available to protect the tenants,

"When a nation is reduced to a pastoral life, the land
1

should be held in common." It is only after society has beer

raised to a higher state of cultivation that society should riVC

out the right of ownership to those who have contributed their

services for the "benefit of all.

The aim of the social order is not to make a few rich.

Wealth is desirable to society only when it supplies comforts

to all classes, also the accumulation of labor ought to contribU

to those "comforts that makes work in itself a national bene-
2

diction.

"

Sismondi as mentioned elsewhere was opposed to the perpetua

;ion of big fortunes and desired the removal of the law of primo-

geniture as it caused one member of the family to despise work

because of his opulence, while the less favored ones would find

it difficult to work efficiently for lack of capitaljand^are un-

familiar with lives of poverty and labor.

Consistently sympathetic with the proletarian class, but

unlike the Marxian socialists Sismondi insisted that both capit-

alists and laborers should be remunerated. "The truly rich

nation is the one in which this abundance procures the most in

material enjoyment for the poor on one hand and for the rich on
4

the other.

"

!• flou^eaux Principes de l'Economie Politique. Vol. I p. 164
2 Ibid. Vol. I p. 387
5. Ibid. Vol. I p. 296
4. Etudes sur l'Economie Politique VnT . T p.R

i
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Sismondi did not expect nor desire that all persona should

receive equal remuneration for their labor and while he desired

the rich to make suitable provisions for the poor who are help-

^ less or in need of care, hia works imply that the rich should

be more generously recompensed for their social contributions

than the proletarian class: "According to #iat we have seen, we

do no£ hesitate to say, that the national wealth is the partic-

ipation by all in the advantages of life; but it is in a differ-

ent proportion without doubt that the members of the society
1

are called upon jro partake of the product of the social labor."

Elsewhere he admits his willingness, as well as his approval

of different grades of remuneration for different classes of

society: "The true aim of political economy is 4o assure a

distribution of wealth which will allow ail to profit by its

advantages; still it is inconsistent that some should be favored
2

more than others." He further realized that wealth gave

opportunity for cultural development, works of charity and the

advancement of education, as only those who have belonged to the

leisure class over a long period of time would be able to appre-

ciate the true standards of culture and refinement. This shows

that he did not favor equal remuneration^ in fact such ideas are

contradicted in his own words, "the equal distribution of goods

would give to everybody, instead of abundance, misery and
3

f universal barbarism."

Etudes sur 1* Economie Politique v. I p 377
istudes sur 1 Economie Politique V, I p 10
Etudes V. I P. 173
ioid vol. I p. X
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sismondi 1 s writings express his approval of those generous

minded persons, who use their wealth for social betterment

programs and to advance the arts as well as his condemnation of

those who use their wealth to further their own selfish interests

and in order to increase their own incomes and neglect or abuse

those who are dependent upon them • Ofthe wealthy who make good

use of their resources , he writes ; "Their examples should be

everywhere profitable, so that they could be the yeast that fer-

ments the whole mass, or the light that enlightens all," for
1

Mtheir virtues are the glory of human society."

"Without them," he concludes, "There would^no possible demf

ands for achievements in science and arts, or progress in let-

ters. The rich may therefore be regarded as the consumers of

intellectual wealth."

Sismondi was more impartial than the Marxian socialists

and he desired that justice should be rendered to the propriet—\-

crs as well as the workers. "It is just as unjust and cruel to -

starve the proprietors," he said, "as to starve the wage-earners

In taking a middle position, he lost the support of the Marxian

school and has been referred to by them as a* Bourgeois social-

ist."

He explains his position in the following quotation:

"If the rule is to consult only the interests of the poor

consumer, it is just as bad, because it is just as partial as jte

contrary rule recommended today, to consult only the interests

1. Etudes, sur 1 ' Economie Politique V. I p. vii
2 Ioid. vol. I p. 174
* ThiH p u. T p TA ____ __ '
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§

of the producers or the proprietor. The government, we "believe,

-should look after the distribution of subsistence, but it ought

to act according to the interests of an and not for any one
1

class of society. M

1 Etudes sur l» Economie Politique. V. II p. 43

*
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Sismondi»s Reforms and the Twentieth Century

Sisinondi's reforms are the direct outgrowth of his

criticism of the classical economic doctrines and his theoret-

ical conceptions of an ideal state. They are built upon his ob

servations of social conditions, his objections to the "laissez-

faire" system, his desire for state intervention and his sympa-

thy for the warking classes.

Mis position as a non-co»formist was not a happy one

as his criticism of the Classical school separated him from the

conservative economists who viewed his "Nouveaux Principes"

with disfavor because they believed that he was advocating ret-

rogressive measures while his disapproval of the Utopian social-

ists cost him the support of those writers who were in closest

sympathy with the very classes he desired to help*

Sismondi's objections to the Utopian schemes seem to

have arisen from his knowledge of history, his faith in the

social order and his belief that all changes should result from

evolutionary progress and not through hasty revolutionary disturb-

ances* These conceptions were foremost in his mind when he decl-

ared: "I admit, after having indicated where, to my mind lies

the principle, where rests the justice, I do not feel that I

have the force to trace the means of execution. The distribution

of the fruits of labor among those who contribute to produce

them appears to me vicious, but it seems to me to be beyond
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human power to conceive of a state of property absolutely differ*

from that which is known to us "by experience. The suffering

of the classes most numerous, and most necessary to society

has oeen in the last few years sometimes 30 excessive that in

the most civilized country it has been necessary to resort to
1

phiianthrophy. Some men filled with zeal for the welfare

of humanity have proposed a co-operative system which is a new

organization intended to replace personal interest "by that of

the corpomtilon which is formed with the aim of accomplishing ail

the labor of a given society. In referring to Owen, Thompson,

Fourier, muiron and other reformers, who favored these organ-

izations, he expressed his doubts guardedly, "I wish as they do

that there might be an association of ail those who co-operate

in the manufacture of a product, instead of opposition among

them; but I do not consider the means proposed by them, of

reaching this end to be capable of ever accomplishing this
2

thing.

»

Sismondi's philosophy as a historian was too realistic

to enable him to admit the feasibility of such idealistic plans,

and it also restrained him from setting up a detailed reformatio

program that would take care of every social emergency. As he

states clearly his principles are intended for guidance and to

be of assistance to those who seek through evolution to estab-

lish the social equilibrium which the industrial revolution had

destroyed. Sismondi believed that the organization of human

1. JJJouveaux Principes de l'Economie Vol. II, p. 364
2. Ibid. V. II p. 365
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society is our own work, and that, whenever it causes suffering,

we are always able to remedy its action. He, therefore, chose

through the slower evolutionary process and governmental reform-

ative measures to remedy the social evils that he observed in the
i
jL

industrial system.

a The State and Its Position.

Bismondi objected to the "laissez-faire" doctrine of

the Classical school and also to the socialistic Utopian com-

munity organizations. The former he believed over-looked human

well-being in their desire to accumulate wealth, while the 1 attar

neglected those essential elements upon which the social order

had developed during many centuries of progress* Having dis-

carded both extremes he based his reforms upon government action

and strongly advocated state intervention and state control.

"Society, " said he, "needs more than wealth; it is not in the

least complete if it merely consists of proprietors and pro-

ductive workers, society needs administrators who will direct

the social efforts toward a common purpose, it needs legislators

who will determine the respective rights of its members, it needs

judges who are worthy of respect and advocates who are able to
2

defend it." a state that possesses wise guardians will be

able to undertake numerous activities to improve social welfare

and to remedy existing evils. As property rights are just-

ified only because they produce beneficial results they should

1 -Etudes, sur l' Economie Politique V. II, p. 372.
2 .Nouveaux Princioes de 1 'E^cjg^mie^ Politique V. I p 141-142
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be strictly supervised by law to insure the state reaping the

benefits it should from its resources. "Whenever monopoly exists,

the legislator should interpose his authority so that those who

enjoy the right do not abuse it." This reform applied to cap-

italists in industry, but more particularly to owners of land,

because land ownership rested in the hands of a few persons

while the majority of the nation were unable to work for them-
1

selves or to obtain nourishment fron the soil. Sismondi

believed that the nation ought to set a limit upon property

rights, because "property is a concession of the law, it is

under the protection of the law, and it should be subjected to

the law.

"

Law should provide for a more equal distribution of

wealth as the concentration of fortunes under the control of a

few families results in social inequalities. At the same time

Sismondi recognized that the state needed rich men, as wealth

supplied two prerogatives that reflect advantages throughout the

whole of society; "one is the employment of their leisure in the

development of the intellectual faculties; the other, the em-

ployment of their superfluity in the relief of all kinds of

wretchedness. Intellectual progress gives rise to new

want 3 among the rich and opens new employments. Charity is

another prerogative of wealth, still more important to society,

than to the poor themselves. Sismondi concludes, "It

1. Nouveaux Principes de 1' Economie Politique V. I p. 203

2. etudes sur 1 ' Economi e Politique . V. II p. 334
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is "better for the nation to have a number of moderately rich

men than to have one man living in opulence," and it therefore,

"becomes the vocation of the rich to develop his intelligence

for the good of all and to hind society together with bonds of

charity." He believed that it was unwise for two patrimonies

to be united In one family as "society lost half the advantages

which it expected to receive from the presence of the rich."

The law should constantly encourage the division of an in-

heritance among all the children, and suppress the practice of

primogeniture as "the younger sons and daughters are sacrificed

to the vanity of the eldest, each one's capital is not equal to

one year's rent received by the eldest brother; they must grow

old in celibacy and pay dearly by the dependence of their later
years 2

4
for the luxury of their early ones." When the time arrives

for men to divide their property the sovereign authority of the

state should intervene and give to each child a just share, and

the larger fortunes should be subjected to a progressive inheritance

tax, to be levied in proportion to the size of the estate.

Sismondi advocated unlimited power being placed in the

hands of carefully selected administrators who would represent

the state; and turned to the government as it was the only authf

ority that could regulate wealth, control over-production and

check the vicious circle of the crisis. "The government

instead of encouraging indiscriminate production ought to be on

its guard to moderate the blind zeal which turns most often

1. Etudes sur 1

'

Eeonomie Politique , V. I. p. 176
2#

j^
1 **10*1 Economy

, London 1347, Series of Essays 116
3 * jjtudes^ sur 1 'Economic Politique. V. II. -p. 370
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against its own citizens, or at least against other men. In

the first case, it is contrary to the national political welfar
1

and in the second, it is against humanity."

As it is always the means of production that is conside

Ed by economists and not the means of consumption, the nation

is called upon to restrict competition and to discourage rival

r

which is sure to result wherever there is a struggle between

competitive manufacturers to gain possession of the market

through new processes and mechanical inventions. The govern-

ment has the right to be proud of the formation of a new class

of citizens, who by their labor obtain a sufficient income, and
-

the friend of humanity ought not to blame these new efforts;

but the affliction which results from the competition among

producers will always result in new suffering for some classes.

In order to control over-production Sismondi recommend-

ed three measures; First, that the government should endeavor

to educate the people, and through researches obtain informatio

for publications that would furnish instruction to every! one

regarding furture economic trends, and business conditions.

Second, the government should withhold encouragement from those
2

who wished to undertake new industrial enterprises. Third,

the government should check the right of individuals who are

eager to put new inventions wko -=w*e eager te p«* aew invontiono

on the market and should discontinue patent rights. Each in-

vention in the arts which has multiplied ma^s ability to work

1 JUouveaux Principes de l 1 Economie Politique V. I, n 341
2 Etudes sur 1 'Economie Politique V. II 363
3 JUouveaux Principes de 1' Economie Politique V. I p348-349
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since the invention of the plow until that of the steam engine

is useful, "but it is not useful when it is employed to increase

production beyond the demands of consumption.

To confer special privileges upon an inventor gives him

a monopoly of the market against his contemporary producers.

"As a result the nation's consumers gain very little from the

invention, while the inventor gains a great deal and the other

producers and all their employees suffer from the consequences."

in his conclusion Sismondi decided that the discontinuance of

patent rights would end rivalry among inventors; but it would not

be detrimental to the progress of scientific power as whenever

there was a real demand for a new process or an invention it

would be discovered by one or a group of scientists working
2

harmoniously together.

Sismondi1 s r#commendation calling for the enlightenment

of public opinion although it was rejected in his own day has

been accorded approval in all progressive nations. More and

more economists are inclined to agree with Sismondi and to

question the"laisser faire policy" because of the difficulty

experienced by producers and capitalists when they attempt to

determine the consumers' wants from one season to another and

so much uncertainty is involved in the process that the success

of the season depends upon guess and prophecy rather than upon

1 flouveaux Principes v. I 348-349
2 J^ouveaux Principes de »1 Economie Politique V. II 334-335
3 Mitchell, W. C. .Business Cycles (191 6) p. b'Jb
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industry. In order to correct this uncertainty and to supply-

producers with a definite knowledge of the needs of the public

the United States "because of the flexibility of the constitution

has been able to establish a large number of bureaus and to

lead the industrial nations of the world in methods of re-

search and through its publicity department and the daily

papers it furnishes information upon conditions connected with

ail the industries in the country. United States government

publications supply instruction upon problems connected with

agriculture
,

forestry, mineralogy, labor, industrial statistics
1

and economic influences both at home and abroad. The League

of Nations through its International Labor organization has at-

tempted to consolidate information generously supplied b\j the

industrial nations and to make their findings available to all

the world powers. It is to be hoped that although the world

nations have not been very successful in controlling the preserit

depression that research and science through closer co-operation

will discover the industrial forces that influence economic con-

ditions and organize production so as to prevent crises in the

future from disturbing the social order.

The Classical school of economists believed in the advan-

tages to be procured from large scale production with it« vast

plants and its immense accumulation of capital, but Sismondi

thought that the advantages obtained by large-scale production
did not compensate for the loss occasioned by lack of personal

contacts between the employers and the employees, that the evils

1 Mitchell, W. C. .Business Cycles (1913) n 506
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due to accidents, carelessness in management and the dissipatio

of funds often led to "business failures. He accordingly des-

ired the government of the state to refrain from stimulating

the activity of captains eif industry and to confer honors upon

those who withdrew from Hiusines3 and also recommended a pro-
1

gressive tax to discourage the concentration of fortunes.

To prohibit speculation and over- capital ization he believed it

was necessary for the government to forbid competition among

banks, to impose serious restrictive laws against financial

institutions extending credit to new industries, and to prohibiit
2

their accepting real estate as collateral for loans.

The state, as shown in the preceding chapter, Sismondi

believed should control the birth rate and supervise the

growth of population in order that it would increase proportion

ately and not exceed the adequate income of the nation which
3

remained stationary. Though he gave up advocating the pro-

hibition of marriages among the poorest citizens, who were un-

able to support families he always held firmly to the State's

right to maintain campaigns for birth control as by limiting th

population the state would be in a better position to maintain

a high standard of living for all its citizens.

C. His Labor Reforms

Sismondi deserves recognition as the forerunner of modern

labor legislation. His constant plea was that the state should

1 ItUdes sur l'Economie Politique. V. II d. 370
2 Ibid. V. II p, 424
3. i^ouveaux Principes. de 1' Economie Polique V. II 256
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undertake special reform measures to protect the working class-

es. "It is not the profit of the manufacturer which constitutes

the national interest. It is the "benefit that the manufacturer

confers upon all classes. If the administration should propose

to secure the advantage of one class at the expense of another

it is only just that the journeymen should he the favored ones.

Among those who participate in production they are the most

numerous, and to assure their happiness is to make the great

mass of the nation happy. Today they receive fewer pleasures

and less advantages than ail the others within the social order,

but they produce the wealth from which they themselves receive
1

no part."

The state should always protect the interests of the

weak against those of the strong. In the struggle "between the

capitalists and employees, the laborers are at a disadvantage

because their very lives are dependent upon the daily wage

wnich supplies their only means of existence while the captains

of industry can wait until the poor workers are through necess-

ity forced to accept their terms. The laborers need to be

protected because public safety depends upon the orderly con-

duct of the great mass of the people and if their interests are

neglected or they do not receive adequate protection labor dis-

putes might lead to organized uprisings that would destroy the
2

social order.

Sismondi desired the suppression of laws protecting the

1. unuveaux Princi^es de I'Economie Politique, V. I p 377
2. ibid. V. I p. 379
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union of employers against the unions of employees and object-

ed to all forms of labor combinations because he believed that

although unionism presented a natural means of resistance for

the workers it did not contribute to their good and that strfltoi

only injured their cause because of their dependence upon their

employers. "It is not," he concludes, "therefore, in the name

of morality and law, it is in the name of their own interests

that we should unceasingly call upon workmen to refrain from

coalitions." Sismondi underestimated the power of collective

bargaining and the value of workmen's associations in normal

times, but his conclusions were justified in his own day when

the "peaceful walkout of the English Trade unionists" had

failed and the armed resistance of the workers at Lyons only

"redoubled the activity of the manufacturers in Switzerland,
1

Germany and England."

Having made a careful investigation of laborers associa-*

tions and reaching the conclusion that strikes were futile

efforts to improve working conditions, Sismondi places the

responsibility for reform measures in the hands of the legis-

lature and through it he hoped to enact laws that would prove

beneficial to the laborers' conditions and give them a more

just return for their services.

Sismondi made his contributions to labor economics a

century ago and it could not be expected that he would be able

to completely formulate our present day labor laws; but it is

interesting to observe that many of the principles of modern

1. Political jjiconomy. Series of Essays, London 1647, p 212-214
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labor legislation may be traced to the writings of the generous-

hearted Genevese economist.

(l ) Restrictions on Hours of Labor

The long working hours of the laborer's day sismondi re-

garded as one of the great evils of his era and unflinchingly

he turned to the government with the request that it would re-

duce the worker's day. "The 'task of the government, as the

jrotector of the people ought to be to place restrictions on the

sacrifices which anyone could be compelled to make; to prevent

any man, after he had been working ten jvjurs a day, from consent
1

ing, to work twelve, fourteen, sixteen or eighteen; ""as long

hours destroyed the health of the laborers and made them old

before their time so that they, "rarely attained the age of for-
2

ty;" and induced them to become addicted to intoxication.

sismondi laid down no detailed plan to indicate the num-

ber of hours a workman should be expected to spend at his daily

task, but it 3eems consistent to believe that he disapproved of
3

more than ten hours of labor and that he felt that night labor

should be avoided as the night was destined for repose, jie

also recognized the fact that it was a very complicated task to

limit the personal liberty of a workman in selling his services

to an employer; but he justified his restrictions on the ground,

1. Nouveaux Princi^ es, de 1' Economie Politiqu e V. II p 338
2. .tttudes , sur 1' Economie Politique V II p. 214
3. ::ouveaux Principes de 1' Economi e Politiqu e V. I p. 201
4. Ibid. V. I p. 387
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human "beings should not be reduced to slavery.

Always a "believer in the "blessings that rest and leisure

conferred upon man, sismondi considered the practice of resting

upon the sabbath Ma law of beneficence." The purpose of the

Sabbath was not as "certain sects called Puritans would have

us believe for religious observances alone;' but to give the

workers an opportunity to participate in the legitimate pleas-

ures of life. To this great humanitarian economist, both man

and beasts of burden should be allowed a weekly recess from

labor to pass one day out of seven in rest and play. Through

forbidding participation in innocent recreations he concludes,

"they have given a solemn and sometimes cruel character to the

day and the more the observation of the day of repose is per-

verted by the suspension of DUblic amusements; the more certain
1

it is that vice and intemperance will become popular."

It may have been due to Sismondi' s teachings or merely a

happy coincidence but his native country Switzerland, was the

first nation to pass a law in 1890 requiring railway employees

to be given without loss of salary fifty-two weekly rt&t-days

each year, and today in nearly all nations laws not only provid<

for a day of rest; but also encourage public amusements and

recreations on Sunday.. Economical researches completed during

the World War prove that Sismondi f s humanitarian motives were

justified and that shorter hours improve the health of the

laborers. uis desire for a shorted day and more hours of

I. jouveaux Princi-oes de 1' Econpmie Politique V. I p. bar
2 .Commons and Andrews, Principles of Labor Legislation r 297

1
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leisure has "been granted the support of labor organizations,

social agencies and legislative bodies; but hi3 final economic

conclusion that shorter hours would lessen the dangers of over-

production and check the evils that precipitated the crisis has

been proved to be a mistake as the efficiency that results from

concentrated efforts and the shorter day caused a tremendous

increase in production. Today his moral convictions would re-

ceive the support of both the humanitarian leaders and also the

chrematistic capitalists whose motives he so vigorously opposed.,

(2) Child Labor

Sismondi believed that child labor should be prohibited

by the state because the children were physically undeveloped

and therefore suffered greatly from exposure to the unhealthy

conditions and the long hours of labor that they were subjected

to, while they were employed in industrial plants. Children

who were required to submit to such an existence often died

early before jrhey had tasted the pleasures of life. Child laboi'

also furnished an incentive for reckless improvident marriages,
1

tended to encourage over-population, lowered the standard of

living and finally reduced the wage-bargaining power of men

because they had to compete with child labor.

The place of women, Siemondi insisted was in the home.

It was the wife's duty to care for and educate the children, and;

also to provide those pleasures and comforts which were the lab-

1 upuveaux Principes de 1 ' Economic Politique V. I p 382-583
2 '
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1

orer's only source of pleasure. Women were not physically the

equal of men and could not stand the long hours of labor in -ft*

factory as well as men, neither should they be allowed to com-

pete with men in the labor market as they would lower their

husbands' wages. Men should be willing to work longer hours

in order to allow their wives more time for rest and work intte.

1

home. * As Sismondi did not approve of universal suffrage

and so firmly advocated restrictions on the employment of woman

because he wished to have her devote all her energies to her

home, it seems only fair to conclude that he would not have

wanted women to participate in political affairs nor to enjoy
1 2

the privilege of suffrage
j although he never expressed definite

views on women taking any place in the government of the state.

(3) The Minimum Wage

Some of the mercantile philosophers recommended low wages

as a means of increasing production and of under-selling rival

nations; but Sismondi considered that a small income for the

mass of the workers would be a national disaster. He felt

that from the stand point of justice, those who actually did

the work should receive an adequate compensation for the fruit
3

of their labor.

Turning away from the moral aspect of the issue, Sismondi

realized that a large indigent population which received low

wages, suffered from anxiety concerning future exister-ie, and

1. JUouveaux Principes de 1' Economie Politique V. I p. 382
2. Etudes sur 1' Economie Politique V. II p 331
3. Political Economy Series of Essays London

r
o. 21C-211
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were discontented with the government "brought neither happiness
1

nor stability to the nation. on the other hand when the

workers received adequate compensation there would be an in-

crease in consumers' buying power which would absorb surplus

goods and avert a •crisis.

Bismondi believed that as the laborer's wages constit-

uted the only compensation he received for his hours of toil

it was only fair to expect that they would be large enough to

supply him with necessities and comforts, bo th in health and in

sickness during his years of active service, and also enable

him to save enough to allow him to pass his declining years,

when he was no longer able to work vigorously, unhampered by

pecuniary embarrassment. Without adequate wages there would

be insufficient savings and the poarr-houses would be swarmed

with destitute workers who were too old to support themselves

through active industry. Sismondi did not favor charity

as the best means of protecting the workers. "It is much

better", he concluded, "if it costs 20 sous a day to maintain

a worker to give him that amount as a reward for his labor"than

to give him eight "sous" as wages and twelve "sous" as "(Sharity.

"

Although Sismondi believed that it would be easier to

increse the wages of workers in the country than it would be

to raise the wage level of city dwellers employed in industrial

plants, he believed that the need of the second class required

immediate attention from the legislature, because their condi-

1 JMouveaux Principes , Economie Politique, V. II p 449
2 Etude s sur 1' Economie Politique

r
V. II p 331
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tion was more pitiful. The agriculturists were less depend-

ent upon charity, as England was the only nation where the far-

. mers were asking for public alms, while acts of violence and

unrest on the part of industrial workers in manufacturing plants

everywhere indicated that their wages had "been placed at a

level that was insufficient to satisfy their moral and physical

needs. Therefore, it behooved the government, first of ail to
1

increase the wages of the industrial laborers

.

Sismondi in accordance with his general principles nevei

stated his idea of a minimum wage in monetary units; but to

meet the demands of a general standard of living he laid down

for the workers five reforms:

1. Abundance, variety and wholesome food,

2. Sufficient clothing for cleanliness and comfort accords

ing to the climate.

3. A convenient healthful cottage, or lodgings suitable

to the size of his family, furnished to meet their

needs and built to meet the climatic conditions.

4. An income sufficient to insure security in the future

and freedom from worries connected with state affairs].

5. sufficient leisure to enable him to participate in

wholesome recreations.

Unless the working classes are assured the first four

requisites the nation cannot be considered prosperous.

1« Political Economy, Series of Essays, London 1847, p. 127
2. Nouveaux Principes , Economie Politique V. I 379
2. Etud es sur 1' E,co nomie Politique

, V. I p.
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.Nearly a century has elapsed since Sismondi advocated his five

point program for the worker's standard of living; but while

notable progress has "been made in the industrial countries where

minimum wage laws have been passed and where compulsory arbitra-

tration systems have been introduce^ his ideal standard for all

working classes is still to be realized. An examination of his

^ fe^fe. reforms shows that his requisites are superior to the

M «omfort standard" asked for by present labor leaders; and that

he presents ideals worthy of emulation by humanitarian legislat-

ors today.

(4) Labor Insurance

The great defect of the industrial regime as Sismondi

pointed out, is the separation of capital and labor, v/hich res-

ults in a precarious existence for the laborers. Sismondi

believed in the virtues of the mercantile system because under

the corporation law each guild was expected to provide a special

fund to take care of its members when they suffered from acci-

dents or illness, he even traced the principle of labor insur-

ance back to feudal times, when slavery was in force and proved

that masters were willing to support their slaves during ill-

ness; but that the separation of capital and labor under the in-

dustrial system subjected the working classes to inevitable

hazards of life, caused by accidents, illness, old age and un-
1

employment. To counteract these evils Sismondi developed the

idea of labor insurance. He believed that the state should com

1 Nouveaux Principes de de 1' Economie Politique, V. II, p350
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pel the manufacturers to take care of his workmen, to provide

for them not only during their years of strength, "but also in

their old age, during periods of unemployment and when they

were ill* "It is only according to justice, that he who pro-

fits from the life of the workmen should be held responsible

to society for all the damage that occurs to them, for if he

does not provide salaries high enough to assure them a decent

living, if his factory is unsanitary or dangerous and his mac-

hinery causes accidents; he ought to compensate the workmen

for their suffering if any harm comes to them* If this is

too burdensome, it would be better for him to give up his in-

dustry than to continue its operation when it is a loss to
1

society. M

Though making the employer responsible for the care

of his employees during illness, old age, accidents and unemploy-

ment, Sismondi hoped to effect a spirit of solidarity that

would end the antagonism that exists between capital and labor.

If the employer was held responsible for the condition of his

workmen, he would be reluctant to require long hours at toil-

some industries of them or to subject them to work in unhealthy

or dangerous surroundings because in case of illness or accidert

he would be obliged to provide for them. If he was compelled

to sustain the loss occasioned by unemployment hg wouiff en-

deavor to plan his factory so it would be unnecessary to dis-

charge workmen except in rare instances.

1 Bouveaux Principles de 1 ' Economi e Politique. V. II p. 363
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Sismondi's view, that the employer alone should contribute
from

to the insurance fund, differ s^ the present day tendency which

requires contributions from the state, the employee and the

capitalist. His attitude is easily understood and appreciate!

as it was in accordance with his era and his conclusions were

based upon the fact that workmen were receiving minimum wages

and the state was supported largely by regressive taxes. For

this same reason he opposed the poor laws of England as they

put the burden upon society at large instead of restricting it

to the manufacturing class which alone ought to be held respon-

sible for the burden, Sismondi was not unfamiliar with the

obstacles that would result from placing the burden of labor

insurance upon the employers alone, as he knew that revolutions

often ruined the capitalists themselves, from whom this relief

was sought; but here he turned to the state, which he believed

was well able in times of trouble to undertake constructive

works along the line of public utilities to take care of un-
1

employed workers.

"The suspension or theS&solute cessation of work in a

manufacture for which there i3 no longer any sale, ia a step

toward the diminution of general suffering; the government oughl

in fact, to come to the assistance of men ^nd not of industry,

it ought to save its citizens, and not business. It ought not

to make advances to master manufacturers to encourage the man-

ufacture of products at a loss; instead it ought largely to

1 Houveaux Principes de l'Economie Politique. V. II. p 363
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contribute funds to take the operatives from an employment

which increases the embarrassment of ail their fellow citizens.

It ought to employ them in those public works whose products

do not bear upon the markets and do not increase the general

glut. Public edifices, town hails, markets, public walks,

are native wealth thatjcannot be bought and sold* Immense

quantities of land may be recovered from water on the sea shore,

along rivers, and by draining marshes, the fertility of whole

provinces may be doubled or quadrupled by irrigation , or by

means of canals that circulate over the plains, water borrowed

from rivers; to make these improvements throughout the whole

of France, might well employ not only her industrial classes;
1

laut a quarter of her inhabitants for a long time."

In assisting the workmen in any depressed industry by

public works the government must not compete with an existing

business as in so doing it would bring fresh disturbance into

the market, nor should these public works become permanent

occupations to which will be attached a new class of proletarii

In short these works should serve as an apprenticeship for a new

situation, particularly as agriculturists either in the new lan(jl

which these works will make fertile or in some colony, where

the laborer would be encouraged to follow his former occupation

bismondi's public works program is being given its first

trial in the United States (19 33-1934) • Through government

participation many people have been given employment, but the

1 Political Economy, Series of Essays, London 1847, p. 220-21
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success of these projects depends on the agents to whom their

construction is entrusted so it is too early to draw any con-

clusions regarding the success of these undertakings, as

judged by their worth to society or as measures of alleviating

the crisis.

• Sismondi regarded the profit sharing plan as an incent-

ive to economy and hard work and he believed that it would sup

ply the means whereby ambitious young men might be able to earn

promotions and secure a permanent interest in the business

that gave them employment. Profit sharing plans he further

believed offered legitimate encouragement to ambitiotas men

and lessened the danger of over-population as they would not

wish to marry until they had arrived at a position of independ-

ence within their industry. "This Utopia", Sismondi concludes,

while it may well provide the goal which the legislator wishe

to attain; it would be very difficult to establish by law."

Here again Sismondi living in an earlier era and possessing

. only a knowledge of his own times and those that had preceded

them could not be expected to foresee the advancement that

profit sharing plana, participation in stock ownership, and

plant direction by workers would attain during the incoming

century.

A review of Sismondi 's labor reforms illustrates his

belief that in every instance progress should come through
1

following only the "slow indirect methods of legislation,"

l.Nouveaux Principes de l»Economie Politique, v. II t>. 363-566
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and that although his proposals were looked upon with scepticism

during his life he stands alone as the precursor of modern

labor legislation for nearly ail of the improvements in labor

conditions that have "been made during the last fifty years

can be traced to the evolutionary reforms recommended by the

great humanitarian economist*

jfi
Agricultural Keforms

Sismondi's Agricultural reforms provided for the develor-

ment of small farms. He "believed that the happiness and the

prosperity of the nation depended upon guaranteeing, "to the

man who cultivates the soil the perpetual ownership of the
1

fruits of his labor." Love of one's property, confidence

in its perpetuity and the understanding that he is working

on his own estate enables the farmer to courageously conquer

all the problems and difficulties that he meets in his labor.

The more security the rural worker feels in the possession

of his land, the greater independence, the more phyeical

comforts, and the better moral conditions he enjoys, the greater

will be his success and the more interest he will take in the
2

state.

Large-scale farming like large-scale production in indust

ry leads to over-production. This uncertainly/ is the great-

east evil farmers contend with and it often leads to a crisis.

When the farmers are property owners and they are allowed to

dispose of their crops themselves; they will be careful to pro*

1 Etudes del' Eco nomie .Politique v. II p 129
2 Ibid. V. II p 200
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vide only enough for their own consumption and that of their

neighbors who live in the nearby towns and whose wants can be

easily ascertained. They will control their production so that

it will meet only the local demand as they will want to avoid
1

market fluctuations and business depressions. To be self-

reliant, able to feed and clothe his family from the products

of his farm, and to avoid being dependent upon market prices <ffcr

the best sources of insuring security and contentment for the
2

rural population.

It was necessary for the state not only to encourage land

ownership, but to remember that the larger the number of farmers

the nation was able to provide fot the greater stability it

would enjoy. The farmers, Sismondi believed, were more interested

in the welfare of the public order, possessed a greater love for

more
their country and werenable and willing to defend tlbe state than

any other class of citizens. They were not to be classed as

wealth producers merely. "They are, H said he, H in themselves

an aim, one of the great aims of society; and a happy distribu-

tion of wealth should only constitute a means of assuring their
3

number happiness, and attachment to the fatherland."

Sismondi believed that the legislature should lend its

resources to the enactment of reformatory methods in order to

form a large number of small estates; and as explained in an

earlier chapter he objected; to the law of primogeniture.

1 Etudes, Bconomie Politique. V. II p. 268
2 flouveaux Princiioes deL' Econoide Politique V. I p. 263
3. StUdeB SJIT 1 ! •flcnnnmie Politique V. II p 240
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Primogeniture should be abolished, as it was contrary to

nature. Divine ordinance had provided large families in order

to correct the misfortune which resulted from the great concen-

tration of wealth within a few hands. If large estates were to

be equally divided so that each child would receive a just por-

tion of his father' 8 property, new families would be created

and the state would reap the advantages. Sismondi's study of

the Roman uampagne, and the suffering he had seen as the result

of the expulsion of numerous families led him to conclude that

a great estate was often a national disaster and that the law

should provide for an equal inheritance of a rich man's proper^

to be assigned to each of his children, even though inequalit-

ies in the land might make it difficult to try to regulate the
1

portion of the farm each child would receive.

The government's second duty should be to do all possible

to encourage agricultural progress, as in so doing it was poss-

ible to develop £o the highest degree the latent productive

forces within the state and to favor co-opBration of all the
*

members of the farmer's family in rural activities. To save

the farmers from undce hardships, he asked that those who owned

farms of unffer twenty- five acres should be exempted from certain

taxes, including poor rates, as they were not in a position to

support an indigent class of citizens. The responsibility

for the care of the poor should be placed on the rich land-own-

ers, who not only possessed the ability to pay the taxes; but

also ought to be discouraged in their ambition to amass large

1. JtoUVeaux Pri n«i ftfts
(

T?.o.nnnmi ft Pfl] 11?f? V- TT p
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.holdings of real estate. This reform he believed, would make

room for many small 7arms and safe-guard the state against over

production of agricultural products.

To protect the farm laborers from exploitation, tfismondi

developed an insurance plan similar to that which he suggested
1

for industrial plants. He asked that as a matter of social

justice large-scale farmers should support the journeymen in

times of distress, in cases of accidents, illness and old age*

He thought that if^landed proprietor was compelled by law

to provide for his employees in case of unfavorable conditions

connected with their discharge, he would be loath to reduce

the wages of his journeymen to the minimum or to discharge

them. His desire to favor the farm laborers caused him to

suggest that the well-to-do land owner migh find it advantag-

eous to give hi3 journeymen a permanent interest in the land

or a part of the land to till for himself. This reform

seems too optimistic to ever be realized; but it is in accord-

ance with his proflit-sharing plans for industrial organizations

his restrictions on landed estates, and his belief that under

legislative limitations a natural solidarity would arise between

the big farmers and the journeymen*

yismondi did not overlook the disadvantages caused

through inability to provide for expensive improvements, but he

thought that the advantages that small farms gave to their own-

ers would more than compensate society for the lack of finan-

1. nouveaux j^rincipes de lSEconomi e Politique . V, II p. 354
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cial ability to carry out large agricultural projects. In his

book on farm economics he wrote, HIt is evident that an extreme-

ly small metayage (farm) is a handicap in introducting import-

ant improvements, is it makes the farmer pay too much for what

he gets from the land; but it is none the less evident that an

extremely small area makes possible the-iargest gross production

of the land, and th » population which it can feed is the most
2

numerous possible."

Dr. Tuan in criticising Sismondi^ farming reforms reminds

us that small farms and a large rural population have not pro-

duced the happy results in uhina that the Geneves e economist

foretold, as while China is so heavily populated that ten acres

would be regarded as a big farm, the nation is often subjected

to great suffering through famines. Here again it seems only

fair to recall the fact that Sismondi never placed any exact

limit upon the acreage he expected to find included in a small

farm, and that in this reform as well as his others he avoided

the responsibility^ establishing definite standards, and that

he preferred to leave questions relating to acreage to be de-

termined by location, climatic conditions, and the state of

culture attained by the country. His refere/rce to twenty-five

acres merely indicates the smallest productive farm unit that

in the well -tilled Vai de Nievole in Tuscany would be able

to contribute to certain type of taxation. It is safe to

1 Tableau de 1 ' Agricultur e en To s cane p 192
3 Ibid, p 193
3 Tuan, Mao-Lan Simonde de Sismond i as an Economist p. 130
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conclude that it is possible to carry small farms and a large

rural population to an extreme. In one instance Sismondi used

the fable of (Jandalin and his sorcerer lodger, as an example

of the extreme to which water and mechanical inventions might

"fie carried when once they got beyond the control of man, "Ther

isjfhe concludes,"grave danger when useful forces of nature

spring from under our control Water is a good thing; but
1

it is possible for one to have too much of good things, M

Small farms 9are no doubt a good thing, but it is no doubt true

that China has reached a stage of over-development and has too

much of this good thing,

Sismondi' s conclusion that birth control should be

applied to industrial centers only was arrived at during a

period when all of .North America was open to settlement, Wo

doubt were he living today #e would not restrict a limit on

urban populations alone, but would extend his reform to the

agricultural areas,

Sismondi* s land reforms were first placed on the
1

statute books of Italy in 1883, when it was made necessary foi

landed proprietors to provide agricultural improvements for

tneir tenants or to face expropriation charges. Russia and

Ireland also have similar reforms in force; but it is probable

that Sismondi would not approve ofjChe Russian program of 1917.

For although he believed in the restrictions on property rights

by legislation he did not desire abolition of property.

.Etudes sur 1 Economie Politique. V. I 0. 60-61
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The Irish situation in his own day caused Sismondi great

distress. The extreme misery of a population subsisting

on a meagre diet of potatoes and facing constant danger of

eviction at the hands of their landlords, led him to demand

drastic measures to redress their grievances. "It is the

right of the cultivator to he completely supported by his work,

as a human creature, and only the surplus profit can be the
1

legitimate source of rent," The law he believed should

make the Irish peasants the owners of the land they cultivated*

The formation of the Tenant Right LeagueVn 18 50 and the

agitation for the "three F's" "fair rent; fixity of tenure,

or the right to hold his land as long as he paid the rent;

and free sale, or the right of a tenant to sell his tenancy;

resulted in the passage of the Land Act of 1881 while the

passage of the Land Purchase Act of 1891 permitted the tenant

to purchase his holding outright from his landlord through

funds borrowed from the government .Engl and by this act un-

consciously accepted Sismondi^ plan and as a result the Irish

have enjoyed a state of happiness and security impossible

under the old regime.

bismondi desired supervision of property by the state

and perpetuity of ownership. In his own wor&s: "the legislate

should give stability to the existence of the cultivator, favor

all the contracts which give him a permanent right to the soil

and on the contrary, abolish jrhose which render his condition

precarious, " because "morality is intimately connected V/ttb

1 Aftalinn, Albert, V fleuvre Ken nn mi quo dft ftimond ft ria Sismond
p. 194

l
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heritage and hope and is fortified by duration of time."

Etude s sur 1' iilconomie Politiqu e. Vol. I P. 60-61
Etudes sur L 1 Eco nomie Politique . Vol. I P. 201
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VII

Sismondi's Influence

on

Later Economic Thought and Writers

It is an impossible task to determine accurately the

influence that sismondi's writings have exercised on modern

social legislation or his part in building up a new school of

socio-economic thought. As a no n- conformist economist he

stood alone in his own day as the spokesman for government in-

tervention to protect the workers in^he factories, and after

the publication of his ".Nouveaux Principes" it was no longer

possible for economic leaders to shut their eyes to the suffer-

ings of the laborers, or to regard the evils of the crisis as

unworthy of consideration. There is a consensus of opinion

among writers of economic doctrines that tends to prove that

while aismondi's works contained many suggestive reform measured

and social betterment programs his books have not been sufficien

ly read to make his writings effective agents in contributing

to present day souiai improvements and that wherever reforms

have been enacted by legislative bodies they ought to be consid-

ered as the outgrowth of the many humanitarian influences that

were slowly developing during the last half of the nineteenth

century and not credited to the influence of any one philosop- ef

economist, or school of thought. \7hile it must be admitted

that society has received instruction in humanitarian principled

from many sources, still it should not be overlooked that Sis-
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mondi made the first out-standing attack upon the "laissez-fair«

doctrine and that many leading writers in all the advanced nat-

ions have given considerable time to discussing his theories

even when they opposed his conclusions, while many others have

included in their own works his ideals .although they have failec

to give due credit to the (ienevese economist for the theories they

nave "borrowed from his "Nouveaux Principes "and the "Etudes".

Sismondi during his life exercised considerable in-

fluence upon the economic theories of the English School. He

made several visits to England and was very kindly received by

the nation. nis early devotion to Adam Smith, his later sep-

aration from the Classical school and his contributions in 1818

to the Edinburgh Encyclopaedia kept him constantly before the

people, ne knew many of the great economists personally and

seems to have entertained very friendly relations with both Ric

ardo and Mai thus although he differed strongly with their views

on certain economic questions of the day. In 1847 an anonymous

writer who greatly admired Sismondi translated fragmentary essayj^

that included his most progressive theories • This book was

well received in both England and America and must have exerciselji

considerable influence among the English speaking nations. John

Stuart Mill in his advanced years departed from his allegiance

to the Classical school, when he sta£ed^bhat , "unlike the laws

of Production those of Distribution are partly a human institut iajn;

since the manner in which wealth is distributed in any given soc

iety depends on the status or usages therein obtained." As
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Mill was familiar with Sismondi's writings many of his critics

have referred to his change of thought as Toeing directly tracea-

ble to the influence of the"i;ouveax Principes" .

In France three writers Villeneuve- Bargemont, Droz and

.buret represent three different schools and show the reaction

to Sismondi's doctrines in the development of their own economic

theories

.

A. Vill eneuve-Bargemont

.

Jean Paul Alban de Vill eneuve- -Bargemont is accepted as

the founder of Catholic Socialism in Prance. He was born at the

Chateau de St. Auban of the noble family of vill eneuve-Bargemont*

his first position as an auditor to the council of state enabled

him to display his unusual administrative ability and prepared

him for his later political career • He served as subprefect in

the small cities of Zierikzee, Lerida, Cataiogne and Hamur and

upon the restoration of the Bourbons he was appointed prefect of

Tarn-et-Garronne. After the second restoration he was success-

ively charged with the administration of the departments of

Uharente, Feurthe, Loire-Inferieure and Word. He was greatly

interested in all problems connected with poverty and used his
1-2

office as an agent in alleviating the sufferings of the poor.

In 1830 Vill eneuve-Bargemont retired to private life and deyc

t>ted his time to the study of political economy. Four years lat-

er he published his '^'Economie Politique Chretienne on Recher-

bhes sur la mature et la Cause du I auperisrr.e ;!

, and in 1841 the
239-

1. Aftalion,A.
, L 'Oeuvre Economique de S imnnde de R i smnridi p §48

2. Tuan, Hap-Lan. Si i.nnde de Sj^BflLfldJ
aR an K™nnmiR+. p i 3TWT Zif
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"Histoire de l'economie politique. " From 1840-1848 he held the

appointment of deputy of the arrondissement of Ilazebrouck. During

his eight years of service he exerted himself in the interest of

social "betterment parliamentary measures and was instrumental in

securing the passage of the child labor law in 1841. Ms pol-

itical career was terminated with the Revolution of 1848 and he

died two years later,

Vill eneuve-Bargemont attached the English industrial

system more vigorously than Sismondi: "The English system is

founded on the oncenoration of capital, of commerce, of land,

oi industry; on indefinite production , on universal competition

on tne suostitution oi machinery xor numan work, on reduction oi

wages, on perpetual stimulation of the physical needs, and on the
1

moral degradation of men."

Sismondi had referred to the Classical economists as

members of the "Chrematistic school," but vill eneuve-.tfargemont
o
(J

designated them as "l^cole sensual iste". Sismondi had re-

proached the Classical school for its indifference to the suffer

ing of the working classes; "but his follower revealed a^nore "bitt

sttitude; "We are forcibly led to think that science has presumed

too much upon itself, that it has taught the art of producing

wealth rather than of justly distributing it, and hence instead

of relieving poverty, it has very probably contributed to its
3

propagation." He also showed that poverty was more general

in England and in other countries that specialized in industrial

1. Economie Politique Chretienne, v, I p 29
2. Ibid. V. I. p. 168
3. Ibid. V. I p. 26

er
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enterprises than in the less developed districts. In his crit-

icisms he held the scientists and economists responsible for the

poverty he witneBied, an exaggeration not committed by his pre-

decesor

•

Like Sismondi he was interested in agriculture YfKich he

belieired though offering a slower production of wealth, was less

susceptible to centralization. He also agreed with the Genevese

economist that the industrial organization was instrumental in

encouraging over-population: "Having been convinced for a long

time that an excess of production may and must lead to an excess

ively }.arge and miserable working population, I do not hide my
1

preference for agriculture, as compared to manufacturing."

Vill eneuve-Bargemont presented a new conception of pol-

itical economy to the world when he sought to unite political

economy with religion: ".The time had come", said he, "to take

up the great work again of uniting science with faith, and it is
2

this field that we call from now on Political Economy."

Sismondi 1 s doctrines and especially his interest in

human welfare are awarded a high tribute by Vill eneuve-Bargemont

but while the Genevese economist desired to make political economy

a moral science his follower sought dilligently to discover the

necessary means for including religion in his progressive reforms

Me went as far as attributing the misery of the working classes

in England not only to the doctrines of the Classical school, but

1. His to ire de l ' economi e politique V. II p 430
2 * Economie Politiqu e Chretienne V. I p 82
3. Economie Politiqu e Chretienn e I p 85
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also to the separation of the nation from the Catholic Church.

This denunciation makes it impossible to regard his work as free

from sectarian prejudices.

Like Sismondi he recognized the danger that existed in

the multiplication of wants and luxuries. '^£^ iter fiftH-iipli

Gfttion erf wanto suad luxuries : "Vt is the multiplication of want

which has caused them to degenerate into corruption and weaknes

and which has created by the side of wealth the leprosy of pov-
1

erty. " Again he wrote more favorably of the progress of civi}

ization : "Doubtless the progress of civilization and well-bein^

gives birth to new habits which create real wants, Luxury itsel

is relative to time and place, but it should come gradually, an
2

should be produced only with just distribution of wealth."

Sismondi as has been shown was a protestant and advo-

cated the restriction of the population, a principle contrary

to theological interpretation, but Vill eneuve-Hargemont 1 s crit-

icism of' Bis mondi's attitude is neither bitter nor sectarian:

•$r. Sismondi in blaming the catholic clergy and other Christian

creeds gor encouraging marriages has quite forgotten*' that the

christian religion puts continence betv/een itfte married couple,

when it is the result 'of mutual consent and of desire for per-
3

fection, in the rank of the highest virtues." He concluded

his discussion by stating that the oath of celibacy required of

priests was a concrete proof that the Catholic Church was not

1 Economie Politique Cbretienne V. I p 4C
2 Kistoire del' Economie Folitique Vol. r

., p. 40
3 Economie Folitique Chretienne V. I p £

5*
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I

opposed to restrictions on the growth^ f population. He further *

more believed that Sismondi was correct in his views of pop-

ulation only so far as he used Malthus* moral restraints; hut

to prohibit marriages among the most indigent would be, he said

"contrary to justice and to natural liberty,"

In his final conclusion Vlll eneuve-Bargemont stated that

jiaithuB had unknowingly made a most complete defense of Catholic

principles when he recommended the spirit of sacrifice, devotion

and prudence in abstinence from marriage; and that as an over-

grown population could become a source of misery there should

be a restriction of the birth rate; but that such restriction

should come of self-control and the influence of Christianity
o

and not be imposed from the state.

Although they reasoned from different view-points both

Sismondi and V ill eneuve-Bargemont arrived at the same conclusion;

Sismondi belieYied that inequality of fortunes was justified by

the beneficial results it secured for the citizens, while Vill-

eneuve-Bargemont considered property ^natural right ordained by

a heavenly will: "Christian political economy should teach all

to respect the inequalities indispensable to the maintenance

of the social order." and "it would be a vain attempt to pro-

cure for every member of society the same amount of comfort or

enjoyment. Inequality is one of the supreme laws of the moral

and physical order. the universal public law is nothing but

the recognition of the property right.

"

1. Economie Politique Chretienne V, I p. J35
2 nis toire de I 1 e conomie pol itiqu e V. II, p 2^8
3 Economie Politiqu e Chretienne V. I 406
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aismondi's views in regard to property rights appear to

be both scholarly and unbiased deductions gathered from his ob-

servation of facts, while those of Villeneuve-Bargemont seem tobc

warped "by personal sentiments connected with his birth and the

influence which the Catholic religion exercised over his writ-

ings.

Many of v ill eneuve-Bargemont ' s reform measures agree

with Sismond^s teachings, but his experience as an adminis-

trator enabled him to carry his reasoning to more logical con-

clusions. .Before society there lay two alternatives/ In view

of the appalling pauperism that ha saw all around him, the French

economist believed that there would occur either "a violent up-

rising of the proletarian and the suffering classes" against

the property holders and the industrial capitalists with the

return to a state of barbarism; or there must be a wide spread

evangelical movement and the practical and general "application
1

of the principles of justice, morality, humanity and charity."

To effect the last result the Catholic philosopher favored

recourse to legislative intervention and made it the moral duty

of the state to participate in all reforms. As the precursor

of the social Catholic movement he substantiated his theories

with m%ny biblical quotations, that tend to detract from the

the economic value of his books.

His belief in organized charity, his faith in indirect

taxes and tariffs, and his assumption that labor unions would

1 . JSconognie Politique Chreti enne V. I p. 25
2. Tuan, ITao-Lan, Simond e de Sismondi as an Economist p 146
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*

1

"be benificial to the workmen, separated him from Sismondi's

teachings; but in all of his other reforms he accepted the

writings of the Genevese economist as his guide.

vilieneuve-Bargemont ' s only original contribution consist-

ed of his basic principle that Christianity should be the found

ation of the science of political economy, and serve as a re-

form medium to correct the evils of industrialism. It was

upon this foundation that the Liberal action Party in France

under the leadership of Count de Mun was able to erect its
1

organization. when judged in the light of recent develop-
the organization of

ments in^pol iticai^Europe today it would seem that such an

idealistic reform is further away from civilization than when

the Catholic philosopher wrote his book on iconomie Folitique

Chretienne.

Tuan, Mao-Lan. Simonde de Sismondi as an Economist, p.146

-
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B. Joseph Droz

Francois xavier Joseph Droz was born at Besancon, Octob-

er 31,1773. Mis family entertained "bright hopes for his suc-

cess in a parliamentary career; but the French Revolution

ended all ambitions for political success under the old order.

Droz enthusiastically gave himself up to the cause of the

French republic and at the close of his service in the armies

of the Rhine, he was appointed professor of rhetoric in the

"eccle centraie" of Besancon. His interest in teaching came

second to his desire for literary achievements, in 1806 he

published "L* Essai sur l'art d' etre heureux" and in 1834 after

the publication of his MSur la Philosophie Morale," he was

admitted to the Academie francaise. Mne years later, the pub-

lication of his "Traite' sur Economie"won him his election tr
1

membership in the Academie des sciences morales et politiques.

Later he devoted a great deal of time to writing the

"His to ire du regne de Louis XIV*and in the last years of his

life he prepared two works of note, "Lee Penses sur le (Jhris-

tianisme et les Aveux d*un Philosophe Chretien." He died in

Paris, Hovember 9, 1850.

An examination of his books reveals the noble sentiments

that governed his life and made it possible for him to maintain

an intermediate position between Sismondi, whom he greatly ad-

mired and to whose writings he frequently turned for inspiration

and guidance, and the Classical writers. Droz is usually des-

Tuan, Mao-Lan, Simond e de Sismondi as an Economist x> 147-155
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cribed as "a Classical economist, but a modern classicist v/ith

philanthropic tendencies,"

Droz gave so many new interpretations to the Classical "lai-

ssez-faire" doctrine that while he has been regarded as a mem-

ber of the Classical school, his economic contributions should

place him in the Liberal group of economists,

Droz upholds the "laissez-faire", system only when it con4

tributes to the social good and then it should be under the

surveillance of the government:- "The economist", said Droz,

"would deceive himself in taking liberty as an end; it is a

means, the end is social welfare. If, then, liberty endangers

in some points public morale or safety, we should subject it to

restrictions.

"

In agreement with bismondi and Villeneuve-Bargamont *

s

views, Droz objected to child-labor and he did not consider

child-labor laws an opposition to the "laissez-faire" doctrine,

for the "life and health of the children are not trading objects^

nor are human rights to be classed as mercantile questions. Ad-

vocating the claims of private interests in all states of slav-

ery and under conditions of exploitation is equal to allowing ,

"bandits to be exonerated by proving that their crimes are luc-
3

rative.

"

Droz in his criticism of the social order approached

aismondi's conclusions in his discussion of wages, distribution,

and the duty of the state. He believed that wages were far

below their real value, and that "profits resulting from low

lAftaiion, Albert, L'Oeuvre Eco no^que de Simonde de Sismondi
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wages and high selling prices were atrocious". He reproached

the economists for neglecting human beings in their desire to

1
increase wealth. MThe happiness of the state depends less

upon the quantity of goods produced and more upon the manner in
2

which they are distributed."

"In reading certain economists, we would believe that pro-
3

ducts are not made for man, but that man is made for productsl'

.

MIf the distribution is so vicious that some have almost every-

thing, and others have almost nothing, the former have no more

incentive to encourage industry than the 1 atter have the ability
4

to do so. Every thing is languishing."

Droz, like Sismondi sought to make political economy a

moral science and like Sismondi he recognized the relation that

existed between physical necessities and intellectual life.

Keferring to the "amoral economists" he said, "It is painful to

hear worfts such as these: 'the principles of political economy

belong to an order of ideas other than moral precepts. 1

I do not know any assertion more false more calculated to mislead

the mind than to deprive of mutual support the two sciences so
5

closely united by needs and by humanity. »

if Droz was over optimistic in his desire to correct the

evils of the social order through the study of political economy ,

ie only carried his reasoning to a logical conclusion and pre-

dicted a new society which is beyond our present understanding

of human development. The study of political economy teaches

how to distribute wealth so as to "mitigate suffering, remove

jgconomie Politique
t
p p HQ, 62, 240 t 57 y 58, 59,
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#

the causes of crime and vice usually generated by poverty, and

will always be to the broadminded, a source of noble meditatio

on the means of improving the lot of man, and on the favors
i

of the eternal Author of all things If

Droz shared Sismondi's objections to abstractions and

for this reason he criticised Godwin's theories: "what is

the use of these hypotheses? They have not even a shadow

of utility, if he (Godwin) undertakes to know what happens

on earth, " In his studies he favored the historical attit-

ude. Unlike Sismondi he regarded machinery as the beneficial

agent of production, because he believed that mechanical in-

ventions lowered the costs of manufactured goods, multiplied

products, lowered prices and saved the strength and lives of

the workmen as it was unnecessary for them to perform un-

healthy or dangerous work, and also saved them from becoming
2

so fatigued that they gave in to vice and intemperance.

While Droz was an eager champion of machinery he advised that

all dangerous machines should be handled by trained experts

and that a council of scientists should decide upon regu-
3

lations governing their use in ail factories. In his dis-

cussion of over-production he admitted that inventions

sometimes resulted in harm, but he concluded that M it

the over-production of merchandise does not surpass certain
4

limits, it works less harm than a too limited manufacture.

"

L. Economie Politique. P. 310
2. Ibid. P. 285
3. Ibid. P. 36
4. Ibid. P. 275, 276, 277
5. Ibid. P. 89
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The crisis, Droz attributed to the failure of producers to

comprehend the wants of the market and to their false specul-

ations: HThe wants of mankind are always numerous, but the

wants of the market are reduced to those of the people who are
1

in a position to pay for what is offered to them." This

conclusion is in agreement with aismondi's theory that the

"effective demand i3 strictly limited*'1

His solution of the population problem is in agreement
prohibit

with sismondi's theories, except that he would not ^ marriage^

between paupers. Like Vili eneuve-Bargemont he recommended that

there should be means established to "improve education, so

that the sentiment of human dignity penetrates into the soul;

so that, under the happy influence of religion, morals and peace,

the condition of society may become prosperous enough to let the

laborer participate in the comforts of life, and he will not

wish to get married before being assured of the fact that his
2

children will have the same advantages."

The tariff question was weighed with disfavor by both

Sismondi and Droz. To the Genevese economist customs duties

were regressive agents; while Droz condemned them as handicaps

to free competition: MTo increase the wealth of the country,

it is necessary to develop the intelligence and the activity

of her citizens. Customs duties are conductive to laziness and
3

ignorance.

"

Ownership of land contributed a beneficial influence

upon the people, Droz believed; but he concludes, "if all the

jaconomie Politique, Pages 148, 291, 174,
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f )

real property could be evenly destributed among the citizens of

the state it would be impracticable and impossible to maintain

such a condition of equality for any length of time." In the

advancement of communism Droz perceived threats against the

best interests of society: "In our day, various systems are

imagined to create universal happiness. Among the number,

there are some deplorable ones. The communists are showing

themselves , to be a menace in some places in Europe. 1 do not

fear that the system subversive of property will ever have re-

sults of any duration, but they may cause troubles and mass-
1

acres."

Droz was more clear-sighted in his discussion of wages

than Sisraondi because he recognized the fact that any increase

in wages, would increase the cost of production and ultimately

oe reflected in the prices charged the consumers, while Sis-

mondi interpreted a rise in wages as beneficial to the workers

and not as a contributive agent to higher prices. Droz was

less sympathetic to the laboring classes as he failed to inter-

pret their low wages as the cause of their misery, but pre-

ferred to attribute their suffering to their own bad habits

and their tendency to squander their wages.

To improve the social machinery Droz suggested that

industrial chiefs should take a serious interest in the moral
o c curried

and physical education of their workmen, that whenever conflicts/1

iiiconomie Politique Livre III ch. IV, 236-268
1-Ibid. p 246
2 Ibid, p 144 footnote
3. 'L'uan, Mao-Lan, Simondfe de 5i3mondi as an Econmi3t pi 55
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between the selfish capitalists "and their hard-pressed employ-

ees arbitration should be resorted to as a means of settling

the dispute: and that well behaved workers should be rewarded
1

with bonuses in proportion to their economy and skill*"

A review of these principles shows that Droz in his labor

reforms was the fore-runner of modern social industrial con-

ditions in some of the best organized industries. His work

also illustrates his high regard for sismondi, of whom he
2

once said, "Geneva owes a statue to this great citizen."

Perhaps at some future date the city of Geneva may rec-

ognize her obligations to this brave patriot, but at present

'•Sismondi 's tomb located behind the parish church in the little

rustic ceraetry at Chene presents a humble and almost neglect-

ed appearance. He rests alone, as after his death Madam Sis-

mondi left Chene and the Suisse forever to spend the remaining
3

days of her life with her family in England."

C. Eugene Buret
V

Eugene .Buret was born at Troyes in 1310. His early am-

bition to enter upon a literary career caused him to go to Paris

where he was known as an excellent literary otitic and a writer

upon political and social questions. In 1840 the Academie des

Sciences morales et politiques announced a contest for essays

on "Pauperism and its Kemedies". The subject provided an ins-

piration for .buret, whose essay was awarded the first prize of

1. 2. Tuan, Mao-Lan, Simonde de Sismondi as an Economist , t> 1
2. Economie Politique p. 144
3. UeSaiis, jT5T Sismondi la Vie et l'Qeuvre d'un Cosmopolite

55

pniiosopher, p 465
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2500 francs. being greatly interested in his subject the

young author used the money to defray the expenses of a journey

to England. As a result of his observations of the industrial

conditions and of his researches in that country he was able

to publish his"De la Hisere des Classes laborieuses . " Buret

produced a very fine treatise; but the task proved too arduous

as his health gave out and he was advised to take a long rest,

he went to Algiers where instead of resting he made a study of

the French possessions and also completed plans for the re-
1

organization of the colony. His death occurred in 1842.

Buret is proVably recognized as Sismondi f s most devoted

disciple. In his criticism of the Classical school and the

"chrematistic tendencies of the English school", are found many

of the "characteristics of Sismondi^ doctrines," and also a

sharper note of condemnation, "with Ricardo that ingenious

metaphysician of beer, " and with all the followers of Smith,

political economy has come to be a mathematical science occupied

with increasing riches, and unmindful of human beings, while

the science is practically one which ought to be concerned with
2-3

the destruction of evil and the building of good."

Buret went further than Sismondi in his criticism of

production. "Nations," said he, " are nothing but workshops for

production; man is a machine to consume and to produce; and hum-

an life, capital—everything is weighed or calculated and econ-
4

omic laws govern the world fatalistically." He also blamed

1. Tuan, Mao-Lan, Simonde de Sismondi as an Economi st p 1 55-1 65
2. Aftaiion, Albert, L'Oeuvr e Econnmilte-ftimnnap-Siaaftadi. 244-48
3 -4 De la msere des Qlasaib lafrnri fiuafts ¥ol. I,pi-i5,V.II, p 175
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the economists for neglecting to show what constituted a fair

distribution of wealth. "Political economy has dealt elabor-

ately with the distribution of wealth, but after having consulted

the principal books and systems produced, we do not know what

shares are returned to the different agents of production, and

still less do we know about the social justice which secures
1

these shares for them."

Next to Sismondi, .buret's criticism of the "laissez-faire"

doctrine is the most penetrating. Liberty while one of man's

most precious possessions was limited by duties. "What was

called oppression, social injustice, was the excess of liberty

of some one at the expense of society, —the abuse of "laissez-
2

faire." Slavery had been maintained through the unfair

degree of liberty enjoyed by the masters, and Buret did not

believe that it was a safe doctrine under the modern industrial

regime. "Absolute laissez-faire is not worth any more in the

industrial re'gime than in the political regime; its real name
3

is anarchism.

"

In accordance with this doctrine, the industrial system

becomes the "Medieval Age of industry" and production has the

appearance of an impatient conquest and commerce a gamble; --

a state of affairs Sismondi almost arrived at when he discussed

production. "Uncertainty of existence, " said Buret, "is the

first feature of resemblance to the poer lot of the savage.

1 ue la mi sere des classes laborieuses. V. I, p. 6
2 Ibid. V. J, p. 21
3. Ibid . V. I, p.17
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For with the proletariat in industry as with the savage; life

is at the mercy of the chances in a lottery and the caprices
1

of accident.

While he oppossed the laissez-faire doctrine he did not

hold the economists responsible for the industrial anarchy any

more than historians are responsible for the wars they describe
2

in their books. "it is far from our opinion that political

economy should be held responsible for the miserable condition

of men it is not economic science that has made industrial

society; it merely attempts to explain the latter. Its mistake

has been in regarding as regular and necessary phenomena, cir-

cumstances which were fortunately transitional; and in mistakiifc

the confusion which precedes order for the permanent conditions
3

of life."

Labor, Buret felt ought to be above salable merchandise

as it was life itself and it was both the duty and the right of

man to live by the sweat of his brow. The English economists

were too willing to spend their time in the discussion of nat-

ions and especially the lot of the working classes. "It is

the duty of true social science not only to study wealth but
4

also to study poverty. "

His"de la Misere des classes laborieuses

J

1 by making a

systematic study of poverty, aims to serve as a counterpoise

of English political economy, to supplement and verify the

1. ve la miser e des classes laborieuse s. V. II p.

2

2. Ibid, Vol. II p. 124
3. Ibid. Vol. I p. 46
4. ibid, Vol. I p. 49
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science of wealth by the science of poverty, "In our opinion,

the "best way to comlete political economy ig by the study of

the phenomena of the poverty stricken, who are the most legit-
1

imate critics of wealth."

Buret acknowledged Sismondi to be the leader of the

critical school; but while he accepted his master's theories

and discarded those of villeneuve-Bargemont, his own discussion

of poverty surpasses both of these writers. Buret believed

that poverty is only a relative condition, its existence being a

phenomenon of civilization which the multiplication of wants

brings to the front, as in a primitive civilization no one poss-

esses wealth and envy is impossible. "Civilization and indust-

rial progress are not the direct cause of poverty, they only set
2

off, by the effect of contrast this deplorable phenomenon." It

is a menace to society when extreme wealth and poverty exist side

by side. "We have, in our hands, peace or war in the future. It

depends upon whether we plant for the future generations, tran-
3

quility or tempest."

Like his leader, the G-enevese economist, Buret was

alarmed by the increasing number of middlemen and the keen

competition of small dealers who often indulged in fraud and de-

ception and increased the cost to consumers through their par-

asitical functions. Cooperative societies he accepted as bene-
4

ficial agents of commerce.

1. De la miser e d e3 classe s 1 aborieuses , v . I p34
2. Ibid Vol. I, P. 119
3. Ibid. Vol. I p. 58
4 Ibid. Vol. II p. 216 .
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In accord with the doctrines of Sismondi, Buret wished

to have reforms placed under the control of the state. "To

harmonize individual interests" with those of society " it is

necessary that a firm as well as an intelligent hand should

1
hold the balance." This "hand" must belong to the legislat-

ive body. Through law and taxation .buret arrived at both

a heavy inheritance tax and a progressive income tax.

The inheritances tax Buret justified for the reason tha

as death severed man from the ownersip of his property he

could well afford to pay back to society the debt he had mor-

ally contracted with the social body. The inheritance tax
3

should be progressive, with exemptions on small patrimonies.

In regard to income taxes, Buret thought, that they could be

based upon the books of each organization and that fraudulent

statements would be easily proved and punished by confisi cation

of property.

"Should not all good citizens desire the necessities

of life to be more easily obtained than are these exaggerated

fortunes that drive their possessors to extravagance, often

more disastrous :o the morality of man than to the economy
4

of the nation*.-

Buret favored labor insurance and savings banks,

ne thought that the government should take the necessary steps

to encourage the workers in participating in the ownership

1. De la misere des classes laborieuses. V. II. -p. 405
2. Ibid. V. I p. 17
3. Ibid. V. II p. 405
4. Ibid. V. II p. 403
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of the stock of industrial enterprises, as society would

"benefit "by the largest distribution of the property. This re-

form is in accordance with the modern tendency of corporations
1

to encourage profit-sharing plane.

Like Sismondi, he was interested in improving agricult-

ural conditions and he believed that farming co-operative pro-
2

jects would be beneficial to the landowners. He believed

that the natural fruitful industries of the country did not

require the support of a protective tariff policy and that

protection placed on domestic goods would only lead foreign

countries to retaliate against the fitful industries. "in-

dustries for which forcible monopoly of the national market

was sought were precisely those which produced industrial mis-

eries and to protect such industries was to protect vice and
a

misery in the nation.

i3uret has been classed as a socialist by many French

writers oecause he advocated co-operative consumption, associ-

ations of cultivators, progressive income and inheritance taxt

es; but while he possessed socialistic tendencies he did not

believe in the equal distribution of property and deemed property

rights to be in the best interest of all.

Louis .Blanc, Pierre Leroux and many other French

writers have quoted Buret generouly; although he never was a
4

partisan of any of the I topian socialistic schemes of his time

1. De it Miseries des classes laborieuse s Vol. II, p. 363
2. Ibid. V.I p. 240
3. Ibid. Vol. ll p. 422
4. Tuan, Mao-Lan S imo nde de Sismondi as an Economist p. 164
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.buret should be regarded as an evolutioniat and a reformer;

"but not as a socialist although he possessed some of their

tendencies. He did not wish to destroy the social order ind

like Sismondi he was eager to defend private capital: "We do not

wish that capital shall make peace "by forcing labor into serv-

itude; but neither do we wish capital to lose in the least any

of its security or guarantees." Equal distribution he thought
1

would only end in universal poverty. "The only r.ieans of sud-

denly transporting the poor from extreme misery to the comforts

of life would be to rob those who have more and to bestow their

possessions upon those who have less, but this is neither poss-»

ible nor equitable, for it would mean establishing universal
2

poverty.

"

A review of the "De la misere des classes laborieuses,

shows that buret not only defended Sismondi' s doctrines zealous-

ly, but that he also advanced them toahigher level. He poss-

essed keen intelligence and his experience as a social and pol-

itical critic on the"Courrier fran^ai3" enabled him to arrive

at logical concluilons and to make improvements in Sismondi'

s

reforms, even though he always remained deeply attached to the

(ienevese economist's Houveaux principes..

.Blanqui, the historian of political economy accepted

many of oismondi s theories in regard to the dangers caused by

1 Tuan, rac-Lan , Simonde de Sismond i as an Economist
, p 164-5

2 De la Misere des classes laTprieuses, V. TT] p 34o, p 84
3 Ibid. V. I, p. 90
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the introduction of machinery, the concentration of capital

in a few hands, and the evils of overproduction with its at-

tendant catastrophe, the crisis, fie also demanded laws to limit

the employment of children; but in other respects ±$ianqui up-

held bay against Sismondi, as well as in giving his support to

the principles of the Classical school. Professor Aftalion

believes that Bianqui should be placed in the liberal school as

his writings indicate that his sympathies are with Sismondi'

s

1

doctrines rather than with those of the Classical school.

D * Sisrrondi and the German School (2)

The German school borrowed freely from the writings of

both Buret and Sismondi; but it is probable that the works of

the latter gave more help to the German socialistic writers

than any other single source &f information.

The German writers, Kodbertus and Marx when they pro-

duced Scientific Socialism seem to have taken Sismondi'

s

social and economic criticisms and his historical method and

combined it with some of Kicardo's theories and by so doing

they arrived at conclusions very different to those of either

the English or the Swiss economist.

Marx and Kodbertus have vied with each other in claim-

ing the honor of being the founder of scientific socialism,

but a review of the "Nouveaux Principes" and the "Etudes"

reveals the fact that many of the tenets of scientific soc-

ialism may be traced to the doctrines of the Genevese critic

1 . 2, Aftalion, Albert, I 'Quevre Economique d e Simonde de
Sismondi

,
(l4p 236-7, (2) -p."~~254-

5
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from whom they "both "borrowed liberally and sometimes with-

out giving due credit for his contributions. P.odhertus had

visited Switzerland in 1830, and as he was interested in pol-

itical science, history and philology he must have met Sismondi

and been familiar with his hooks,

.Buret's De la misere des classes iaVorieuse.c.

M
has been

referred to as an "arsenal, whence many later socialist writer
1

of different schools have taken their weapons^ " "but Buret's

view-point separates him from the Marxian socialists as while

they have copied his theories their interpretation is very

different to the original intentions of the French evolution-
1-2

ary reformer.

Karl Marx and Engels referred to Sismondi as the leader

of Jetty Bourgeois Socialism; but the"Kanifeste Communist, "

contains a long enumeration of Sismondi 's contributions to

socialism; "Socialism," they say, "holds Sismondi as its

chief, " because he made an "analysis with a great deal of

penetration of the inherent contradictions in the findings

of modern production," "He has laid open the hypo cri ti ca.l

defenses of the economists, he has demonstrated in an irre-

futable manner the deadly effects of machine production and

the division of labor, the concentration of capital, the evils

of over-production, the crisis, the misery of the proletariat,

the confusion of interests in production, and the inequality
%

in the distribution of wealth which has resulted in industrial

1-2 Tuan. I'ao-Lan. Simond* de Sismondi as an Economist p. 170
3 Aftalion, Albert, L'Ouevre Economique de Simonde de Sismondi

3

" —
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wars, the di struct ion of old customs and family relationships."

"No evidence has "been found that the German historical school

acknowledges a debt to Bisroondi, yet it is probable that he

was well known to the leaders of that school, R>. scher gives

him favorable comment in his History of Political Economy in
1

Germany)''"- and some degree of influence"seems not unlikely",

Bismondi*s greatest contribution to socialism has arisen

through his demands upon the state f and his desire for restrict-

ions upon industry and ownership of property. His works and

his desire for state intervention s have evolved a new order

known as state socialism and through it the government becomes

responsible for human welfare within the state.

Sismondi's letters contain the wish that his Nouveaux

Principes and his Etudes sur les sciences sociaies could be

translated and thus become the property of the .English speak-

ing race; but although his principles have gradually found theijfr

way onto the statute books in both America and England his

dream has never been realized, His own explanation of this

desire written in 1838 seems to free him from all charges of
2

selfishness; "It is possible that the self-love of an author

may have some -hare, without my being aware of it , in

the earnest thirst I feel to attract the attention of the public;

but this thirst seems to me nothing but the feelings of the

immense sufferings which v/e ail contribute, without thinking

1. Haney,L» H, History of Economic Thought , p 365
Political Economy, Series of Essays, London 1847, p. 455
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of it, to increase by a conduct which in its details \

figure to ourselves as indifferent, I cry, take care, you

are crushing, you are bruising miserable persons who do not

even see from whence comes the evil which they experience,

but who remain languishing and mutilated on the road which

you have passed over. I cry out and no one hears me: I cry

and the car of Juggernaut continues to roll on, making nev;

1

victims .

"

Slsmondi's greatest influence, as is shown later comes

from his desire to protect the workers who constitute the

majority of the people, his labor reforms and his evolution-

ary doctrines that have paved the way for state socialism.

1, Political Economy , Series of Essays , London 1847 p 455
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VIII

Conclusion

This study of the life and the socio-economic contri-

butions of Simondt de Sismondi has required hours spent in pains-

taking translation, arduous study, and exhaustive research; but

it is still incomplete, as no investigation of the life of one

who was so varied in his interests, so cosmopolitan in his sym-

pathies, so familiar with historical data, so far sighted in his

interpretation of reform movements and future trends could be

adequately treated in a thesis of this type.

Some phases of his writings have been entirely overlook-

ed, others have been touched upon lightly, while a few have re-

ceived the careful examination that they deserved. The con-

clusions arrived at are offered in the hope of bringing into

clearer light his most outstanding contributions to economic

thought.

• Sismondi is first of ail justly acclaimed as the fearles

critic of his era. He may well be remembered as the first econo-

mist to break away from the teaching of the Classical school.

He was not afraid to condemn the English economists, who sought

to keep political economy as an amoral science, built on abstra-

ctions and an adherence to the "laissez-faire, M "laissez-passer "

doctrine. He recognized the conflict of public and private

interests and brought it to the attention of both English and

French economists.

He was the first economist to call upon the govern-
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ment to correct the evils of the industrial regime, to desire

of
the enactment social legislation to protect the laborers and

A
to regulate industry. His social reforms while not in exact

accord with those of Robert Owen gave strength to the great

humanitarian movements of his era. He was one of the earliest

writers to advocate a more equal distribution of income and of

wealth among the different classes of citizens. The Classical

economists had either overlooked the evil of unequal distri-
WS8

bution or accepted it as a force that^undeserving of attention

or one that would he self-corrective; "but Sismondi attacked it

through advocating reforms in taxation and public welfare

pro grams

•

Sismondi was the first economist of note to observe the

sufferings of the laboring classes and to attribute the res-

ponsibility for under-consumption and over-production to the

factory system with its low wages and mechanical inventions,

^is generous spirit and keen mind enabled him to recognize the

dangers that existed in a nation that allowed its wealth to be-

come concentrated in the hands of a few capitalists while the

majority of its citizens existed in poverty and suffered from

unemployment,

Sismondi has been criticised by the Classical writers

and later economists as a "retrogressive economist M because he

over-estimated the advantages of the old guild system, and also

on account of his criticism of the industrial system.

There are some inconsistencies in his books. He repeat-

edly expressed his desire to free political economy from dogmas
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and abstractions; "but his criticism of the abstractions of his

contemporaries, the classical school, is offset by his own socisflL

income theory which is as difficult to comprehend as the abstra

tions he objected to in others. His attempt to defend his soc-

ial income theory kept him from arriving at logical conclusions

in hiB discussion of taxation, and made it impossible for him

to advocate a productive income tax or to accept ]abor unions as

beneficial agencies. Some of the inconsistencies that are

found in his works may be traced to his distress over the de-

plorable conditions that he witnessed everywhere and the results

of the industrial revolution, as well as to his early allegiance

to the classical school , and his knowledge of historical data

and the influence that past eras had exerted upon the mores of

society. Mis penetrating mind enabled him to see the mistakes

of his contemporaries and to break away from many of their est-

ablished concepts; but his own writings still retained echoes

of the classical theories, as is illustrated by his belief in

the wBgt-fund and other marked references to the conservative

writers, regardless of his denunciation of the English school.

Sismondi might easily have fallen under the influence

of the Utopian writers; but he preferred to stand alone and for

that reason and his defense of the small proprietor Karl Marx

referred to him as the leader of the "Petty Bourgeois socialism.

He deserves admiration because of his courage in attacking singl

handed the evils of his age, anu for his social reforms, especial-

ly as he made them at a time when his fellow economists desired

to overlook all the unpleasant phases of the industrial revolut

e-

ion.
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Lord Lauderdale in 1804 made a study of the difference between

wealth and welfare and has been referred to as the father of

of the theory of over-production; but it remained for Sismondi

to attempt to interest the government in the enactment of legis-

lation to control the evils of the factory system and to demand

laws that would insure tofee well-being of ail classes. In

advocating government control of industrial conditions Sismondi

stands alone as the precursor of modern labor legislation, while

his objections to the socialistic Utopian schemes separated hir:.

from the radical economists, who were concerned only with the

welfare of the workers,

Sismondi was one of the first to apply the lessons of history

to economics ana to approach all the problems of political

economy through historical research. In this way he avoided

an revolutionary procedures and combined the sanity of a great

student of history with the evolutionary methods of a generous

reformer.

Modern economists have been slow to give Sismondi credit

for his contributions; but it is interesting to remember that

many of the social and economic reforms advocated by the Gene-

vese economist have found their way to the statute books of all

the progressive nations, until today state intervention through

labor legislation has greatly benefited the workers in every

land.

Sismondi in ail his writings occupied an intermediate pos-

ition between the Classical economists who stressed production
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and the " laisBez- faire doctrine and the socialistic writers

of the German school who insisted upon a program of equal dis-

tribution cC property among an the people, which he believed

would be equally disastrous to the happiness of mankind,

joecasuse Sismondi held this middle position he failed to receive

the support of either party during his life time; but recent

leaders of economic thought are glad to accord him high res-

pect for his unwillingness to be drawn into either party, as

they like him, are inclined to avoid both extremes because

they perceive that the"iaissez-faire " system is breaking down

and they consider the Utopian schemes too idealistic, and too

expensive to justify the government undertaking them.

Today, almost one hundred years since Sismondi began to

write his Etudes, the consensus of opinion among economists

renders a high tribute to the far-sighted Genevese reformer,

although they admit that while his principles were sound in

theory it was impossible for him to foresee and to effectively

solve all the social difficulties of our era. His conclusion

that industrial crises could be warded off by raising wages to

a position where the effective demand would absorb the total

output of production seems an impossible remedy when viewed in

the light of experience with our recent depression which oc-

curred at a time when wages were at their best and the American

nation was enjoying a very high standard of living.

Foster and Catchings in their study of the crisis insist

that people with large incomes may still strive to restrict

1. foster, W.T., catchings, W. Profits (H. Y. 1925)
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consumption and that profit sharing plans encourage the workers

to produce more and spend less. Even if their conclusions

snould be proved incorrect, it would he impossible to ever

reach the place where consumption would exactly equal the pro-

duction of our large-scale manufacturing plants*

sismondi's desire for social betterment programs and the

education of the masses has been realized. In all the highly-

developed industrialized countries today the governments issue

numerous reports, labor organizations strive to enlighten their

members on matters pertaining to their special interests; free

evening schools have been established in urban centers and pubr

lie works projects of all kinds have been instituted for the

benefit of those who desire to improve their conditions.

Sismondi's contributions to economic science have helped

to develop three schools of French economic theory. His art-

icles in the Edinburgh Encyclopaedia in 1818 and his later

writings have influenced English progressive labor legislation

and guild socialistic leaders in their attacks upon working

conditions

.

in Germany Sismondi's works have been most carefully

studied. His emphasis upon facts, and his historical attitude

prepared the way for the German historical school ; but his

greatest service to society las come through the adoption of

his reform measures which have formed the basis odt state

socialism. State socialism has as its aim the welfare of the

citizens and holds the government responsible for all social
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reforms; but it does not interfere with personal liberty, prop-

erty rights, or the family life of the people. State socialism

or socialism of the chair as Professor Aftaiion referrs to it,

seems to be the almost lieral reproduction of Sismondi's writ-
1

ings

.

Although Sismondi was often overlooked by the economists

of his own epoch he is regarded today as the outstanding

source of two great movements of economic thought in out cent-)

ury. tie is placed with Ricardo because of his development of

scientific socialism and beside List for his contributions to

the socialism of the chair. "Any study of the doctrines of

scientific socialism or of German contemporary science would b i

incomplete without an examination of the writings of this
2

great economist, W i

The influence of Sismondi's life and writings is diffic-

ult to estimate. Mis contributions to economics, history,

political economy, sociology and literature, include not only

many carefully prepared volumes; but also numerous articles

covering every phase of these subjects and also problems re-

lated to philosophy, psychology and religion, as well as many

personal letters addressed to his friends in many lands.

His published articles differ greatly in their intrinsic value,

but they are all based on his observation of facts, his per-

sonal experiences gathered from life, and his researches in

history. The vicissitudes of his life had taken him through

1.Tuan, Mao -L an, simonde d e Slgjgo ndi as an Economi st p. 170-1 71
2. \ftalion, Albeit, L 'Oeuvre Economique de Simonde de Sismondi .

p.p<j&^-4
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exciting experiences in many lands. He had suffered the hum-

iliation of revolutions, prisons and exiles; but his "brave

spirit had "borne the trials of life without any portrayal of

"bitterness, and at all^times and in all places he had sought to

make history and political economy moral sciences. His econ-

omic and social reforms are all based upon moral and charitable

conceptions of the organization of human labor and his desire

to increase the happiness of the greatest number of people,

his theories on government and his political conceptions are

explained on the principle of evolution and his faith that

through progress public institutions would reach the position
1

of perfection which is the ideal goal of a free people.

1 salis, Jean-H, Sismondi, La "Vie et L f Q euvre d'un Co smopolit e

Philosophe . pp 39 5-396
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liothfeque universelle, Geneve, t. XII, p. 232.

Sur l.gs LsiLa ou la Pol ice des aubaigtannea
, par Fabbroni,

Revue encyclopedique, Paris, t. IV, p. 426.

NOUVEAUX PRINCIPES D' SCONOMIE POLITIQ.UE , or la Richesse
dans ses Rappnrts a,vec la Pnpm at inn Paris, Delaunay,
2 vol. in-8o. 2e ed. augmentee, 1827, 2 vol. in-8°.
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1819 cont.
De Divers Memo ires sur la N^cessite d* Introduce la Ustr

Thode de Bell et de Lancaster dana lea e^coles primaires
deTa Toacane, Revue encyclopedique, t. IV, p. 598.

1920. L.e Pouvoir de Consommer s 'accrnit-il toujour 3. dana la
Soci^te avec le pouvoir de produire? Annalea de Legis-
lation et de Jourieprudence, Geneve, t. I.

Notice N^crologique sur 1 1 Abbe* L. de l^Jmfi, Revue Ency-
clopedique, Paris, t. VIII, p. 477.

1821-1844. HISTOIRE DES FRANCAI

S

f
Paris, Treuttel et Wiirtz,

31 vol. in-8°. (Le tTxXX a pour auteur Amedee Rene*e;

t. XXXI Table generale alphabetique.

)

Coxnpte Rendu des Bonifications Faites aux Domaines du
fjarquia de Stafford, par J. Loch, Revue encyclopedique,
t. XI," p. 518.

1822. JULIA SEVERA QU LlM qiTATRB CEJT Q,

T IATR1S-VINAT-DP TI 7."H!
,

Paris, Treuttel et Wiirtz, 3 vol. in-12.

De la L itteratur e Italienne au xviii ® siecle
,
par Ugoni,

Revue encyclopedique, t. XIII, p. 165.

De_ 1 ' Italie avant la domination dea Rqmains. Revue
encyclopedique, t. XIII, p. 411.

Observations sur la societe et les Mo eurs en Ari^rique.
Revue encyclopedique, t. XIII, 556.

Recueil des Historiena des Gaul es et de la France . Revue
encyclopedique, t.XVI, p. 267 et 1823, t.XVII, p. 488, t.XIX,p.3|(31

.

1823. Tabl eau des Revolutions du Systeme Politique de l f Euroj)e
Revue encyclopedique, t. XVIII, p. 547.

Du. Traite des Preuve3 Judiciaire3
t
par J. Beutham, Revue

encyclopedique, t. XIX, p. 170.

Collection dea Memo ires Historiques des Dames Francaiaea
,

Revue encyclopedique, t. XX, p, 294.

1824. De 1

'

Hiatoir e de la Nation suisse, par Zschokke, Revue
encyclopSdique, t. XXI, p. 311.

Hiatoire de Charlemagne, par M. de Se"gur, Revue encyclop-
£dique, t. XXI, p. 559.

Sur la Balance des Consonmations ay^c ^ es Productio ns,
Revue encyclopedique, t. XXII et tirage a part, Paris,
Rignoux, 36 p.. in-8°. _^==^============





iv

1824 Cont. ,

Collection dea Chroniqu.es National es Francaises. publieea

par M. .Buchon, Revue encyclopedique, t. XXIII, p. 74.

10 WftnViflrnhP sur la Co nvenance du ay_a_££me colonial po_ur

le Gouvernement de 1 'Inde . 2° Deux L ettrea a air Charlefe

Forbes
f
Revue encyclopedique, t. XXIV, p. 74 et tirage

a part, Paria, 22 p.in-8°.

1825. Revue dea efforts et dea progress dea peuples dans lea 25
gernieres annexes . Revue encyclopedique, t. XXV, p. 17
et tirage a part, Paria, 28 p. in-8°.

Considerations sur la Guerre a ctuell e dea Grecs et 3ur
s£& h istnriena

, Revue encyclope'dique, t. XXVI pp. 332,
703 at tirage a part, Paria, 24 p. in-8°

•

De 1 'Histoire de la domination dea Arab

e

a en Esioagne et
en Po tugal , Revue encyclopedique, T~. XXVII, p. 719.

L *HiBto ire de la Conqufete de I' Angleterre par les No rmand 3

,

par4 A. Thierry, Revue encyclopedique, t. XXVIII, p. 77.

Notices Ne*crologique sur Charl es Pictet de Rochemont
T

Geneve, 15 p. in-8°»

1826. Revue dea Progres de3 Opinions Religie»uses du XIXe
Siecle , Revue eicyclope'dique, t. XXIX, pp. 21, 349,621
et tirage a part, Pari3, 52 p. in-8°.

Le Heraut Oriental
f
par J-B.Buckingham (journal anglaia),

Revue encyclopedique, t. AAA, p. 344 et tirage a part,
Paris, 23 p. in-8°.

niatoire des iocp edit inns Maritimes dea j^rmands , oar Q.-B
Dtpping, rtevue encyclopedique, t. XXXI, p. 21.

Uouveaux x ri^oi-iea d

'

Economie Pol itique . Jour qu 1 il

3

•
Peuvent "feter aur la crise" Q.u'Eprouve au.iourd ' hui l*
Anal et err

e

y
Revue encyclopedique, t. XXXI, p. 608 et

tirage a part, Paria, 12 p. in-8o.

Memo ires aur la vie_du Tres R. B. Sheridan, par Thomas
Moore, Bibliotheque universelle, t. XXXI et tirage a
part Geneve, 47 p. in-80«

1827. L'Ameriaue, Revue encyclope'dique, t. XXXIII p. 17 et
tirage a part.

D.,e la GrSce au_ Commencement de 1 * Annie 1827, Revue
encyclope'dique, t. XXXIV, p. 30 5 et tirage a part,
Paris, 15 p. in-3°.
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1827 cont.

Traite de Legislation, par Ch. Comte , Revue encyclopedi-
que, t » XXXV* p. bb.

Essai Politique sur le Royaume de la flouvell e-Bspagne.

par A. de Humboldt, Revue encyclopedique, t. XXXV, pa 504

et tirage Si part, Paris, £6 p. in-8 *-

1828. Collection des Chroniques Rationales Francaises . par J.-

A. Buchon, Revue encyclopedique, t. XXXVl I , p . 52 et

tirage a part, Paris, 20 p. 612.

1828. Histoire des Gaulois ,
par Am£de e Thierry , Revue encyclop-

edique, t. XL, p. 612.

1$29. Des Consequences que 1 'on Peut Desirer o u Craindre pour
la civilisation de la Guerr e des Russes "dans L evant ,

Revue encyclopedique, t. XLI, p» 5 et tirage a part,
Paris, 26 p. in-8o.

Comptes rendus d^e d ifferents ouvrages sur 1 * histoire et
les i nstitutions des communes de France , Revue encyclop-
edique"] t . XLI , p. 643.

L * Inde , ou Pai ts et Eclair cissements sur le Caractere des
Habitants I ndigenes

,
par R. Rickards, Revue encyclopedi-

que, t. XLII, p. 641.

Coma d 'Histoire Kodeme par M. Guizot, Revue encycloped-
ique, t. XLlII,p. 330»et tirage a part, Paris, 20 p. in-8c

Memo ire compl et ' et authentique du due d^e Saint-Simon sur
le Siecl e de Louis XlY et ia~~Hegence , Revue encyclopedTque
t. XL VIII, p. 627 et~"tirage a part, Paris, 16 p. in-8°.

Notice ^ecrologique sur M. Eti enne Dumont

,

Revue encyclop-
edique, t. XLIV et tirage a. part, Paris, 15 p. in-8°

.

Collect : on des Memo ires weiatifs a l' Histoire de tranc e,
depuis IX Fn n^a t "i.nn d e~l a 'Mnnarnhi p i'xaji^La. jiinqu ' au
XTII e *3ifcfl1 fi, par M. Guizot, Revue encyclopedique , t.
XLIV, p. 614.

L930. De 1 ' Expedition contre Al/~er
r
Revue encyclopedique, t.

XL VI, p. 257, I'Avenir, Kevue ency clope'dique, t . XLVII,p.52

:[332. HI S TO IRE DE LA REHAI3SAIICE DE Ljl LIBSRTE M I TAT, IE , de ses
progreVdjs. fig-flgflaflengfi, &£. le chute

,
Pari 3> Treuttel

et V,
rurtz, 2 vol. in-9° •

En appendice: Has Sspe'rances et d es Be3oins de 1 1 Itai ie
;

tirage a part, m'eme £diteur,24 p. in-8°

.
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vi

1833. De la Condition dari3 laguelle il Convient de Placer \£3
"

Ingres en lea Affranch i scant , s. 1. 27 p. in-8°»

1834. _De la Richesse Territorial

e

, Revue mensuelle d' ^conomie

politique . Paris, t. II, et tirage a part, 51 p#in-8°.

Du Suffrag e Universe! , Revue mensuelle d ' ^co nonie
politiqu e, t. TI et tirage a part, 36 p. in-3°

.

Du Sort des Quvriers dans les Manufactures T
Revue raen-

suelle d'econonie politique, t. Ill et tirage^. part,
32 p. in-80.

Conseilb d'un Ami aux Patrio tes Rfefugies, Paris, 25 p.
in-8"

.

Du Prince dans les Pavs T.ibrea ou du Pnuvn i r Sjt6nnt. i f

,

"Revue mensuelle d'e'conomie politique, t. Ill, et tirage
a part, 41 p. in-8°.

1835. De 1 'El ement Aristo cratique dans 1 es Pays L ibre3
r
Revue

mensuelle d'e'conomie politique, t. IV et tirage a part,
43 p. in-80.

HTKTnTTM! t% LA fiFUTE Tffi
T_LZU1LRE RQMALE El DU ptSht T 1

J

DE JjA CIVILISATION ,
de 1'an 250 a 1 'an l. 000 . Paris,

Treuttel et WGxtz, 2 vol.~in-8°.

Du Revenu So cial Revue mensuelle d'e'conomie politique,
t. IV et tirage a part, 30 p. in-8°.

1836. L'Irlands en 1 634 , Bibliotheque universelle et tirage
a part, cierieve, 67 p. in-8°.

1836-1838. ETUDES SUR LJS SCIENCES SO CI At.SS
,
Paris, Treuttel

et V/urtz, 3 vol. in-8°.

T. I., ETUDES SJJR LJ§ C0IT3TITUTIQITS DES PEUPLES LIBRES
,

T.II et III, ETUDES SUR L

'

ECO-TCIE POLITIQUE
,
1837-183*.

1837. Histoire de la Religion Reformee en trance , par Edw.
Smedley (compte rendu;, 'Jeneve, 2o~"p. in-3°.

1837. l.j Colonies des Anciens Compare*e3 a Celles des ;.;oderne< ,

Geneve, 51 p. in-3 .

1333. PRECIS DE L 1 HISTOIRE DES 7RANCAI5. Paris'. Treuttel et
WtXrtz, 2 vol. in- 3°. 5

jflscl avage et Trait e. par Agenor de Gasparin, s.l. 24 p.in-8o

.
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1841. i L ' Association du 3 mars ,
Geneve, 15 p. in-80.

1842. Discours a l 1 Assemble e Constituante, prononce' le 30 mars

ltU2, Geneve, 20 p. in-S ^

1844. (Posth.) Quel que 3 Observations sur la Concurrence Commer -

ciale de la "Prance et de 1 Angl eterre, Revue Britannique,

Paris, t. XXI.

Pes Cplonies Penal es et de la pgnalite, s. 1. n. d.,62 p.

in-8°.

Ee 1 f Inde et de sa Puture Emancipation, Paris, s.d.,23 p.

in-8°

.

II. Anglaises Traductions .

HTFSTORT C ;\t VIEW QJ THE LITERATURE OP THE SOUTH OP
EUROPE Trad, et ann. par Thomas Roscoe, Esq., London,
1823, 4 vol. in-8o. 2e ed

. , New York, 1827, 3e ed,

London, 1846.

A Review of the Efforts and Progress of Nations , during
the Lasf Twenty-five Years t

trad, par P. S. Duponceau,
Philadelphia, Harrison-Hall, 1825, 36 p., in-8o.

History of the Crusades against the Albigenses in the
Thirteenth Century , with an introductio n by the trans -

lato r. London. 1826, in-8°.

Histo ry of the Battles of Cressy and Poiters. with inter-
lmeai translation m English, London, 1831, in-12.

ITALIAN REPUBLICS O P THE MIDELE AGE, in Lardner»s Cabinet
Cyclopaedia, London, 1831 , 1 vol. m-16.

POLITICAL ECONOMY AND. THE PHILOSOPHY Q_P GOVERNMENT,
with an historical Notice of his Life and Writings, by
M. Mignet, London, 1847, in-8°

.

A Review of the Progress of Religious Opinions, Boston,
Bowies and Dearborn, 37 p. (Trad, from Revue Encycloped-
ique, 1826, Pamphlet.)

A HISTORY OP THE I TALIAN REPUBLICS
.
Dent, Everyman's

Library, 1 SoV , "Th-IX

HISTORY OP THE I TALIAN REPUBLICS OP THE MIDDLE-AGES
T

Entirely recast and supplemented in the light of subse-
quent historical research. With a memoir of the author
by W. Boulting, London, Routledge and Sons, s.d. (1906-,
Septembre), 1 vol., 822 p., in-8°.
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III Bibliop;raphie des Lettrea Impr imee s de Sismondi .

(a) Recueils des 1 ettres de Sismondi

Sismondi. Fragments de son .journal et correspondence, publ

par Mille de Montgolfier, Paris et Geneve, 1857.

Lettres i n^ditps de sismnndi, de finnatetten, de Mme. de

stail ' Pt de Mme de Rnny.a h la flnnntfififl* d * AUaaay^ publ.

par Saint-Ren! Taiiiandier. Paris, 1863. (Cf. Pelissiei

Le Portefeuille de la Comtesse d 1 Albany, Paris, 1902.

2 vol. Du meme, Saint-Rene Taiiiandier editeur de Sis-

mondi et l'Adolphe de Benjamin Constant, Rev. d'Hist.

litt., 1908, t. XV, p. 491 et suiv.)

Lettres a Giusepp e Barvier i ,publ . par F. Lampertico,
Padu, "1877.

(Santorre di Santarosa). Memor ie e l ettre i nedit e , con

appendice di lettere di CarTo Sismondi, publ. par Uic-
omede Bianchi. Torino. 1877 (pp. 113-135).

Lettres inedi tes de Sismondi e crite s p endant les Cent
Jour, publ. paF^P. Viliari, Revue Historique, "1877-1878

t7~"III a VI.

Sismondi et CliarJLaa. de constant
,
Correspondence publ.

par Ho Fazy, Bulletin de 1' Institut genevois, 1882,
t. XXIV, p. 204 et suiv.

Tean-Pierre Vieusseux (1779-1863) d' apres sa cprres-
po ndance avec Sismondi par A. Frenes, Revue Inter-
nationale, V e anne"e, Rome 1888.

L ettre s inedites de Sismondi %. sir James Mackintosh et
a Comtesse de Saint-Auiair e publT par T,-±T* de Puybusqu^,
Revue Historique, 1914, t. CXVII, p. 42 et suiv.

Lettres inedites de Sismondi a Marc-Auguete Pictet . publ
par W.-E. Rappard, Indicateur d'Histoire Suisse, 1918,
40 e annee, p. 41 et suiv.

Lettres di Sismondi ai Viesseux
f

in Carlo Pellegrini,
llote Sismondiane, Ferrara, 1930.

(b ) Recueils divers et periodiaues

XI L.es.s,aggjLere Torinese, Alessandria 1839, t. I, p. 134

Lettere di Gino Cappo ni e_t cU ai tre a 1 ui
f
Firenze 1882

t. I, pp. 429, 436, 508.
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Epis toiario foscoliano , Firenze 1854, t. Ill, p. 408,410,

G. Giusti, Epistoiario a cura dj F. Martini ,
Firenze 1904, t.

Ill, p. 412, Risorgimento italiano, 1911, t. V, p.

686.

A. Manzoni, Carteggio a cura di G. Sforza e G. Gallavresi,
Filano 19 21, t. IV, 2e partie, pp. 578, 628.

Gambaro, La Ri forma religiosa nel carteggio i nedi to d_i Raffae

Ho Lambruschini , Torino 19 24, t. II, p. 125, 136.

Popol o di Valdinievole , 23 fevrier 1924.

Romagna , octobre 1924, p. 432, 433.

( c) Mo no graph ies

Camillo Ugoni, Delia litteratura italiana nella seconda raieta

del sec. XVIII, Milano 1857, t. IV, "p7~579 "eT suiv.

Galiffe, D»un Siecle a 1* autre, Geneve 1878, t. II, p. 276.

E. Rodocanachi, Elisa Napol6on en Italie , Paris 1900, p. 69 et

suiv.

Ed. Chapuisat, Le_ Commerce et 1 'Industris & Geneve pendant la
domination francaise , Paris et Geneve, 1908, p. 216 et
suiv. *

Emma Darwin, A Century of family letters, publ . par Henrietta
LitchfieT^T Londres 1915, t. II p. 8.

Pierre Kohler, Madam de Stael et la Suisse , Paris et Lausanne
1916, p. 515.

Carlo Pellegrini, II Sismondi e_l_a storia delle letterature
.

dell

'

Euro pa meridio nals Geneve 1926, p. 2,6, 19,
2"4, 26, 30, etc.

Du meme, Note Sismondiane, Ferrara 1930.

Note: * An examination of Dr. Jean-R. de Sal is Bibliographic

convinces the reader of the immense correspondence and the

large number of unpublished letters which lay in the sacred

archives of the great cities of Europe: "Berlin, Copenhague,

Broglie, Montpellier, Paris, Brescia, Bologna, Firenze, Fus-

ignano, Livcrno, Milano, Pescia, Siena, Torino. Geneve, and
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X

Note: This enumeration of M. Sismondi *s works was fur-
bished "by Professor Munier (Notice sur J. C. L. de Sismondi,
Album de la Suissse romande, Geneve, 1844, t, II, p. 73), they
have been taken from a note which was written by the economist
a short time before his death in 1842.

2.
I. Works of Sismondi:

Total: 69 Volumes, ail in-8° and the greater part
from 500 to 600 pages. (Each volume'

Schaffhausen ( Stadtbibio thek) J* nave assisted in preserving the
1.

letters md manuscripts of the patriotic Swiss economist.

IV. OUVRAGES ET OPUSCULES DE SISMONDI

II Special Articles by Sismondi:

I. Politique et Etudes sur les Constitutions 16
II. Economie politique (Political Economy) 11
III. Esciavage (Slavery) 5
IV. Alger (Algeria) 2
V. Inde anglaise. (British India) 3
VI. Amerique (America) 2
VII. Grece (Greece) 7
VIII. Critique historique (Historical Criticism) 18
IX. Critique litteraire (Literary Criticism) l
X. Philosophie (Philosophy) 3
XI. Biographie (Biography) 5

In all 73 articles forming 2000 pages.

1. Au total 61 "discours."
2. Au total 55 volumes.

1. Salis, Jean-R., Sismondi . Lettres et Documents Biblioe:rat)hid
pages, 44-61. *

2. Ibid, pages 68-69.
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Works Relating to Sismondi

( Anonvmous) Jean-Charles-Leonard de Sismondi. Magaain v ittoresqu(
Paris, XI e anne*e, 1843,

(Anonymous ) (Sir Francis Palgrave) Life and works of Sismondi.
Quarterly Review, London, 1843, t. LXXII, p. 300.

( Anonyr:;ous ) Sismondi. Michaud. Bioraphie universelle. Paris.
1849, t. LXXXII,p.282.

(Anonymous) Sismondi. Nouvelle Bio^raphie general e. Paris. 1865.
t. XLIV, p. 14.

Bariola. Felicetta. Un amico dell' Italia e de^li Italiani.
Bolletino della societa pavese di Storia patria Pavj
1921.

Bossi. Lugi. Kecrologia G.C. Leonardo Sismondi
f
Firenze

T
Tit>oe:-

rafia Galileana, 1842.

Lomenie. Louis de. H. de Sismondi
r
Gaierie des contemporains

illustres, 1844, t. VII.

Mignet. Notice historique sur la vie et les travaux de M. de
Sismondi. Portraits et notices historiaues et""
litteraires, Paris, 1852, t. II, p. 45.

Montet, Albert de. Sismondi. Dictionnaire biographique des Gen-
evois et Vaudois, Lausanne 1878, t. II p. 522.

Montgolfier, Adelaide de, Vie et travaux de Ch. de Sismondi.
Geneve, 1857.

Kunier, ^otj.ce sur J^.L. de Sismondj., Album de la Bnippe
Romande. Geneve, 1844, t. II.

Reumont, Alfred von, S. de Sismondi. Livorno
r
1842.

Salis (Jt-R. de). Sismondi et son temps. Resumes des Communica-
tions, presentees au VI e Congres International
des Sciences historiques, Oslo, 1928, p.148.

Le meme. Sismondi et son temps. Revue de Geneve et Bihi int.ViAqno
universelle, Janvier, 19 29, p. 75.

[,e meme, Sismondi, la v i e et n oeuvre d»un cosmopolite philosop-

*

a

hy Bibliotheque, de la Revue de litterature comparee,
Paris, Librairie Ancierme Honore Champion, Libraire
de la societe de 1» Histoire de France. 5 &uai llaiaquai

VI e
, 1932.

Le meme. Sismondi. Lettres et documents ine'dits, suivis d«une
liste aes sources et d'une bibliographic Pubi. meme.
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II. Sismondi and the Literary Movement

Blennerhasset (Lady) Mme de Stael et son temps » trad, franc.
Dietrich, Paris, 1890, t. Ill, p. 24

Botta, Carlo, Pes opinions de M. Simonde de Sismondi sur Alfie i

i

considere* comme poete tragique . Paris, 1816

Godet, Philippe, Histoire 1 itteraire de la Suisse francaise .

NeuchStel et Paris, 1890.

Kohler, Pierre, Mme de Stael et la Suisse
T
Lausanne et Paris

1916.

Louchaire, Julien, L * Evolution intellectuelle de 1 ! Italie de
1815 a 1830 . Paris, 1906, p. 134.

Pellegrini, Carlo, Il_ Sismondi e la storia delle letterature
dell 1 Euro pa meridionale . Geneve, 19 26

Pelissier, Saint-Rene* Taiiandier . editeur de Sismondi et 1'
"Adolphe " de Ben.jamin Constant . Rev , d 'Hist . litter -

aire de la Franc

e

r 1908, p. 451."

Petit de Julleviiie, Histoire de la langue et de la litterature
francaiBes. Paris, 1899, t. VII, pp 656, 710.

Sainte-Beuve, Sismondi (septembre 1863) Nouveaux Lundis, Paris,
t. VI, p. 24.

Sal is J.-R, de, Sismondis Gesehichte der Literaturen Siid-Europ
as, Heue Schweizer Rundschau, Zurich fevrier 1928
p7i4l

.

Scherer, Edmond, Sismo ndi. Etudes de litterature co ntmparaine .

Paris, 1891, t. II, p. 145.

Saint-Rene Tailiandier, Sismondi et sa correspo ndence , Revue d
de Deux-Sondes, Janvier 1862, reimpr. in Lettres
inedites de Sismondi, 1863.

III. Doctrines Economiques et Sociales de Sismondi

Aftalion, Albert, L'oeuvre economi que de Simonde de Sismondi.
Paris, 1899.

Berliner, Paula, Simonde de Sismondis sozialokonomische
Grundl ehren. Warschau, 1913.

Blanqui, Histoire de 1

'

Economie politique en Europe. 2e ed.
Paris, 1846, t. II, p. 229.

Bonar and Hollander, Letters o f Ricardo to Trower 1811-1823
Oxford, 1899.





xiii

Bonar, James, Letters of Ricardo to Mai thus . Oxford, 1887.

Bonar, James, Mai thus and His Work, New York, 1924

Bohm- Bawerk, Kapitalzinstheorien. Innsbruck, 1884

Buret, Eugene, De la misere des classes laborieuses . 2 vols,,
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